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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
1. The Problem 
The problem is to apply the basic principles and procedures set y 
forth in Fundamentals of Seconda:ry-Scnool Teaching and the course in 
the "Unit Method in the Secondary School" offered by Dr. Roy 0. Billett 
at Boston University, to the unit organization and classroom presenta-
tion of a social studies topic on the Western United States, an English 
topic on written communication~ and a general science topic on geology. 
- . -
An attempt will be_made to int~gra~e these three topical areas around 
the study of the Western United States. English activities will emanate 
from the social studies and science topics. 
There will be no attempt to fuse three subjects into one. The main 
purpose will be to set up a basic procedure so units may be built in a 
particular school situation. This integration will not sacrifice ~ 
values of the Unit Method, but it will result in a speedier unit organi-
zation of the year's program. 
The writer realizes the development of the various areas of English 
(speaking, reading, writing, and listening) go on from the time the 
·child enters school in the morning until he leaves at night. English 
i}Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
is t~ught directly and indirectly in every classroom every day. Although 
the child will have· an opportunity to practice all these sld.lls in .many 
ways throughout the year, provision will be made for a review and a con-
certed attack upon the area of written conmnmication during this unit. 
In addition many opportunities will be provided in the unit assignment 
for growth in all areas of English. 
2. The Pupils 
Pertinent facts about the pupils.-- This unit was planned for two 
. -· 
heterogeneous groups of seventh-grade pupils. The group from homeroom 
205 contains twenty-eight pupils, and the group from homeroom 213 con-
tains twenty-six pupils. 
The pupils have a wide range of hobbies. The most popular type of 
hobby is collecting such things as stamps, match covers, story-book 
dolls, travel folders, pictures of movie stars, baseball cards, rocks, 
china.horses, and knives. Sports, chemistry, model planes, hunting, 
nature study, and reading are their other principal interests. 
Twenty-six pupils attend some type of church school o.ne afternoon 
a week while twelve of this number attend twice a week. Sixteen receive 
some type of music instruction one afternoon a week. One afternoon a 
week, twenty-four pupils attend dancing school. Five boys have daily 
paper routes. Eight boys are Boy Scouts, and five girls are Girl 
Scouts. 
Their future. vocational aims are shown in Table 1 on the following 
page. 
•• 
, 
• 
T abl~ 1. Future Vocational Aims of the Pupils 
Boys 
(1) 
Aeronautical engineer •••••• 
Astronomer ••••••••••••••••• 
Baseball player •••• · •••••• ~. 
Captain of a ship •••••••••• 
Dentist ••••••••••• :~•••••••• 
Doctor ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Electronics engineer ••••••• 
Engineer ••••••••••••••••••• 
Jockey •••••••• · •••• " •••••••• 
La'W'Y'er • •••••• , •••••••••••••• 
Meteorologist •••••••••••••• 
Priest ••••.••••••••.•.••••.. 
Psychologist ••••••••••••••• 
Roofer ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Scientist •••••••••••••••••• 
Undecided •••••••••••••••••• 
Total ••••••••••••••••• 
Number 
{2) 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
.3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
.3 
25 
Girls 
(3) 
Artist •••••••••••••••••••• 
Nun ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nurse ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sculptor •••••••••••••••••• 
Secretary ••••••••••••••••• 
Social service worker ••••• 
Teacher ••••••••••••••••••• 
Theatrical work ••••••••••• 
Undecided ••••••••••••••••• 
WAC••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Writer •••••••••••••••••••• 
Total •••••••••••••••• 
·Number 
(4) 
2 
1: 
9 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
29 
Pertinent facts about the parents.-- Most of the pupils come from 
homes of moderate to wealthy circumstances. For the most part, their 
fathers are employed in executive or managerial positions (Table~2). 
Most of the parents are interested in the progress of their children. 
A large percentage attend monthly parent-teacher conferences. They 
show an active interest in most school functions. 
More than two-thirds of the parents were born in the United 
States (Table 3). 
Chronological age.-- Homeroom 205 has thirteen boys and fifteen 
girls. Their ages range from 11 years to 13 years, 6 months (Table 4); 
more than two-thirds of the pupils are younger than age 12 years, 6 
• 
Table 2. Occupations of the Fathers of the Pupils 
Occupation 
(1) 
AccOuntant .................................................. ~ •••• 
Advertising executive ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Antique store manager••••••••••••••••••••v•••••••••••••••••••• 
1\r'chi tec·t •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bank guard.~······~···••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~··········· 
BlOuse manufacturer ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cracker manufacturer •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dentist••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Di.strict supervisor for Woolworth's ............................ . 
Dress man.ufacturer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · ......... . 
Electrician ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EleCtrOnic engineer ........................................... . 
Finance compaqy owner•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~··••••••• 
Gasoline station owner•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ge·neral contractor ••••••••• " •••• ~ ............................. . 
General·manager of haberdashery chain ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Insurance broker ••••••••••.••••••••• * .................. ~ •••••••• 
Interior decorator ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
La-wy-~r ••••• ~ ••••• -............................................. . 
Liquor Store owner •••••••••••• •'• ••••• • ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
M.T.A. worker•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••····~• 
MaChine shop foreman ••••••••••••••••••• ~•··••••••••••••••••••• 
Machinist •••••••••••••• ~··••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••• 
Metal worker•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Minister•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plumber••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ProfeSsor •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~··•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Public works foreman•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rad.io supply manager •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
Roofing contractor•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sales.manager ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Salesman •••••••••• .; .......... * •· •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Shipper •• · •••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Shoe buyer·.· ............ ~ ....................................... . 
Shoe cutter.~ ................................................... . 
Shoe store owner •••• · •• • •••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Statioilery store· Own.er· •••••••••••• ~ •••••• -••••••••••••••••••••• 
Steel company executive ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Telephone r6pair.man••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lrVine sale.sm.a.tl •••••••••••• · ........................ • •••• • ••• • .•• • • 
Window-cleaning company owner••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Deceased•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Number 
(2} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 54 
4 
• 
• 
months • 
Table. 3. Native Country and Number of Mothers and 
Fathers Born There 
Mothers· Fathers 
Country 
205 213 205 213 
. (1) 
_(2) (3) (4) (5) 
America ••••••••••• 2.3 19 22 22 
Canada •••••••••••• 4 2 2 1 
England ••••••••••• 1 1 0 1 
Ireland ••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
It~··••••••••••• 0 1 0 0 
Russia.,..-.......... 0 2 3 1 
Switzerland ••••••• 0 1 0 0 
Total •••••••• 28 26 28 26 
Table 4. Distribution of Pupils in Each Class According 
to Chronological Age as of September 10, 1951 
Number of Pupils 
Age 
205 213 
J.lJ (2) (3) 
11-0 to 11-6 •• ~ ••••••••••••••• 3 2 
11-6 to 12-0 •••••••••••••••••• 9 4 
12-0 to 12-6 •••••••••••••••••• 13 12 
12-6 to 13-0 •••••••••••••••••• 1 5 
13-0 to 13-6 ••••••••••• · ........ 2 3 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 28 26 
Median ••••••••••••••••••• 12.0 12.4 
In each group there is one girl who reached her eleventh birth-
day the first week in September. These girls seem a bit immature. 
• 
• 
• 
Intelligence guotient.-- In homeroom 205 the intelligence quo:t,ient 
range, derived from the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test given in November 1950, 
is from 91 to 140 (Table 5). Of the·25 pupils tested, four have an in-
telligence quotient of 100 or less and four have an intelligence quo-
. .. .. 
tient of 125 or better. The median intelligence quotient for the class 
Table 5. Distribution of Pupils in Each Class According 
to Intelligence Quotient, as Determined by the 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test Given in November 1950 
Intellig~?nce Quotient 
Number of Pupils 
205 213 
(1) (2) (3) 
126-140 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 
111-125 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 13 ·s 
96-llo ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 6 
81-95 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 
65-80 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 3 
Total •••••••••••••••••• 25 23 
Median ••••••••••••••••• 114 109 
In homeroom 213 the intelligence quotient range, as the re-
sult of the same test, is from 65 to 133 (Table 5). Of the 23 
. 
pupils tested, nine have an intelligence quotient of 100 or less 
and three have an intelligence quotient of 125 or better. The 
median intelligence quotient for the class is 109 • 
Comparable data is unavailable on three pupils from each 
homeroom. They are new to the school system. 
I 
Reading ability.-- The Metrop()litan Achievement Test, Intermediate 
Form R, was administered in November 1950 to determine the reading 
ability of each pupil (Table 6). The actual grade placement of 48 
pupils was 6. 3 at the time of the test.· 
Homeroom 205 reading ability ranged from 11.2+to 5.7. Thirteen 
pupils were found to have a reading grade level of 8.3 or better. 
Table 6. Distribution of Pupils in Each Class, 
According to Grade Level in Reading, ·as 
Determined by the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test, Intermediate Form R, Given in 
November 1950 
Number of Pupils 
Grade Level in Reading 
205 213 
(1) (2) (3) 
+ . 
10.6-11.2 ••••••••••••.•• 6 3 
9.1-10.5 ..•••.•.••• ·'· ••. 2 2 
7.6- 9.0 ••.•••••.•.••••• 7 3 
6.1- 7·.5· ..••• •.....•... 8 9 
4.6- 6.0 •••••••••••••••• 2 4 
3.0- 4·5················ 0 2 
Total •••••••••••••• 25 23. 
Median ••••••••••••• 8.4 7.2 
As the result of the same test, the pupils of homeroom 213 
ranged from 11.2+ to 3.0 in reading ability. Eight pupils were found 
to have a reading grade ~evel of 8.3 or better (Table 6). 
• Comparable data is unavailable on three pupils from each home-
room. They are new to the school system. 
• 
...... , ,, 
3 • The School 
The school.-- The school, located in the suburbs of Boston, is in 
an attractive residential city of 80,000 people. The original section · 
of the school was built as an element~ry school in 1900. An addition 
was made to the two-story structure in 1933. It has served as· a junior 
·high school since 1930. Pupils from four elementary schools come to 
this school for their junior high school education. There are 335 pupils 
and 17 teachers in the school. 
The classroom and equipment.-- The classroom is the conventional 
type measuring 32 x 26 feet. 
It is well-lighted by windows / 
) 
on two sides. Two doors are ( 
I ( 
located at both the front and 1 
I left side of the room. It hasi 
( 
thirty permanent chairs and J 
desks, an eighteen inch 
t 
I 
l 
globe, and wall maps of the 
{ 
~ 
i, l 
world, the United States, \ 
North America, Africa, Europe,( \! 
Asia, and South America. ( 
•...-..__------~------------------------------- --~-----------·---
The teacher's desk is 
located at the front of the 
room. Blackboards cover the 
Plate 1. Scene of the Classroom with 
Each Pupil Working on His 
Individual Activity 
front wall. A wire attached to the framework above the front· blackboard 
is used for displaying pictures, charts, and posters. 
On the right side of the room is a large, divided paper and clothes 
·' 
cabinet, a six-shelf metal book and pamphlet cabinet, two folder-size 
metal filing cabinets, one 3 x 5 inch metal card file,. one kitchen 
recipe box for 3 x 5 inch cards, and two small tables for the display 
of pupils' hobbies and exhibits. 
The blackboard on the left side of the room is covered by a bulle-
tin board, 4 x 9 feet. Beneath the bulletin board is a bookcase, 2 x 
5i feet, containing three shelves. Between the bookcase and the first 
row of desks are two large library tables, and six moveable chairs. 
. . 
In the rear of the room there is a four square foot bulletin board 
in each corner. 
Two bookcases, 2 x 6 feet, each containing three shelves, are lo-
cated in the adjoining corridor. The books located here are shared with 
the teacher in the next room. 
The textbooks available in the room library are listed by subjects 
in the unit assignment. Many magazines, pictures, postcards, and 
pamphlets concerning the Western United States will be displayed on the 
tables. 
The school library, containing approximately 2,000 books and a 
pamphlet file arranged by states, will be utilized frequently by the 
entire class and by special study groups when the need arises. A 
librarian is available most of the day for assistance in such an ar-
rangement. Some of the books listed under collateral library reading 
have been porrowed from the public library. 
A mimeograph machine and a hectograph machine are available for 
duplicating purposes. 
,I 
The school has a sound-proof audio-visual room with a filmstrip 
projector, a sixteen millimeter projector, a tape recorder, a phonograph 
record player, a radio, and an opaque projector. 
4~ Methods Employed in the Study 
Method.-- Objective data have been gathered on a specific group of 
pupils and a specific classroom situation. The writer has followed the y 
suggestions made in Fundamentals of Second<;g;r-School Teaching and by 
analysis and creative synthesis has developed this teaching.learning 
situation. By the use of the unit assigmnent, the many interests and/ 
needs of the pupils will . be met through an integrated approach. 
Plan of time.-- The development of the units is expected to take 
four weeks. Each group of pupils meets 12 periods a week for 43 minutes 
each period. In addition pupils are expected to do some homework each 
school night. 
The first period will be devoted to the preliminary test. In the 
second and third periods, one or more of the introductory activities 
will be presented. The study and activity guide will be passed out 
and explained during the fourth period. During the laboratory phase 
of approximately 30 periods the pupils will utilize the school library 
frequently as they work on their various activities. Occasional periods 
will be devoted to oral discussion to clarify any misunderstandings, to 
. . . 
present audio-visual aids, and to give needed instruction. Current 
events will be utilized throughout the entire unit. Experiences will 
i}Billett, op. cit. 
jj_ 
be pooled and shared during the next 12 to 14 periods. The mastery test 
will take one period, and the test results will be reviewed the follow-
ing day. 
The test.-- The test items were based on the delimitations of the 
units. 
Mimeographed copies of the test will be given to the pupils at the 
beginning of the unit-s. The pupils will .be assured that the score ob-
tained on the test will not count as part of their final mark. The same 
test will be given at the end of the units, and the gains will be cal-
culated. The final mark will be based partly on the score obtained on 
the second test. 
Preparation for teaching the units.-- The room and equipment have 
been gradually improved and adapted for the use of the Unit Method over 
a period of a year and a half • 
. The optional-related activities will be written on 3 x 5 inch cards 
and filed in the appropriate filing cabinet. A duplicate list will qe 
typed and.placed on the bulletin board. Sufficient copies of the 
pupils' study-and-activity guides and ~he objective test will be availa-
ble. 
Enough teachers' log sheets will be prepared, so the writer can 
record all important events and cormnents daily. 
The audio-visual aids listed in the· unit assignment will have been 
previously ordered by the audio-visual aids director. 
Copies of the bibliography of collateral reading, pamphlet 
sources, and reeource books, listed in the unit assignment, will be 
given to each pupil. The books for collateral reading will be put on 
a reserve shelf in the library. The textbooks and references will be 
arranged on the room bookshelves. 
Pictures from the California Oil Company will be placed behind the 
. - -
wire above the blackboard. Others will be put into a photograph album. 
These beautiful, natural-colored photographs are 12 x 15 inches. On the 
reverse side of each is a brief story of the location. Booklets, pamphlets, 
and travel folders will be placed on the two large tables. A school col-
lection of rocks and minerals will be displayed on one of the smaller 
- . -
tables. The classroom will take on the appearance of a travel agency 
. 
representing the western states. 
• 
.• .. 
CHAPTER II 
AN INTEGRATED UNIT FOR GRADE SEVEN 
1. Plan of Integration 
An effort has been made to integrate two units in one unit assign-
ment. In the section wh:Lch inunediately follows, under the title Western 
United States, an integrated social studies and general science unit has 
been organized. In the third section under the title, Written Communica-
tion, a unit on various English writing skills has been organized. 
This integrated unit, properly completed, should result in a more 
meaningful school situation where skills can be learned and used in a 
functional manner. 
English should be taught as functional language experiences, hence 
the English activities for this unit will grow out of the unit on the 
Western United States. Billett states, "11J'ise integration means mutual 
11 functionality of the materials of instruction." 
Written communication skills will be emphasized in the English 
unit, but it is obvious that all other phases of English will receive 
attention when desirable. 
£/Billett, op. cit., p. 206. 
' 
2. The Western United states 
11 General statement of the unit.- The region from the Rocky Mountains 
westward to the Pacific Ocean includes about two-fifths of the area of 
the United States. Geological forces have made a major imprint on the 
West. It contains the highest mountains, the majority of national parks 
and forests, giant dams, extensive irrigation systems, deserts, and a 
variety of awe-inspiring spectacles. Agriculture, manufacturing, mining, 
lumbering; cattle and sheep ranching, and fishing are the main occupa-
tions o,f the peopl~. The social and economic life of the \'lest is mutually 
dependent upon the other regions of the United States. The climate, 
physical features, and natural resources exert a tremendous influence 
upon the activities of the people. 
Delimitation of the unit.~ 
A. Climate 
1. The climate of an. area involves its latitude, its altitude, its 
nearness to large bodies of water, its rainf~, and its prevail-
ing wind. 
2. There are great differenees of climate in this region. 
a. The southern section has warm temperatures the year round 
while the northern section has severe winters. 
b.. The northwestern coast is.warm and moist because of the pre-
vailing'westerly winds. 
c. The western slopes of the mountain ranges are very moist. 
D,Ibid. 
~Ibid., ·pp. 505-506. 
/. 
d. There is little rainfall in the plateau region. 
e. Minor variations of weather are found throughout this ar~a. 
3. The Westerly winds blowing in from the Pacific Ocean bring 
moisture laden air to this area. 
4. The rainfall decreases steadily from West to East. 
5. The Co~stal Ranges and the Sierra Nevada Mountains cause the 
moist westerly winds to give up most of their moisture before 
they reach the Great Basin. 
6. The Willa.mette Valley has the most favorable climate in the 
world. 
B. Physical Features 
7. The mountain ranges in this area stretch in a north-south direc-
tion. Most of them range from 5,000 to 10,000 feet in altitude. 
a. The Rocky Mountains rise in the states of :Montana, Wyoming, 
Colorado, and New Mexico. 
b. The Cascade Range lies in the states of Washington, Oregon, 
and Califorri:ia. 
c. The Sierra Nevada Mountains are in California. 
d. The Coastal Ranges are along the western coast of Oregon, 
Washington, and California. 
B. Mount Whitney, in southeastern California, is the highest peak 
in the United States. 
9. Lassen Peak, in northern California, is the only active volcano 
in the United States. 
10. The Colorado Plateau stretches through Utah, Arizona, Colorado, 
and New Mexico. 
ll. Much of the area of Nevada and Utah is an arid plateau. This is 
known as the Great Basin. 
12. The Mojave Desert, in southeastern California, has many irr~gated 
areas where crops' and· flo~ers grow. 
13. Death Valley, in southeastern California, is the lowest, driest, 
and hottest region in our country. · 
14. The Continental Divide is the dividing line between the streams 
that flow eastward and those that flow westward from the Rocky 
Mountains. 
15. The most important river system in the Northwest is the Columbia 
River. It is useful for irrigation, power, and fishing. 
16. The most important river in the Southwest is the Colorado River. 
It is a source of power and water for irrigation. 
17. The San Joaquin and the Sacramento Rivers are very useful in 
irrigating the fertile valleys of California. · 
C. Geology 
18. The earth is millions of years old. 
19. Soil is made from rock changed by weathering, decayed vegeta- , 
tion, and animal life. It takes approximately 1,000 years to 
nmake" one inch of top soil., 
20. The Grand Canyon reveals the various geological ages in the 
successive layers of soil cut away by the fast-flowing Colorado 
River. 
21. The history of the earth is written in the texture, the chemical 
-· 
.Al ,_,..~ 
Ji. 1{ 
composition, the position, and the· fossils of the rocks. 
22. Originally these mountains were covered by a shallow sea, but 
they were uplifted and the water drained off. Later volcanic 
activity caused further growth. 
23. Swift streams tumbling down the mountainsides have cut great 
gorges and canyons. 
24. Air, water, plants, animals, glaciers, meteorites, and man are 
constantly changing the surface of the earth. 
a. The major part of the changes are caused by moving air and 
water carrying sand as a cutting tool. 
b. Bryce Canyon with its carved rock spires is a good example 
of how nature can cut and shape solid rock. 
c. Temperature changes and the chemical action of air and water 
also cause changes. 
25. Mountains have been worn away by the forces of erosion. 
26. Materials carried down, press on the floor of the ocean, and 
balance and· lift new mountains. 
27. Mountains are now being formed. 
2S. Earthquakes and volcanoes are probably caused by movements and 
pressure in the crust of the earth. 
29. There are three kinds of rock-types. Igneous, formed by heat 
and pressure; sedimentary, formed by cementing and compacting 
sediments; and metamorphic, these first two changed by heat and 
pressure. 
30. There are many beautiful technicolor sights to be seen in the 
vlest. Such brightly colored places as Zion National Park and the 
Painted Desert are a result of the different chemical compositions 
in the various types of soil found there. 
31. A desert is an area where there is less than ten inches of rain-
fall, and agriculture is impossible or impractical~ 
32. Days are hot and nights are cool on the desert because sand ab-
sorbs and loses heat ver.y rapidly. 
D. Natural Resources 
33. Lack of water is the chief problem for all forms of life in this 
area. 
34. Irrigated land is found in all the Western States. 
35. Irrigation projects benefit man in homes, farming, generating 
electricity, and preventing floods. 
36. Hoover Dam and Roosevelt Dam in Arizona, American Falls Dam in 
Idaho, and Grand Coulee Dam in Washington irrigate millions of 
acres of previously useless land. 
a. These dams ar.e used to generate electricity because of the 
shortage of coal in the West. 
b. There are many other dams in this region. 
37. The Imperial Valley of California, once a waterless desert, is 
now a rich farming region because of irrigation. 
38. Salt is-produced in the Great Salt Lake area by a process of 
evaporation. Lake water is pumped into ponds and evaporated by 
the sun. 
39. Copper is mined in large amounts in Arizona, :t-1ontana, and Utah. 
Butte, Montana and Bisbee, Arizona are the great copper mining 
centers .• 
40. The Coeur d'Alene region in Idaho leads in silver production. 
u. Gold, silver, lead, and zinc are mined in many of the western 
states. 
~. California and Wyoming have valuable oil and natural gas fields,. 
43. Molybdenum, vanadium, uranium,·coal, tungsten, phosphate, potash, 
gypsum, salt, soda, and borax are found in varying amounts in 
several of these states. 
44. Washington and Oregon have the greatest forests in the nation. 
Douglas fir is the dominant type of tree in this region. 
45. Giant Redwood and Sequoia trees, the oldest living things on 
earth, grow in California • 
. 46. Fishing is an important industry in the Puget Sound region and 
off the coast of southern California. The principal fish caught 
are tuna, sardines, and salmon. 
47. The tourist trade is an important industry in this area. Many 
people come to visit the wonderful, awe-inspiring scenes found 
in the many national parks. Others come to enjoy the warm, dry 
climate of the Southwest. 
E. History 
48. The Spanish were the first white people to explore and settle in 
this part of the country. They gave Spanish names to many places 
and natural features. 
a. They founded·the city of Santa Fe in 1609. 
------""""'.- ··~-.. -. ~~""'";-;~-, .. 
b. Many missions were built which are standing today. 
. -
49. In 1803 Captains Lewis and Clark explored the Northwest Territory~ 
50. Marcus Whitman and other missionaries traveled to the Oregon Ter-
ritory shortly thereafter. 
51. Later, John c. Fremont explored and made many maps of the 1-J'est 
for the United States government. 
52. Most of the trails led through breaks in the mountain ranges. 
a. Today's railroads follow these trails. 
b. The first transcontinental railroad was the Union Pacific 
which was completed.in 1869. 
53· In 1849 many people from the East rushed to the West in search 
of gold. This resulted in the.early settlement of the West, for 
the people who found no gold soon became laborers, fa~ers, and 
businessmen. 
54. Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill were famous Indian scouts. 
55· The Mor.mons, a religious people under the leade~ship of Brigham 
Young, were forced to move to the arid, barren land near the 
Great Salt Lake. 
a. People in the East objected to their religious practices. 
b. The Mo~ons showed others that this land could produce bounti-
ful crops by use of irrigation. 
· F. Activities of the People 
56. Few people live in some of these states because much of the land 
is either mountainous, arid~ or lacking in natural resources. 
57. Sheep and cattle grazing areas are located on the dry plains 
and the rocky slopes where there is insufficient rainfall for 
agriculture., 
58. Idaho potatoes rival those raised in Maine. 
59. The Yakima, Wenatchee, and Spokane Valleys in Washington are 
famous for their apples, .peaches, prunes, and pears. 
60; California ranks first nationally in fruit production. 
a. It also ranks first in the canning and preserving industr,v. 
0f Av· 
b. Many carloads of fresh fruits and vegetables are shipped from 
California to eastern markets the year round. 
61. Southern California has become a great industrial area with its 
meat packing, oil refining, and manufacturing of tires, air-
planes, and clothing. 
62. Other industrial areas are located in the Northwest. 
63 .. Los Angeles, covering an area of 450 square miles, has had a 
phenomenal growth because of its ideal climate and fast-growing 
industries. 
64. San Francisco has one of the finest harbors in the world. The 
Golden Gate Bridge, located here, is the longest single span 
bridge in the world. 
65. The world famous motion picture industr,v is located in Holly-
wood, California. It has become one of the world's fashion 
centers. 
66. Atomic bombs and jet-propelled rockets are being tested in 
Nevada and New Mexico respectively. 
67. There are many Indian reservations in the Southwest area. 
.. 
a. Their existence depends mainly on agriculture, grazing, and 
handicrafts .. 
b. Their economic standard is low, and it centers around a com-
munal type of life. 
3· Written Communication 
. 11 ,. 
General statement of the unit.-- Written communication is necessary 
if pupils are to share their feelings and experiences with the reader. 
Ideas should be arranged clearly, interestingly, and effectively, so they 
- . 
will be easier for others to understand and more enjoyable to read. 
Pupils should develop independence and skill in written expression. The 
writing skiJ.ls which seem to be most important at this time are making 
written reports and bibliographies, summarizing, notetaking, and outlin-
ing. 
. y 
Delimitation of the unit.-
A. Notes taken from your reading or listening to the teacher and your 
classmates are helpful for writing fu~ure reports or as a quick re-
view of the topic. Notetaking is an essential part of gathering 
material for a report, an interview, a discussion, a science experiment, 
an article for the newspaper, or while on a field trip. These sugges-
tions will help you to take notes efficiently: 
1. Write the topic at the top of the page. 
2. Select only the main points and supporting ideas and arrange them 
in a logical pattern. 
!/Billett, OE· cit. 
V,Ibid. 
3· Use phrases or short sentences. 
4. Omit all unnecessary words. 
5· Use ;x:our mm vocabulary. 
B. An outline is a written plan which includes the most important facts 
arranged in a sensible order. In outlining follow these directions: 
1. Read the material carefully. 
2. Select the main ideas by the use of topic sentences and key words. 
3. Avoid the use of sentences.· 
4. Put a period after each numeral, letter, and number. 
5. Remember, never J>Ut one sub-point under a main point. Have two 
or more. 
6. The main topics are numbered I, II, etc., with the subtopics in-
dented underneath in capitals, A, B, etc. Subtopics indented under 
the capitals are numbered 1, 2, etc. 
e.g. I. English Colonies 
A. New York 
1. Grant to Dui:e of York 
2. Occupation of Long Island 
B. Pennsylvania 
1. Life of William Penn 
2. Quakers 
3. Penn's Charter 
II. Spanish Settlements 
A. Mexico . 
1. Relations with Indians 
2. Missionary activities 
B. Southwestern United States 
1. Extent of exploration 
2. Missionary activities 
C. A summary is a brief statement containing the important ideas of a 
selection. It is a good way to select t~e main ideas of the author• 
In summarizing follow these suggestions: 
lJ Read ·the article thoroughly. 
2. Reread it and select the main points by referring to topic sen-
tences and key words. 
3. Write the main points in you~ own words. 
4. Use about one~third as many words as the author. 
D. A good written report gives information in such a.ri interesting manner 
that the reader not only learns about the subject but may want to 
look up additional material concerning it. Follow these hints for 
good writing: 
1. Use a vivid vocabulary. 
e.g. Instead of writing, "The man went home." write, "The gray 
haired, old man hobbled along the cobblestone street to his 
oozy, white cottage." 
2. Use one idea in each paragraph and one central theme for the 
entire story. 
3. Use topic sentences that tell what the paragraph is about. 
4. Avoid sentence fragments and run-on sentences. 
e.g. run-on sentence: 
(wrong) Buffalo Bill killed the Indian just then help arrived. 
(right) Buffalo Bill killed the Indian. Just then help arrived. 
e.g. sentence fragment: 
(wrong) Kit Carson and a large herd of buffalo in the valley. 
(right). Kit Carson and a large herd of buffalo were in the 
valley. 
5. Logically organize your thoughts and material before you begin. 
If in doubt as to how you should organize your material, use the 
· "5 W's•" (Who? What? When? ~Vhere? Why?) 
6. Have an interesting beginning and a forceful ending. 
7. Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. 
B. Use your best handwriting. 
9. Rewrite if necessary. 
E. It is important for the pupil and reader to be able to refer to the 
sources of information used in preparing a specific report. A well-
prepared bibliography_should be arranged alphabetically according to 
the last name of the author and include the following: 
1. The author. 
2. The title of the book (underlined). 
3. The name of the publisher. 
4. The place of publication. 
5. The copyright date. 
6. The pages read. 
e.g. ~tull, DeForest, and Roy W. Hatch, Journeys Through the 
Americas. Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1951, pp. 41-62. 
List of probable indirect and incidental learning produc~.~ 
A. Indirect 
1. The attitude that man can attempt to improve his environment to 
some extent by the use of technology. 
2. An attitude of respect for the giant water projects undertaken 
in this region. 
B. Incidental 
1. An appreciation of the interdependence of all learning. 
2. An appreciation of the orderliness of nature. 
3. A realization that people in the United States live interde-
pendently. 
4. An appreciation of the vastness of geologic time. 
5. An appreciation that there are many wonderful things to be seen 
in our country. 
6. An appreciation that conservation of natural resources is ex-
tremely impo~ant. 
11 List of materials and references for teacher's use orily.--
1. Billett, Roy o., Fundamentals of Seconda£Y-School Teaching. 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
2. Carson, Rachel, The Sea Around Us. Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1951. 
3. Cheronis, N. D., J. B. Parsons, and c. E. Ronneberg, The Studz 
of the Pgysical World. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 
1942 .. 
4. Finch, V. C., and G. T. Tre\<rartha, Elements of Geographz, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1942. 
5. Hatfield, Wilbur, An Experience Curriculum, 
Teachers of English, Monograph No. 4. 
Company, I?c., New York, 1935. 
6. Kellogg, Charles E., Soils that Support Us. 
pany, New York, 1947. 
National Council of 
D. Appleton-Century 
The Macmillan Com-
7. Strickland, Ruth, The Language Arts in the Elementary School. 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1951. 
B. Weeks, Ruth Mary, A Correlated Curriculum, National Council of 
· Teachers of English, Monograph No. 5.. D. Appleton-Century 
q~pany, Inc., New York, 1936. 
V.Ib:itd., P• 50 •. 
9. Wesley, Edgar Bruce, Teaching the Social Studies. D. C •. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1942. 
. !I 4. The Unit Assignment 
IntroductoEY activities.--
1. Each pupil will bring to class as many food products or containers 
whieh held products grown or made in the West. These will be promi-
nently displayed on tables for all to see and feel. The pupils will 
be expected to explain where these products were made or grown. They 
will also point to the region on the United States map. 
2. Show the film, Yellowstone National Park. Start a discussion cen-
tered around the wonders of the West. Ask if any pupil has been to 
this park or any other interesting spot in this region. Arouse pupil 
interest in a trip to this region to see all the other things of 
interest. 
3. Take the pupils on a walk around the school neighborhood. Point out 
signs of erosion and weathe~ing. Collect samples·o~ rocks and soil. 
Take photographs of any particular aspect of geology which will need 
further explanation. 
4. Tell the story of what the -earth was like millions of years ago when 
the. entire surface of the earth was rock of some kind; or when dine-
saurs, sea serpents, giant crabs, and tremendous birds roamed the 
earth; or when great rivers, glaciers, and seas covered the earth; 
or when volcanoes were erupting in a hundred places at once. The 
question will surely be asked, "How do we know all these things, if 
no man was living then?" The fact that it can be verified by the 
I/Ibid., P• 464 •. 
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rocks and fossils we have uncovered and which the pupils pass every 
day on their way to school should arouse their interest in learning 
more about them. 
5. Exhibit the school collection of rocks and minerals. Let pupils look 
at them and handle them. Then ask questions as to where they were 
found an~ how they were formed. 
6. Explain and diagram the various hypothe:ses of the formation of the 
earth. The filmstrip, How Our Earth Began, can aid in this explana-
tion. 
7. See the film, Earth's Rock,y Crul!!:!,. It explains the importance of the 
water cycle, the formation of the three types of roc~s, and the forces 
working to reshape the earth. Discussion will follow. 
B. Call attention to the California Oil Company piptures on display 
around the room. Tell some interesting facts about a few scenes. 
9. Capitalize upon some current event that is occurring in the West. 
The spectacular snow storms and floods of January 1952 may also be 
utilized. 
10. Administer the objective test. 
11. Pass out the study-and-activity guide and explain its use. 
Core activities.--
General Study-and-Activity Guide!/ 
Directions: Read this study-and-activity guide through once to get the 
general idea. Then read it carefu~ a second time to understand what 
is expected of you. Make a check mark (¥1 in front of the items which 
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interest you the most. Double-check (~¥) where Y?U plan to begin. Con-
sult the teacher before starting to work. When you finish the cheeked 
items, continue working on the other items. Be sure you know the mean-
ing of all underlined words. If you can think of anything you would 
like to do in connection with this unit, write your suggestions on a 
piece of paper and pass it to the teacher. 
Take notes on all your reading for this unit. From time-to-time the 
teacher will inspect and mark your notes. Follow the suggestions for 
taking notes which you have recorded in your English notebook. 
1. What valley is supposed to have the best climate in the world? Why? 
2. Draw one or more maps or charts to show the climate of the West. 
Include all five factors which contribute to the climate of an area. 
3. How far is it from Tacoma, Washington to Los Angeles, California? 
What difference in climate would you expect to find? Why? 
4· Make a diagram showing why the Great Basin is an arid region. 
5. If there were no mountains in the West, what kind of weather do you 
think California, Nevada, and Utah would have? Explain why. (Refer 
to your science notebook•) 
6. How do the westerly winds affect the lives and fortunes of people 
living in the Western United States? 
7. Prepare an outline for one of the following topics concerning the 
western states: 
natural resources physical features 
climate activities of the people 
history geology 
Pass it in as soon as you have completed it. 
8. Make a map showing the physical features of this region. Include 
the important mountains, lowlands, plateaus, lakes, rivers, and 
geographical landmarks. 
9 .. Make· a drawing or written report comparing the mountains of the 
VIlest with the Whit.e Mountains or the Berkshire Hills. 
10. Locate and be able to tell about the following places in the United 
States: the lowest place; the highest place; the onlY active vol-
cano; the oldest living things .on. earth; a large desert; the coun-
try's greatest forests; a green river; wood that has turned to 
stone; a glacier; a geyser; the largest Indian reservation; the 
largest university; a city with cloudless skies; the largest man-
made lake in the world; the oldest city in this region; and the Con-
tinental Divide. 
11. Prepare an outline for a talk on "The Life of a Sa.J..riton." (Don tt 
overlook this interesting story.) 
12. If the Charles River was somehow transplanted to one of the western 
states, how would the people there use it differently than we do? 
Be specific. 
13 ... \'lliat would life be like ~thout any soil on the earth? 
14. How is soil made? How long does it take nature to form one inch 
of topsoil? 
15. Explain how the three different types of rocks are formed. Bring 
samples of each type to school. 
16. Can you name six ways in which rocks are broken up and finally made 
into soil. If you can locate instances of this taking place nearby, 
you may take the class on a trip and point them out. 
17. Make a chart or drawing showing the various layers of soil that are 
visible in the Grand Canyon. What era or age is each? How can we 
-
tell? 
18. Draw a series of cartoons to show the origin of petroleum. Make it 
large enough so it can ?e displayed on the bulletin board. 
19. Summarize the material coveri~g the film strip, Our Changing Ear-t:,h• 
20. Take notes on the series of filmstrips to be presented. From the 
notes prepare a list of questions to stump your classmates. Submit 
both notes and questions the day after the filmstrip is presented. 
- . 
21. List some ways in which the ea-rth's surface in your connnunity is 
changing at the present time. What forces are causing this change? 
Are the same forces at work in the West? 
22. During a heavy rainstorm, from which area will the rain run off the 
quickest: your front lawn, a wooded section, your paved driveway, 
or your flower garden? Why? 
23. Select one outstanding geological site and show how the forces of 
nature have formed it. Choose from the following list: Bryce Can-
yon; Painted Desert; Sierra Nevada Mountains; Grand Canyon: Zion 
National Park; Carlsbad Caverns. (For excellent photographs of 
above, see June 1951 National Ge~graphic Magazine.) 
24. Are some mountains disappearing and others being fwr.med right now? 
If so, how? • 
25. What causes earthquakes and volcanoes? 
26. Display some colored pictures of Zion National Park or the Painted 
- -
Desert. Why do _they have such fantastic coloring? (Our mineral col-
lection may help you explain it.) 
27. Would you like to live on a desert? Why or why not? Outline the 
important facts about American deserts. Be sure to give the source 
from which you make your outline. 
28.. What is the chief problem of all forms of life in this area, and 
how is it being met? 
29. Draw a cartoon to emphasize the importance of water conservation to 
the people of the West. 
30. If you were living on a far.m 250 miles (as far as from here to New 
York City) away from a great dam, such as Hoover Dam, how would this 
dam benefit you? Be specific. 
31. Draw a large diagram on the blackboard showin~ the system of irriga-
lli,U ditches or build a model irrigation syste!Il• Explain how it works. 
32. Make a map showing the dams located in this area. Indicate the larg-
est ones by a special s.y.mbol. How and why do engineers build these 
.. 
dams? "t'llhy are so many located in this region? 
33. Tell the life story of the Imperial Valley of California. What was 
it like before and after it became irrigated? 
34. Select one committee report or individual report that is given, and 
submit notes on the report. Pass them in the day after the report 
is given. 
3 5. Show by means of an outline the step by step ;erocess of salt 
production in the Great Salt Lake area. Would you enjoy swimming 
in the Great Salt Lake? Why or why not? 
36. Write a report summarizing the importance of mining in the western · · 
United States. 
37. Make a pictorial map showing where various minerals are found in 
this area. Tape samples or pictures of minerals on your map. 
38. What minerals are.found in the following places: 
Butte, Montana 
Couer d'alene, Idaho 
Los Angeles, California 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
~ ,/·r·· --
Bisbee, Arizona 
Pueblo, Colorado 
Death Valley, California 
Leadville, __ Colorado 
39. Jl.1ake a list of all the minerals found in the western states. 
Opposite each, tell how we use it. 
40. The recent discovery of what mineral has caused another ~sh to the 
West? How is Uncle Sam aiding this search? 
41. How do ~ use lumber and wood from the Pacific forests? What type 
of tree provides.the greatest source of lumber? Explain what is 
meant by lumber-farming. 
·42. What kinds of fish do you eat that are caught on the west coast? 
Where are they canned? 
43. Act as a travel agent and "sell" the class on a trip to the western 
states. Include those places which attract the most tourists. You 
may use the opaque projector to show pictures. 
44. Look at the map, and see how you can tell that Spaniards explored 
the Southwest. 
45• ~eport to the class on the story of the following: the missions 
of California; the Pony Express; the gold rush; the Santa Fe Trail; 
the first transcontinental railroad; the Indian wars. 
46. Read the exciting stories of the following men and be prepared to 
tell the part they played in opening the way for settlement in the 
West: Captains Lewis and Clark; Kit Carson; Brigham Young; John c. 
Fremont; William Cody (Buffalo Bill); Marcus Whitman. 
' lp. Why is it so difficult to build railroads in the West? How did the 
early explorers help future railroad builders? 
48. Imagine you and your family were one of the "'49ers.n Write a 
diary telling about your experiences aboard a Conestoga wagon on 
the trip to California. Be certain to read background material on 
the gold rush before you write. 
49. How did the gold rush in 1849 help the growth of the West? 
50. "The story of the Mormons is one of almost unbelievable faith." Ex-
plain why this quotation is true by summarizing their journeys, 
their har~s~ps, their final settlement~ and some facts about their 
famous temple. 
51. Give as maqy reasons as you can for fewer people living in the 
Great Basin region than in any other. 
52. Which state in the United States has the least people per square 
' . 
mile? Why? How does this figure compare with the population per 
square mile in your city?. 
53. Make a pictorial map showing the various crops grown in the West. 
Draw or paste pictures of each crop grown. 
54. How iril.portant are sheep and cattle in this region? Why do the 
owners graze their animals in ~ertain areas ~nly? 
55. Ask your fruit and vegetable dealer or look at his empty boxes and 
- --· .. 
crates and find out from which states he receives the following: 
(You must add the particular region.) 
apples pears peaches 
grapefruits prunes figs 
dates lettuce tomatoes 
celery lemons oranges 
raisins grapes potatoes 
56. Summarize the important facts concerning one or more olL.~the fol.l,pw-
ing industries: 
aircraft motion picture lumbering 
cattle ranching sheep ranching fruit growing 
canning mining fishing 
57. What are ·the principal crops grown in the following valleys: 
Wenatchee Imperial· Willamette 
Spokane San Joaquin Sacramento 
Yakima Central California 
5S. Keep a day-by-day record, for one week, of all the things you eat 
that were grown or made in the Western states. Who will have the 
longest list? 
59. What are the most important industrial areas on the west coast? Why? 
60. Summarize the important facts about any four cities listed below: 
3G 
Los Angeles, California San Francisco, California 
Hollywood, California Hanford, Washington 
/ 
Seattle, Washington Denver, Colorado · 
Albuquerque; New Mexico Cheyenne, Wyoming 
61. Exhibit a collection of photographs or postcards of places in the 
West. 
62. Display a section of your United States stamp collection that deals 
with life in the West. It would be interesting to explain the 
history of the people or scenes displayed on the stamps. 
63. Make a model of a jet or propeller driven plane that is made in 
the West. What problems do engineers have in designing these air-
·::: planes? 
64. What western states have been particularly affected by the atomic 
bomb and jet-propelled rockets? How? 
65. Make a list of discoveries or inventions made by western scientists. 
66. What happened to the Indians of the West? Hol-t do they live now as 
compared with the days of Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill? 
67. Make a diorama of an Indian village .. 
68. A group of pupils may like to write and enact a play about how 
Indian boys and girls your age live. Include information about 
dwellings, clothes, food, tribal crafts, customs, ceremonies, etc. 
69. Make a bibliography of all books, magazines, and pamphlets you have 
used during this unit. Conunent on those that were especially help-
ful and those that were of little value. 
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Optional-related activities.--
Consult the teacher for advice and help before starting ~ of the 
following activities. You are not required to complete ~ activity on 
this list. Do the best you canl 
A. Art activities 
1. Draw a series of cartoons tracing a quantity of copper ore from the 
time it is mined until it appears in a Raytheon television set. 
(~ou may select some other mineral or industry.) 
. 
2. Draw a large diagram of the layers of earth above an oil well. 
Show what each layer is and how oil is brought to the surface. 
3. Make a poster in your art class showing one or more scenes which 
would attract tourists to the West. 
4. After a storm draw sketches showing examples of soil erosion in 
your neighborhood. lVhat can you do about each? 
5. Draw a series of pictures showing the various styles of houses 
found in the West. 
6. Draw a cartoon comparing some phase of western life with the way 
you live. 
7. Make a clay or ceramic statue of an Indian and his adobe. 
8. Draw a scene showing a Copestoga wagon or a ~ony Express rider. 
9. Draw a co+ored diagram showing why the Grand Canyon is described 
as a geological wonder. 
B. Audio-visual aids 
Pupils will see a group of films and filmstrips selected from the 
list of audio-visual aids. Pupils wi.ll ask questions, answer 
questions, write notes, write summaries, and write outlines on 
• 
the various films and filmstrips. 
C. Bibliographies 
~o 
l...) ;·: 
1. Make an annotated bibliography of interesting stories about the 
West that boys and girls your age would enjoy. Each pupil should 
read at least one book and write a few sentences describing it. 
vlrite on 3 x 5 inch cards, so they may be kept for future classes. 
Ask Mrs. Kelley, the librarian, for assistance. 
2. Make a bibliography of all the articles on the Western United 
States found in the National Geographic Magazine for any five-
year period. Ask Mrs. Kelley, the librarian, if you can arrange 
these issues on a special shelf. 
D. Bulletin board 
1. Two pupils may take charge of the bulletin board each week. They 
will be responsible for selecting wprth-while articles. A special 
section should be preserved for cu~rent articles about the western 
states. Keep a fresh supply of articles on display at all times. 
E. Charts an§. graP,hs 
1. Make a chart or graph comparing the natural resources found in the 
western states with those found in New England. 
2. B.Y means of a graph compare the size of some of o~r western national 
parks with the size of Massachusetts. Pass·it in to your mathe-
matics teacher for credit. also~ 
3. Make a chart or graph showing how the surface of the earth changes. 
Draw small pictures to show how the wind, water, and other forces 
build up and wear down the earth. 
F. Collections 
nn 
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1. Bring to class any souvenirs which your parents or relatives may 
have brought back from the West. Be prepared to tell us about them. 
2. start a collection of local rocks and minerals for our room museum. 
Tell what type it is and where you found it. 
3· Bring in any rocks you have found that show signs of weathering. 
Look in nearby fields. Lichens would also pe very interesting to 
examine. 
4• Use glass jars to collect samples of water taken from the Charles 
River, your home, the gutter, and any other source. Can you see 
any difference in the water? 
G. Construction 
1. Make a model adobe. Be sure to explain the reasons why people in 
this section of the country build such homes. 
2. Make a model of a rocket ship. 
3. Make a'model volcano or geyser. Refer to Richard's Topical Ency-
clopedia. 
4. Make a model oil well from toothpicks or small pieces of wood. 
Refer to the pamphlet file for sketches of oil derricks. Perhaps 
you can tell the class how and why derricks are built. 
5. Build a model of one of the giant western dams. Plasticene, 
plaster of paris, or papier-mach~ can be used. Later you may 
want to explain how you made it and how your darn works .. 
6. Make a salt and flour or papier-mach~·map showing the physical 
features of this region. 
7. Make a scrapbook of newspaper clippings, magazine articles, and 
'• 
advertisements of the \'lest.· Arrange them according to topics 
such as agriculture, natural resources, industries,.recreation, 
etc. Summarize each article. 
8. Look through some back issues of a magazine such as ~' ~' 
National Geographic, Holida;z, or Saturda:v: Evening Post. Select 
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from these magazines some articles on the West. Arrange them in 
a scrapbook and sUlill'riarize the contents under each article., 
9. Try to find as many products or ~esources as you can that are raised 
in the western states. Mount them on cardboard under cellophane; 
label them and post them on the bUlletin board. 
·H. Demonstrations 
1. Demonstrate the following in the science laboratory: Heat a large 
.. 
stone on one side, then.eool it quickly by throwing cold water or 
ice on it. 
2. Demonstrate how rocks are changed to soil. Rub two rocks together. 
What type of rocks will you need for this to work? (You may have 
to pound one rock against another.) 
3· Fill a glass jar with water taken from the gutter after a heavy 
rainstorm. Report what takes place after the water settles. 
4. Perform one of the experiments suggested on the last pages of 
the following pamphlets: Soil; The Earth's Changing Surface; The 
Earth A Great Storehouse. 
5. Consult the pamphlet, This Is Our Soil. There are many excellent 
activities suggested on pages 39-48. 
6. Bring a watering pot to school. Pour a pot full of water over 
a pile of loose soil. Explain what happens. 
4.1 
7. Bring a rock specimen which shows the effects· of weathering to 
class. Show how the outer surface is stained and will crumble 
easily while the inner part is unstained and harder. Why is this 
so? 
8. Plan an experiment that will prove that objects tend to float bet-
ter in the Great Salt Lake than in a fresh water lake. 
9. Bring your viewmaster and some slides of the western states to 
class. Your fellow pupils will be interested in seeing some of 
.the spectacular scenery. 
10. Bring your microscope to class. Examine various samples of soil 
and make a list of the things you see. You may also draw diagrams 
on the blackboard to further illustrate your explanation. 
I. Field trips 
1. Take a trip to the Hammond Pond area and observe the glacial 
scratches and geological structure of the rocks. Submit the 
il.btes you made on the trip. 
2. Take a trip to the Children's Museum, Jamaica Plain, to see the 
geology and Indian.exhibits. Take notes.on your trip ·and report 
to the class. 
3. Visit the rock quarry on Vernon Street. What kind of rock is it? 
How was it formed? How is it mined? toJhat is it used for? Bring 
back some specimens. 
• 4. Visit the old cemetery at the corner of Cotton Street and Centre 
Street. Examine the old tombstones. How have changed and why? 
Take photographs of some of the best examples. 
5. Examine the outside of the school building to see if there are 
any signs of weathering. Perhaps you can take the class on a tour 
and explain the cause of this. 
J. Group work 
1. Many of the suggested activities found under other headings could · 
be done by small groups of interested pupils. 
2. A committee of three or four pupils might like to prepare an in-
teresting report on any three states or a section of the West. 
Include such topics as industries, resources, people, historical 
places, parks, things-to see, recreation, physical features, things 
different from our state, etc. Pass in your notes along with your 
complete report, and be sure to include a bibliography. Another 
possible activity would be to select one or more large topics such 
as natural resources and prepare a report covering the entire West. 
3. Conduct a panel discussion on the topic, nThe Federal Goverrnnent 
Should Build Dams Along the ~"Jest em Rivers .. n other topics can be 
substituted for this one. 
4. Select a few folk or popular songs about this region and sing them 
to the class. You may like to form a trio or quartet to do this. 
Another sugge~tion would be to play some recordings of such songs. 
Be prepared to tell something about the area or person the. song 
is about .. 
5· Form a committee to give an informal panel discussion on any one 
industry in which you are interested. Be prepared to trace the 
growth of the industry from early times up to the present day. 
The following are ~ suggested industries which you might like 
to learn more about: 
Aircraft Fruit growing 
Atomic energy Mining 
Ca,nning l4:otion pictures 
Fishing Shipbuilding 
K. Interviews 
1. Interview your parents or relatives who have traveled through the 
western states. Take notes and submit them to the teacher. 
2. One or two pupils may interview your mathematics teacher. She 
spent the summer in the southwestern United States. Submit your 
questions and notes of the interview. 
L. Letter writing 
1. 'Write to the chambers of commerce of various western cities and 
states for information concerning their cities or.states. (Check 
with the teacher before writing.) 
2. Write to the state department of conservation for booklets and 
pamphlets on soil erosion and weathering. Other letters may also 
be written to the United states Department of Agriculture and to 
the various western states. (Check with the teacher before writing.) 
3. Send a letter with a dollar in it to School Children, Cripple Creek, 
Colorado, for a chunk of gold-bearing ore from a gold mine. You 
will be h~ping to finance a new school. 
• 
4. Write to various states in the West asking for samples of soil 
or rock. Refer to the list of .addresses ·on the bulletin board. 
Let the teacher see your letter before you send it. Label and 
arrange these samples for our museum. 
5. Write to Monsanto Chemical Comp~, Research Division, Everett, 
Massachusetts for further information on their product, Krilium. 
Early reports state this product will ·restore worn-out soil in a 
matter of hours. 
6. Send a sample of soil from your yard to the Norfolk Agricultural 
School for analysis. Report to the class on this analysis. 
M. Note-taking 
1. From a recent magazine, take notes on any article dealing with the 
West. Put your notes on the blackboard, and give a talk from your 
notes. 
2. Read an interesting and informative current event concerning the 
western states. Take notes on the article. Write your notes on 
the blackboard, and ask the class to write a newspaper article 
based on your notes. When they are written, select some pupils 
to read their articles. Then you may read the original article 
to see how the pupils' articles compare. 
3. One pupil may be the radio editor and another one the television 
editor. Consult the weekly list of television and radio programs 
listed in the newspaper on Sunday. Announce these coming events 
to the class. Any pupil may select a television or radio program 
that deals with a person or place in the West and take notes on 
the presentation. Write a summar.y of the most interesting program. 
N. Oral activities 
Pass in the notes or outlines you have made for all oral reports. 
1. Tell the class about one interesting incident from the book, Pecos 
Bill. Pecos Bill was a legendary character of the West who did 
-
exciting and incredible things. 
2. Report on the great earthquake and fire that destroyed San Fran-
cisco in 1906. 
3. If you have visited any section of the West prepare an outline 
for a talk on your experiences. Pamphlets, postcards, and snapshots 
may be shown in the opaque projector as you give your talk. Tr.y 
to include any. incident or humorous happening that you may be able 
to recall~ 
4. Describe the colorful activities of a rodeo. Photographs would 
help you in giving this report. 
5. Imagine you have just returned from your first trip aboard a tuna 
fishing vessel. Tell us about the adventurous life of these fisher-
men. 
6. Prepare an illustrated talk on the Sequoia trees. (Refer to The 
-
National Geographic Magazine, May 1951.) 
7. Select one of the national parks found in this region. Find out 
from reference books and pamphlets all you can about it, and give 
an interesting travel talk on what you would expect to see if you 
made a trip there. 
8. Present an oral report on the giant tele~co.pe at Mt. Palomar, 
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California. Tell us about the most recent discoveries made by the 
astronomers working there. 
9. Report to the class on any area or place where you have noticed 
erosion. Look carefully along your route to school. What can 
you do about it? 
10. Report to the class on any trees you have seen having roots that 
~ 
are prying rocks ap~rt. A photograph of the tree would be helpful. 
ll. Tell the class about any special project you have made for this 
unit. 
12. The fruit growers of California combat the weather while other 
people of the West are attempting to make it rain more frequently. 
You may like ~o investigate these activities and report on them to 
the class. 
13.. Tell the class about any book you have read about this region. 
(Refer to the bibliography on the bulletin board.) Make it so 
interesting that others will want to read the book. 
14. Tell the story of the Capistrano Mission and its famous swallows. 
15. One or more pupils may like to make an oral report on one of the 
following topics concerning the West: education, religion, recrea-
- - ' 
tion, transpoz:tation, famous people, manufacturing, animal life, 
agriculture, famous places, fishirig, forests, or literature. Pre-
pare an outline for your talk and present it to the teacher after 
you have finished .. 
16. Tell the class about changes you have noticed at your summer camp 
or beach from one year to the next. How has nature changed the 
landscape1 
0. Outlines 
1. Outline the important points covered in the film, The River .. 
2. One or two pupils may make an outline of the topic, "Natural 
Resources of the Western United States," or any similar topic. 
Put your outline on the board beforehand and conduct a review 
lesson for the class~ 
3. One of the great, but little known, Americans was the naturalist, 
John Muir. Perhaps you would like to investigate his life and 
outline his important contributions to America. 
4. Make an outline which traces the complete story of petroleum from 
the time it is taken from the ground until it reaches your father's 
automobile tank. Be certain to include the distillation or "crack-
ing" process. 
5. ·Outline a talk you have prepared on the topic, "The Life of an 
Indian Boy or Girl in the Southwestern United States." Use the 
outline in giving Jour talk, but give it to the teacher when you 
finish. 
P. Plays 1 articles, and poems 
1. Write a plp.y or short skit showing life in Oregon today and com-
pare it with the time of Captains Lewis and Clark. 
2. 1rlrite and act out a play about the movies or theatrical work lo-
cated in HollYwood, California. 
3. Collect some poems dealing with the West. Read a few to the class. 
4. Put on a quiz program for the class patterned on the radio shows, 
Dr. ::(.Q. or Break the Bank.. Arrange ten important facts, in 
·e 
• 
ascending order of difficulty, concerning any_western city, per-
son, or event. Give each pupil only one chance to guess the identi-
ty. 
5. Pretend you are an on-the-spot newspaper reporter and write a news 
article about some significant event in the history of the West. 
You may prefer to give this in the form of a. radio or television 
broadcast. The following headlines may suggest such repo~s: Cus-
ter's Last Stand; Gold Discovered a.t Sutter's Mill; first Transcon-
tinental Railroad Completed; Rich Silver Mine at Virginia. City; 
Sun Explodes at Los Alamos; the Rose Festival; tqe Signing of the 
U. N. Charter; etc. 
6. Pretend you are a newspaper editor and write an editorial about 
some problem facing the western states. Include the causes of 
the problem and ideas for solving it. Irrigation, flood control, 
and lack of population are a sample of the types of problems you 
might select. 
7. Write a poem about some phase of life in the western states or 
the forces of nature. Some of the pictures around the room should 
provide you with inspiration. 
S. Write a poem about the Sequoia and_Redwood trees. 
Q. Readip.g 
1. You may.be interested in learning how to start a mineral and rock 
collection. Read "'Rock-hounds Uncover Mineral Beauty"', ~ 
National Geographic Ma[ia.zine, November, 1951 •. 
2. Consult Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia to secure some information 
on erosion: 
a. How much soil is lost each year in the United States by wind and 
water erosion? 
b. How much plant food is taken from the soil each year? How does 
this compare with the amount taken from the soil by crops? 
c. How m~ American farms are already seri9usly eroded? 
How can this be remedied? 
3. Would you like to be a mountain climber? Read the thrilling account 
of climbing in the Rockies, entitled "Colorado's Friendly Topland," 
in The Nati~nal Geographic Magazine, _August, 1951. 
4. Read the picture story of a lumberjack entitled, "Idaho Loggers 
Battle a River," in The National Geographic Magazine, July, 1951. 
5· Consult the room library for some interesting books recommended 
for boys and_girls your. age. All these stories take place in the 
western states. (You may use these books for one of your required 
book reports.) 
R. Summaries 
1. Write a summary comparing the Tennessee Valley Authority project 
with the work carried on by any large western dam. 
2. Summarize any article of interest to you that is found in the 
magazine, Arizona Highwals• 
3. Read one of the current events about the West that is on our bul-
letin board and summarize it. Pass in the article with your sum-
mary. 
4. After you have read the series of pamphlets on oii~ found in the 
pamphlet file, write a summary of how men find and drill for oil. 
5. Summarize the article on copper mining found in The World At Work 
by Atwood. 
6. Write a summary of the article, "Our Land, 150 Millio.n Years Ago," 
found in the May 1948 edition of Arizona Highways. 
7. Write' a summary of a geological article found in any recent copy 
of Science News Letter. 
8. Summarize any recent movie you have seen which has its setting in 
the western states. 
9. Summarize the interesting life of the cliff-dwellers of Colorado. 
See The National Geographic Magazine, July, 1950· 
10. Write a biography of any interesting person you have read about 
who lived in the West. Make it a brief, interesting summary. 
ll. Write a telegram to your mother describing the Grand Canyon. 
Remember words cost money so select only impo:r;-tant words. 
S. Written reports 
1. Plan a trip througp one or more western states. Tell what region 
you passed through and what you saw. Include land, parks, people, 
farms, rivers, mountains, cities, and spectacular sights. 
2. Investigate and write a report on the progress and discoveries 
being made with jet-propelled rockets. 
3. Find out all you oan about the value of dams to this region. 
0 Write a report stressing these facts. 4. The raisin industry would make an interesting topic for someone 
to investigate. 
~1 
• _ _jj _,._ 
5. Make a report on.the railroad tunnels which have been constructed 
in Western United states. What difficulties did the engineers 
. -
~xperience? How do they overcome the danger of avalanches or 
snowpiles blocking the entrance? 
6. Explain how engineers change river water to electricity. Use dia-
grams to explain this. 
7. Write a report on the topic, '~odern Science Has Helped t~e People 
of the \vest.n 
8. Prepare a report containing pictures of the homes found in the 
West. This should prove most interesting. Consult your textbooks, 
Better Homes and Gardens magazine, architects' magazines, etc. 
9. Prepare a report telling about the life of a forest ranger. · 
(Write to Forest Service, Washington, D.C.) 
10. Prepare a report on the fossils which have been uncovered in the 
West. Be sure to include the dinosaur tracks. 
11. How were the Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico .formed? Describe this 
interesting spot. 
12. Imagine you worked in Death Valley and drove a 20 mule team for a 
borax company. Write a story about your work and this fascinating 
spot. 
13. Write a report comparing life in your city with life in:- a western 
city that has the same population. Consult the World Almanac. 
14. Give a word picture of the life of the workers who drill for oil. 
How do they get the oil from the ground? What do they do when 
an oil well catches fire? 
bos~on ~~J\6raJty 
~~b~ol 0.1 E.ci.{lea~ 
~~ J,ib_rary .........-::-~ 
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15. Imagine you were living when Mt. Hood, or Mt. Shasta, or Mt. 
Ranier was formed. Write a story telling how and why this. hap-
pened. 
16. Write an interesting report on the naval bases and shipyards cen-
tered on the West Coast. Include the story of how some of these 
vessels have been "mothballed." 
Evaluative activities.--
1. Careful observation of pupils' behavior before, during, and after the 
unit. Observe their actions individually, in group work, in the 
classroom, in the liQrary, and outside the classroom. 
2. Oral. questioning during the development of the unit. 
3. Use check lists of criteria for good writing skills. These should 
be comparable to the items found in the delimitation. 
4. Pupils will use self-analysis in connection with these criteria. 
5. Mark pupils' reports, projects, and presentations. Each written 
report will receive three marks, one for social studies content, · 
one for English grammar, punctuation, and adherence to our writing· 
criteria, and one mark for spelling. Each oral report will be marked 
for its social studies content and for its speech qualities. 
6. Administer the objective test. 
7. Pupils will make a written summary of what they have learned at the 
end of the laboratory phase. 
8. Pupils will make an outline of a particular topic such as agriculture, 
mining, etc. 
. 
9. Pupils will take notes on a current article concerning the western 
states read from the Reader's Digest. Their notes taken on their 
reading will also be marked. 
Directions for administering the objective test.--
Pass out the tests face down. Have all the "test examples" on the 
board prior to the class meeting. Read the following directions to the 
class. 
"You will have the entire class period in which to complete the 
test. There will not be any penalty for guessing, so be certain that 
·- . . 
you answer ~ the questions. The best procedure is to go through and 
answer those questions which you find easy. Then, ·go~back and answer 
the ones you were unable to do the first time. Now put all your books 
and papers away and turn your test over. Put your name and division in 
the right-hand corner of your paper." 
Read the directions for each section of the test with the pupils. 
Illustrate what you expect by the following examples: 
TRUE AND FALSE: (!) School ends at 2:30 P.M. daily. 
)(. School is held every Saturday. 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE: Today is: 
(1) Friday {2) Saturday (3) Sunday 
tiTCHING: 
(a) the mayor 
(4) Monday 
J?,..;.l. Mr. Phinney 
· (b) the teacher 
COMPLETION: Today is: Monda;z 
PARAGRAPH COMPLETION: 
1. Monday 
-2. Wednesday 
We do not go to school on--1--because school 
closes at 2:30 P.M. on--2--. 
-2). Friday 
1 4. Saturday 
-
• 
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TEST ON THE WESTERN UNITED STATES 
TRUE AND FALSE 
Directions: Read each statement CAREFULLY. If you think the statement 
is true, place a circle around the number of the statement. If you think 
it is false, make an X through the number. Mark each statement. Remem-
ber, if any part of the statement is false, the statement as a whole is 
false. 
1. The reason why there is snow on top of mountains is that it gets 
colder the further aw~ from the earth we go. 
2. The Great Basin is a dry area because the Coastal and the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains cause the westerlies to give up most of their 
moisture .. 
3. Most of the mountains in this region stretch in a north-south direc-
tion. 
4. Denver, Colorado i·s called the mile high city because it is 5,283 
feet above sea level. 
· 5. The Rocky Mountains lie chiefiy in the states of Montana, Idaho, 
and Utah. 
6. The·Cascade·Range and the Coastal Range lie in the states of Washing-
ton, Oregon, and California. 
7. The Sierra Nevada Mountains extend from California to Washington. 
8. The mountains in this region are the highest in the country. 
9. The Colorado Plateau lies in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and New 
Mexico. 
10. The Great Basin is an arid plateau stretching throughout Nevada 
and Utah. 
11. The Columbia and the Colorado rivers are chiefly noted for their 
salmon fishing. 
12. The layers of soil in the Grand Canyon reveal many events in the 
life of the earth. 
13. Sun Valley,· Idaho has the most favorable climate in the United 
States. 
14. we·can discover the history of the e~rth by examining the soil and 
rocks and their positions. 
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15. The many gorges and canyons in the West were caused by earthquakes. 
16. The chief ways in which the surface of the earth is being changed 
~s by men and animals. 
17. Bryce National Park is noted for its colored rock formations made by 
weathering over a long period of time. 
- - ---
18. A change in the temperature of air and water has little or no effect 
on solid granite. 
19. Such places as Carlsbad Caverns were c~rved by the chemical action 
of water. 
20. As erosion wears down one mountain it may help to· lift another one. 
21. Scientists estimate that no new mountains will be formed during the . 
next 100 years. 
22. Days arid nights are hot on the desert because sand absorbs and loses 
heat very rapid~. 
23. Irrigation is of little value to farmers who live more than fifty 
miles from a river. 
24. Because sand can not hold water, desert areas are not irrigated. 
25. Dams have been built so water will be more plentiful for all. 
26 .. Ten large dams are scattered throughout this region to care for all 
the irrigation projects. 
27. A huge copper smelting center is located at Anaconda, Montana. 
28. The leading copper areas are Butte, Montana and Denver, Colorado. 
29. The main mineral wealth of California is gold. 
30. The West uses hydroelectric power instead of coal because there are 
few coal deposits there. 
31. The Mojave Desert has deposits of borax, salt, and soda. 
·32. Vast uranium deposits have been found in·most of the western states. 
33. The western states have approximately 90% of the world's deposits 
of mo~bdenum .. 
34.. Fishing is an important industry around the San Francisco Bay region. 
( J 
............ 
5G 
35. The p~ncipal fish caught off the West coast are salmon, tuna, and 
sardines. 
36. The tourist trade is a very important industry in this area. 
37. Many'people go to the Southwest for their health because of the 
warm, dry climate. 
38. The·city of Sante Fe is the oldest city in the United States. 
39. The first transcontinental railroad, the Union Pacific, was completed 
sHortly after the Civil War. 
40. Modern railroads follow approximately the same old trails made by 
early explorers .. 
41. The people who went to California in search of gold benefited the 
state by becoming the laborers, farmers, and businessmen. 
42. Buffalo Bill was a famous Indian who killed many buffaloes. 
43. The Mormons changed a barren desert into a land of fruitful farms 
by use Of irrigation. 
44. The Mormons settled in the West because they wished to live in a 
w:arm, dry climate .. 
45· The Great Basin has fewer people than any other region in the 
United States. 
46. Cattle ranching is conducted on land which has insufficient rainfall 
for agriculture. 
47. The Yakima and Spokane Valleys are f~ous for their apples, peaches, 
prunes, and peas. 
48. Washington ranks first nationally in fruit production. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53· 
Many carloads of fresh fruits and vegetables are shipped from the 
Imperial Valley to the East by refrigerator cars. 
Los Angeles is one of the·· greatest oil refining and airplane manu-
facturing centers in the.country. 
Southern California has become a great industrial area. 
Washington and Oregon have large industrial areas. 
Los Angeles covers an area of 450 square miles. 
e 
e 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
The longest single-span bridge in the world is l~cated at Los 
.Angeles, California. 
Atomic bombs have been exploded in New Mexico. 
Maqy experiments are being conducted with rocket ships at White 
Sands Testing Ground, Nevada. 
The largest Indian reservations are located in the Northwest. 
5B. The Indians live a rather comfortable life because they live by a 
community spirit. 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE 
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Directions: Read each statement CAREFULLY. Indicate the best answer 
to each statement by writing the correct .number on the line-tO the right 
of each statement. · 
1. Precipitation on the Sierra Nevada mountains is: 
(1) h-eaviest on the western side . 
(2) heaviest on the eastern side 
(3) heaviest on the southern side (4) evenly distributed on all sides 
2. The most ideal climate in the world is found in the follow-
ing valley: 
( 1) San JoBJ.qrl.in. 
(2) Imperial 
(3) Willamette (4) Colorado 
3~ Most of the mountains in this region range in altitude 
from to 
(1) 100-1,000 "'!!'fe-e'"!"t-
(2) 1,000-5,000 feet 
(3) 5,000-10,000 feet (4) 10,000-15,000 feet 
4. The Continental Divide separates the: 
5 .. 
6. 
(1) Rocky Mountains from the Colorado Plateau 
(2) Central States from the Western states 
(3) Northern Rockies from the Southern Rockies (4) Eastward flowing rivers from those that flow westward 
in the Rocky Mountains 
The most important river system in the Northwest is the: 
(1) Snake (3) Green 
(2) Columbia (4) Willamette 
The most important river- system in the Southwest is the: 
(1) RioGrande (3) Pecos 
(2) Gila (4) Colorado 
7.. The age of the earth is approximately: 
(1) 100 billion years (3) 1952 years 
(2) millions of years (4) thousands of years 
$. It takes approximately the following number of years to 
make one inch of soil: 
(1) 20 
(2) 150 
(3) 450 
(4) 1,000 
9. One of the following causes such places as Zion National 
Park to have such beautiful colored scenery: 
(1) various chemicals in the soil 
(2) different colored rivers 
(3) lack of -rainfall 
(4) the government protects the area 
10. A desert is an area where there is less than 
of rainfall. 
(1) 10 (3) 30 
(2) 20 (4) 40 
inches 
11. The chief problem of all forms of life in this region is: 
(1}-lack of money (3) lack of water 
(2) lack of homes (4) lack of protection from 
the winds 
12. Irrigated land is found in which of the western states? 
(1) plateau (3) central 
(2) coastal (4) all 
13. The largest man-made lake in the world is: 
(1) Lake Mead (3) Lake Tahoe 
(2) Great Salt Lake (4) Lake Superior 
The largest dam in this region irrigates of acres of 
land. ---
(1) hundreds (3) hundreds of thousands 
(2) thousands (4) millions 
15. Salt is obtained from the Great Salt Lake by a process of: 
·(1) condensation (3) electrolysis of water 
(2) evaporation (4) mechanical breakdown 
16. The 'Anaconda-Butte region in Montana is one of the nation's 
leading producers of: 
(1) oil (3) lead 
(2) coal (4) copper 
17. The Coeur d'Alene region in Idaho leads in the production of: 
(1) uranium (3) coal 
(2) silver (4) oil 
-
-
-
18. Which mineral is !'!£!mined in many of the western states: 
(1) gold (3) tin 
(2) silver (4) zinc 
19. Valuable petroleum and natural gas fields are located in: 
(1) Nyoming (3) Utah 
(2) Oregon (4) Montana 
20. The most abunqant and valuable type of t~ee in the Northwest 
is the: 
(1) Douglas fir (3) White pine 
(2) Sequoia (4) Sitka spruce 
21. The greatest forests in the nation are located in: 
(1) New England (3) Washington and Oregon 
(2) California (4) North and South Carolina 
22. If you were trying to find a clirna:te to relieve your 
asthma you probably would go to: 
(1) Arizona (3) Sun Valley 
(2) Valley of the Gods (4) Oregon 
23. The Southwest was first settled by the: 
(1) English (3} French 
(2) Spanish (4) Portuguese 
24. The early explorers built many: 
26. 
(1) missions (3) schools 
(2) factories (4) mines 
The famous event which took place in 1849 was the: 
(1) Pony Express 
(2) first transcontinental railroad 
(3) invention of the telegraph 
(4) discovery of gold in California 
Few people live· in the plateau section of the West because: · 
(1) Indian trioes live there 
(2) the land is needed for cattle 
(3) the land is too arid (4) mineral resources are scarce 
2..7. The state which has less people than any other is: 
(1) Utah (3) Arizona · 
(2) Nevada (4) New Mexico 
28. Sheep ranching areas are located on: 
(1) dry plains (3) green grass areas 
(2) fertile valleys (4) coastal lowlands 
-
-
-
-
29. Idaho boasts about their: 
(1) apples (3) spinach 
(4) potatoes 
30. 
(2) cherries 
The first ranking 
industry is: 
(1) \vastdngton· 
(2) California 
state in the canning and preserving 
(3) Idaho (4) Oregon 
31. The Northwest area has important: 
(1) lumber mills (3) mines 
(2) steel mills · (4) oil wells 
32. The fastest growing city in the West is: 
(1) San Diego (3) LOs Angeles 
(2) San Francisco (4) Denver 
33. The Golden Gate is a: 
(1) gate (3) tunnel 
(4) bridge 
34. 
(2) river 
The Indians do NOT depend upon one of the following for 
their existence:--
(1) agriculture (3) grazing 
(2) hunting (4) handicraft 
35. The most accurate way to find the amount of prunes raised 
in California in a certain year would be to: 
(1) write and ask a Califorriia farmer 
(2) consult the World Almanac 
(3) consult a pamphlet put out by the California Chamber 
of Commerce (4) consult the records of shipping companies 
36. You could probably find the most important information 
about recreation in Colorado by consulting: 
(1) geography textbooks 
(2) encyclopedias · · 
(3) pamphlets of the Colorado Cnamber of Commerce 
(4) daily newspapers from Colorado 
37. In comparing the western region with the other regions of 
the United States, it is: 
(1) the most important region 
(2) the least important region 
(3) one of several important regions (4) the second most important region 
-
-
-
-
MATCHING 
Directions: In the blank.to the left of each statement in the left hand 
colUmn, write the letter fro~ the right hand list with which it is most 
closely associated. Do not use the same letter more than once. 
1. an active volcano 
-2. the lowest and hottest spot 
- in the United states 
___;. a good example of how the 
forces of nature can shape 
solid rock 
_4. the highest peak in the 
United states 
5. an irrigated desert in Cali-
- fornia 
1. cause a crack in the earth's 
-- surface 
_2. rocks formed by cementing 
small bits of material to-
gether 
___;. an explosion of gases from 
below the earth's surface 
4. rocks formed by.heat and 
- pressure 
5. rocks changed by heat and 
- pressure to new types of 
rocks and minerals 
1. a famous geyser located in 
- Yellowstone Park 
_2. a varied-colored area in 
Arizona 
___;. a group of the earth's oldest 
living things 
4· limestone caves in New 
- Mexico 
5. a wind eroded area of fan-
- tastic shapes 
1. explored and made maps for 
- the United States government 
. 2. led a religious group to 
- Utah 
---'• 
explored Montana, Idaho, 
and Oregon 
4· 
-
a missionary who led settlers 
to the Oregon Territory 
5. a famous Indian scout 
-
(a) Mount Whitney 
(b) Mount Shasta 
(c) Lassen Peak 
(d) Mojave 
(e) Mount Ranier 
(f) Death Valley 
(g) Bryce Canyon 
(a) metamorphic 
(b) geological 
(c) igneous 
(d) earthquake 
(e) erosion 
(f) sedimentary 
(g) volcanoes 
(a) Carlsbad Caverns 
(b) Old Faithful 
(c) Zion National Park 
(d) Painted Desert 
(e) Sequoia Park 
(f) Yosemite Park 
(g) Yellowstone Park 
(a) Captains Lewis and Clark 
(b) Marcus Whitman 
(c) John c. Fremont 
(d) Coronado 
(e) John Jacob Astor 
(f) Brigham Young 
(g) Kit Carson 
• 
• 
the largest city in the "!!Test 
has one of the finest harbors 
in the world 
(a) Wenatchee Valley 
(b) San Jose 
the apple capital of the 
world· 
a fashion center of the world 
ships more prnnes than any 
other city in the world 
COMPLETION 
(c) Seattle 
(d) Los Angeles 
(e) V.lillamette Valley 
(f) San Francisco 
(g) Hollywood 
Directions: Read each statement CAREFULLY. In the blank space at the 
right, 1.1l'ite in the missing word or words which makes the sentence cor-
rect or answers the question. 
1. Name the five principal factors which combine to 
determine the climate of an area. 
2. Name the two rivers which are used to irrigate 
the fertile valleys of centrql California. 
3 • Name at least five forces or things which are 
changing the sur:trace of the earth right now. 
4· What four principal benefits does the western 
far.mer get from dams? 
5. Name the city in southern California that has oil 
wells in peoples' backyards. 
6. Where would you go to see a beautiful blue lake 
lying in the hollow top of an extinct volcano? 
7. A farmer has land on which good grass is growing. 
He is undecided as to whether to raise cattle 
or sheep. Which should he raise? 
8. The home of the movies is: 
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PARAGRAPH COMPLETION 
Directions: Read the paragraph CAREFULLY. The words missing from the 
paragraph may be found in the left hand column. Indicate the word 
which has been omitted from eadh blank in the paragraph by putting the 
number of the blank in the proper blank space at the left of the cor-
rect word. 
1. cool and dry 
- 2. southerly 
-
__). mild 
4· warm and moist 
-
_5_. easterly 
6. warm 
- ?. severe 
-s. westerly 
-
1. southern 
- 2. mountainous 
-3. East 
__ 4. eastern 
5. West 
-6. plateau 
- ?. western 
- 8. South 
-
SHORT ANSWER 
There are great differences of 
climate in this region. The southern 
section has--1--temperature while the 
northern section has--2--winters .. 
The northwestern coast is--3--because 
of the prevailing-~4--winds. 
The--1--slopes of the mountain 
ranges are very moist. There is lit-
tle rainfall in the--2--region because 
the rainfall decreases steadily from 
-3--to-4--.. 
Directions: 
complete. 
Answer each question in complete sentences. Be concise but 
", 
1. Describe in three or four sentences how soil is "made." Include all 
three major agents. 
2. Select any two national parks .and describe the scenes that attract 
visitors to-eich. 
List of materials and references for Eupils' use.--
English. 
1. Ahles, I. M., and M• Lawlor, Steps to Good En~lish. Iroquois Pub-
~shing Company, Inc., Syracuse, 1946.. 35)Y 
2. Merriam-Webster, Webster's Elementary Dictionary. American Book 
Company, Boston, 1935· (39} . · .. _ 
3. Teuscher, R. H., E. M. ·Johnson, and E. K. ·Howard, Junior Langua'e 
Skills. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1943. (30 
4. Tressler, J. c., and M. B. Shelmadirie, Junior En'lish in Action. 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1946. (31 . . . . 
Social.studies. 
1. Atwood, Wallace, :;rhe United states Among the Nations. Ginn and 
CoJ!i.pany, Boston, 1930. ·. (2) 
2. Atwood, w. W., The World at Work. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1942. 
(29) 
3. Atwood, w. w., and H .. G. Thomas, The Americas. Ginn and Company, 
Boston, 1930. (2) . 
4. Brigham, Albert, and Charles 1-icFarlane, Essentials of Geogra,Eh;z. 
American Book Company,. Boston, 19~5· (4). 
5 .. Brigham, Albert, and Charles McFarlane, How the World Lives and 
Works. American Book Company, New York, 1933 •. (2) 
6. Casner, M. B.,. and R .• Peattie, E;Ploring Geo,raphy. Harcourt,. 
Brace and Company, New York, 1937 • . · (45 . . 
7. McConnell, W~ R., Geography of the Americas. Rand McNally, 
Chicago, 1945. 
s. Rugg, Harold, The Conquest of America. Ginn and Company, Boston, 
1937. (29). . . 
9. Smith, J. R.; Human Geogra~nr~ J. c. Winston Company, Phila-
delphia, 1925. 
10. Stull, DeForest, and·Roy W. Hatch, Journeys Through the Americas. 
Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1951. (15) . . 
[?The number in the parenthesis after each reference refers to the 
number of copies available in the classroom. · 
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11. stull, DeForest,· and R. w. Hatch, Our World Today. Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, 1944. (2) 
12. Thurston, E. L., and·E. H. Faigle, World Geography. Iroquois Pub-
lishing Company, Syracuse, 1947. . (4) 
13 .. Tilden, Freeman, The National Parks. Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1951. 
14. Webb, V. L., E. F. Campbell, and W. L. Nida, The New World Past an~ 
Present. Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1942. (10) 
15. Whipple, G., and P. E.· James, At Home on Our Earth. The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1947.. (10). 
~eneral.Science. 
1. Beauchamp, w. L., J. c. Mayfield, and J. Y. West, EveEtday Problems 
in Science. Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1946. (2) · 
2. Beauchamp,·W. 1., J. C. Mayfield; and J. Y. West, Science Problems. 
Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1949. (45) 
3· Carpenter, H. A., and G. c. Wood, Our Environment. Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, 1926. (16) 
4. Diller, J. S .. , Guidebook of the Western United states, Part D,· 
Shasta Route and Coast Line. Superintendent of Documents, 
United states Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
5. Meister, M., R. E. Keirstead, and L. M. Shoemaker, The Wonderworld 
of Science. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1950. (2) 
6· •. Powers, s. R., E. F. Neumer, and H. B. Bruner, The World Around Us. 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1934. (16) . . 
7. Thompson, Henry D.;, Fundamentals of Earth Science. Appleton-Century, 
New York, 1947. 
8. Tippett, J., Paths to Conservation. D. c. Heath Company, Boston, 
1937. 
9. Whitlock, H., The Story of Minerals. American Museum of Natural 
History, New York, 1946. 
10. Zin, H., and E. Cooper, Minerals. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New 
York, 1943. 
1 
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Collateral Librar,y Reading 
Factual Books. 
1. Adams, Samuel H., The Popy Express. Random House, New York, 1950. 
2. Aitchison, Alison E., and Marguerite Uttley, North America By Plane 
and Train. Bobbs-Merrill, New York, ~937· 
3. Anderson, A.·M., Fur Trappers of the Old West. Wheeler Publishing 
Company, Chicago, 1946. 
4. Bailey, Bernadine, Picture Book of California. Whitman and Company, 
Chicago, 1949 .. 
5. Bailey, Bernadine, Picture Book of Colorado, Whitman and Company, 
Chicago, 1950. 
6. Binn, Archie, The Land Is Bright. Charles Scribner's Sons, New 
York, 1939. 
7. Burnham, Smith, The Making of Our Country •. J. C. Winston Company, 
Philadelphia, 1929. 
8. Chapman, Arthur, The Po& §xpress. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 
1932. 
9. Clifford, Harold B., America My Home Then and Now. Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons, New York, 1939. 
10. Clark, Marion G., and Wilbur· F. Gordy, tvestward Toward America. 
Charles Scribne·rts Sons, New York, 1936. 
11. Comfort, Mildred Houghton, Peter and Nancy in the United States and 
Alaska.. Beokley-Cardy Company, Chicago, 1940. 
12. Dakin, W. · s., Great Rivers of the World. The Macmillan Company, New 
York, 1925 •. 
13. Fairbanks, Harold Wellman, The Western United States. D. c. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1904. 
14. Fish, Herl:!ert Clay, · Our State of Washington. Charles Scribner's 
Sons, New York, 1927. 
15. Floherty, John, Flowing Gold, the Romance of Oil. J. B. Lippincott 
Company, Philadelphia, 1945· 
~These books can be obtained in our library. 
16. Gaer, Joseph, Men and Trees, the Problem of Forest Conservation. 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1939. 
17. Garst, Shannon, and Warren Garst, Cowboys and Cattle Trails. 
Wheeler Publishing Company, Chicago, 1940. 
18. Hanna, Paul R., Ten Communities. Scott, Foresman and Company,· 
Chicago, 1940. 
19. Hawthorne, Hildegarde, and Esther B. Mills, Enos Mills of the 
Rockies. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1935. 
20. Hough, Emerson, The Covered Wagon. D. Appleton-Century Company, 
New York, 1926. 
21. Lefferts,· Walter, Our Own United States. J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, Philadelphia, 1925. 
22. McMurray, Charles A., Pioneers of the Roc~Mountaina and the 
West. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1904. 
-
23. McNeer, May, The California Gold Rush. Random House, Boston, 1950. 
24. McNeer, May, The Stor;y of California. Harper and Brothers, New· 
York, 1944 .. 
25. Miller, Joaquin, Overland in:-ia Covered Wagon. D. Appleton-Century 
Company, New York, 1930. 
26. Nathan, Adele, The BUilding of the First Transcontinental Railroad. 
Random House, New York, 1950. . 
27. Nida, Vvilliam L., 7f:'lorers and Pioneers. The Macmillan Company, 
New York, 192 • - . 
28. Parkman, Francis Jr., The Oregon Trail. Books, Inc., New York, 
1947. 
29. Perry, George Sessions, Cities of America. Whittlesey House, New 
York, 1947. 
30. Quinn, Vernon, Picture Map Geography of the United States. J. B. 
Lippincott Company,•Philadelphia, 1931. 
31. Rugg, Harold, and Louise Krueger, The Building of America. Ginn 
and Company, Boston, 1936. 
32. Schmidt, Sarah Lindsay, New Land. Robert M. McBride, New York, 
1933· 
33. Southworth, Gertrude, and Stephen E. Kramer, Great Cities of the 
United States. Iroquois Publishing Company, Syracuse, New 
York, 1922.-
r. -:,~~~ 
'·; ... 
34. Thompson,·Hollard, editor, Lands and Peoples. Grolier Society, New 
York, 1938. 
Fiction Books. 
1. Altsheler, Joseph, Apache Gol~. D. Appleton-Century Company, New 
York, 1919~ 
2. Altsheler, Joseph, The §res of the Woods. D. Appleton-Century Com-
pany, New York, 1917. 
3· Altsheler, Joseph, The Young Trailers. D. Appleton-Century Company, 
New York, 1907 •. 
4. Beals, Frank Lee, The Rush for Gold. Wheeler Publishing Company, 
Chicago, 1946. 
5. Bowman, James Cloyd, Pecos Bill. Whitman and Company, Chicago, 1948. 
6. Brink, Carol R., Caddie Woodlawn. The Macmillan Company, New York, 
1947-
7. Darby, Ada Claire, Yonder the Golden Gate. J. B. Lipp±ncott Company, 
Philadelphia, 193 9. 
8. Driggs, Howard R., The Pory· ;Express Goes Through. stokes Publishing 
Company, New York, 1935. 
9. Hough, Emerson, The Covered Wagon. Grosset and Dunlap, Inc., New 
York, 1922 .. 
10. Hough, Emerson, Rocky Mountain Empire. Grosset and Dunlap, In~., 
_New York, 1922. 
11. James, l'fill, Smolgr1 the. Cowhorse. Charles Scribner's Sons, New 
York, 1926. 
12. Lundy, Barbara, Tidewater Valley. J. C. Winston Company, Phila-
delphia, 1949 •.. 
13. Malkus, Alice Sims, Stone Knife Boy. Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York, 19.;33. 
14. Means, Florence Crannell, Bowlful of stars. Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, Boston, 1934· 
15. Means, Florence Crannell, Hetty of the Grande Deluxe. Houghton 6~:} 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1950. 
16. Means, Florence Crannell, Ranch and Ring. Houghton· Mifflin Com-
pany, Boston, 1932. 
17. Means, Florence Crannell, WhisEering Girl. Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, E~~tQn, 1941. 
18. Means, Florence. Crannell, A Candle in the Mist. Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1931. 
19. Nusbaum; Deric, Deric with the Indians. G. P. Putnam's and Sons, 
New York, 1927. 
20. Oakes, Vanya, .f£otprints of 1Jl~Jlragg_I}.. J. C. lvinston Company, 
Philadelphia, 1949. 
21. O'Hara, Mary, Green Grass of ~:!z_oming. J. B. Lippincott Company, 
Philadelphia, 1946. 
22. O'Hara, Mary; ~Friend Flic~. J. B. Lippincott Company, Phila-
delphia, 1941. 
23. O'Hara, Mary, Thunderhead. J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 
1943. 
24. Tousey, Sanford, Lumberjack Bill. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 
1943· 
.. 
25. Wild~r, Laura I., These RaPEr Golden Years. Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1943 •. 
~iographies. 
1. Anderson, A. M., Wild Bill Hickok. Wheeler Publishing Company, 
Chicago, 1947. 
2. Beals, Frank Lee, Buffalo Bill. Wheeler Publishing Company, Chicago, 
1943· 
3. Beals, Frank Lee, Kit Carson. \Vheeler Publishing Company, Chicago, 
1943. 
4. Beeson, A., Stories of Luther Burbank and His Plant School. Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1925. 
5. Cody, lvilliam· F., An Autobiof.'aph_y of Buffalo Bill. Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 194 • . . . 
6. Colton and Jaffee, Heroes of Science. Little, Brown and Company, 
Boston, 1934. 
7. Garst, Shannon, Sitting Bull, Champion of His People. Messner, New 
York, 1946. . . 
8. James, Will, Lone Cowboy. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1932. 
9. Johnson, Charles H. L., Famous Scouts. L. C. Page and Comp~, 
Boston, 1910. 
10. Stevenson, Augusta, Kit Carson, Boy Trapper. Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
New York, 1945. 
Important Magazines, Pamphlets, and .Bulletins. 
l. American Forest·Products Industries, Inc., Trees for Tomorrow. 
Washington, D. C., 1950. · 
2. Arizona Highways. Ariz-ona Highway Department, Phoenix, Arizona. 
3. Colbert, Edwin H., Dinosaurs. American Museum of Natural History, 
New York, 1947 •. 
4. Howell, H. A., Muddy Water. American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education, New York, 1949. 
5. J~ I. Case Company, Pageant of Progress. Racine, Wisconsin, 1951. 
6. John Hancock Life Insurance Company, Digging Down Three Thousand 
Years. Boston, 1950. 
7. ~· Life Publishing Company, New York. 
8. Lowdermilk, W. c., Conquest of the Land Through Seven Thousand Years. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., 
1950. 
9. Mickey, Karl; Man and the Soil.. International· Harvester Company, 
Chicago, 1945. 
10. Parker, Bertha Morris, The Earth A Great Storehouse. Row, Peterson 
and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1947. 
11. Parker, Bertha Morris, The·Earth's Changing Surface. Row, Peterson 
and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1950 •. 
12. Parker, Bertha Morris, .§2.g. Row, Peterson and Comp~, Evanston, 
Illinois, 1949 .. 
13. Science Newsletter. Science Service Inc., Washington, D. C. 
1.1,.. Superintendent of Documents, Guide to Geolog:v of the Rocl<y Mountain 
National Park, Colorado •. -United states Govermnent Printing 
Office, Washington, D. C., 1944. 
15. The National Geographic Magazine. National Geographic Society, Wash-
ington, D. C. 
16. Vokes, H. E., How Old Is the Earth? American MUseum of Natural His-
tory, New York, 1948. 
17. Walker, E. D., and A. B;. Foster, This Is Our Soil. Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, Springfield, Illinois, 1947. 
!I' 
List of Sources for Additional Pamphlets. 
ARIZONA: 
Entomologist, Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture, Phoenix 
Editor, Arizona Highway Department, Phoenix · 
Dean, College of Mines, University of Arizona, Tucson 
State Mine Inspector, state ]/fine Inspector's Office, Phoenix 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Office of Superintendent ·or 
of Public Instruction, Phoenix 
CALIFORNIA: 
Director of Agriculture, Sacramento 
Director of Finance, Department of Finance, Sacramento 
Director of Natural Resources, Department of Natural Resources, 
Sacramento 
State ~uneralogist, Division of Mines, San_ Francisco 
Director of Education, Department of Education, Sacramento 
COLORADO: 
Commissioner, Department of Agriculture, Denver 
Director, Advertising and Publicity Commission, Denver 
state Forester, state Board of Forestry, Denver 
Commissioner; Bureau of Mines, Denver 
Commissioner, Department of Education, Denver 
IDAHO: 
Commissioner, Department of Agriculture, Boise 
Executive Secretary, Idaho Advertising Commission, Boise 
i/This list will be-posted on the bulletin board so pupils will have 
the names and addresses of places to write for additional info~ation 
concerning the various western states. 
State Forester, Forestry Department, Boise 
Director, · Bureau of Mines and Geology, Moscow · 
Mine Inspector, Office of Mine Inspector, Boise 
Superintendent of Education, Department of Education, Boise 
MONTANA: 
Commissioner, Department of Labor, Agriculture, and Industry, 
Helena 
Publicity Department, state Highway Commission, Helena 
State Forester, State Forestry Department, Missoula 
Secretary, State Industrial Board, Helena 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Office of Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, Helena 
NEVADA: 
Chairman, Board of Publicity, Carson City 
Secretary, Board of Stock Commissioners, Reno 
Chairman; Soil Conservation Commission, Reno 
Forester, Office of Survey·General, Carson City 
Chairman, Department of Geology~ University of Nevada, Reno 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Education, 
Carson City 
Inspector of ~fines, Office of Inspector of Mines, Carson City 
NEW MEXICO: 
First National Bank, Albuquerque 
New Mexico State Highway Department, Santa Fe 
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau, Santa Fe 
Department of Agriculture, State House, Santa Fe 
OREGON: 
UTAH: 
Director, Department of Agriculture, Salem 
Director, Travel Information Department, Highway Commission, 
Salem 
State Forester, State Board of Forestry, Salem 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Education, 
Salem 
Director, Department of Geological and Mineral Industries, 
Portland 
Commission Chairman, Department of Agriculture, Salt Lake City 
Commissioner, Department of Publicity and Industrial Development, 
Salt Lake City 
State Engineer, Department of Engineering, Salt Lake City 
.. 
Member, Forestry and Fire Control Board, Salt Lake City 
Director, Geological and Mineralogical Survey, School of Mines, 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City · 
Superintendent of Public Instructio·n, Department of Education, 
Salt Lake City 
WASHINGTON: 
Director; Department of Agriculture, Olympia 
Director, Department of Conservation and Development, Olympia 
Superintendent, Office of State Superintendent of Public Educa-
tion, Olympia 
vJYOMING: 
Commissioner of Agriculture, Department of Agriculture,.Cheyenne 
Acting Secretary Manager, Commercial and Industrial Commission, 
Cheyenne 
State Engineer, Planning and Water Conservation Board, Cheyenne 
State Geologist, State Geological Survey, Laramie Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, Department of Puglic Instruction, Cheyenne 
Visual and auditory aids.-·- Many of the filmstrips and 16 millimeter 
films described in the unit assignment are available from the school 
audio-visual department. An excellent collection of full-colored photo-
graphs of various western scenes, available from the California Oil Com-
pany, will be displayed. A school collection of rocks and minerals of 
the western states will be utilized. Anothe~ collection of minerals is 
available from the Children's Museum, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts. A 
field trip may be made to the Hammond Pond area to examine the Roxbury 
.Conglomerate and.glacial scrat~hings found.there. 
The following is a list of visual aids which may be used: (The 
initials refer to sources which are explained at the end of the list). 
16 millimeter sound films. 
1. Orange Grower 10 min. (S) The life of a citrus-fruit farmer 
2. Yellowstone National Park 25 min. (S) Scenes from Yellowstone 
3. Wood ·10 min. (S) The stor,y of h~w we obtain our wool 
-
4. Topsoil 10 min. (A) The story of one of America's richest 
.treasures 
5. Water 9 min. (A) The values of water and its power of destruction 
6. Erosion 10 min. (A) The stor,y of man-made erosion 
7. Soil and Water ConserVation 9 min. (A) Proper land use and con-
. servation measures 
8. The River 35 min. (A) The story of the Mississippi River--its 
past and present condition 
9. Formations of the Soil 15 min. (E) The story of weathering, 
erosion, and glaciers 
10. Earth's Rock:y; Crust 10 min.. (M) The formation of igneous, sedi-
mentary, and metamorphic rocks •. 
11. Birth of the Soil 10 min. (M) The story of how nature produces 
topsoil 
12. Guardians of .the Wild 11 min. (U) A concise story of the forest 
ranger at work. 
13. Far Western States 20 min. (B) Geographic study of these states 
£ilmstrips. 
1. Indian Life (S) The communal life of the Southest Indian 
2. Power from Boulder. Dam (S) How the dam was built and how the 
people of this. region utilize its power 
3. !he Story of West Coast Lumber (S) "Farming" the Douglas fir 
tree. 
4. How Our Earth Began (S) Laplace's hypothesis of how the earth 
.began 
5. Our Changing Earth (S) How the sun, running water, and other 
forces are moving our earth 
6. About OUr Earth · (S) The surface of the earth, including the 
rocks, soil, water, and air 
t-""li'"'.2, 
,; -..,;: 
7. Nature Cooryerates with Man (S) The ways in which soil, water, forests, 
and w:i:M .life help the farmer 
8. Minera;I. Resources (S). The most important minerals, how they are 
formed and how they are extracted from the earth 
Explanation of initials .. 
A United states Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 
B Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., Wilmette, Illinois 
E Eastman Kodak Company 
• 
M Massachusetts Department of Education, Office of Radio-Audio-Visual 
Aids, 200 Newbur,v Street, Boston 16, Massachusetts 
S School audio-visual department 
U Agricultural Extension Service, University of Massachusetts, 
-~erst, Massachusetts 
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CHAPTER III 
EVALUATING THE UNITS 
1. Log of the Teaching-Learning Situation 
Explanatory remarks.-- The follo~ng account of the teaching-
learning situation is necessarily brief and incomplete. The writer 
has attempted to select significant comments, descriptions, happenings, 
and instruction to provide a flavor of all the varied activities which 
occurred during the phases of the units. 
Of course there were variations in the activities of each group 
of pupils which do not appear in this condensation. 
Teacher's log sheets.-- The writer completed. a log sheet for each 
class taught during these units. Entries were sometimes made during 
and after each. period, but more frequently they were completed at the 
close of school. This was necessar,r because usually outgoing or incom-
ing pupils were seeking the teacher's attention concerning some aspect 
of the units. 
The log sheet used (Appendix, page 160) was unsatisfactory, for 
there was insufficient space to complete some of the entries. In the 
future one log sheet will be used as a guide to pertinent information, 
and the information will be recorded on a blank sheet of paper. Some 
of the items on the log sheet were seldom used. 
t.-ro" ~~-
~ rLF 
Introductory phase.-- The units were introduced on Monday, March 3, 
1952. A pre-test was given which took a period and a half to administer. 
Due to a weak presentation of the purpose of the test, the pupils were 
in a poor st~te of mind. They seemed to object to the length of the 
test and many pupils said, "I guessed at many of the answers." Perhaps 
an introduction to the test centered around taking a test for the fun of 
.. 
it to see how much you know would ease this situation. 
The areas to be covered during these units were discussed at the 
completion of the test. Attention was called to the many colored pictures 
and pamphlets on display in the room. One pupil, who had lived in Cali-
fornia, commented on some of them. An assignment was made for each pupil 
to bring to class for the next day one product or souvenir from the 
western states. 
Fortunately the next day an excellent colored film arrived on the 
day it was scheduled. Yellowstone National Park was a good motivating 
device, for it combined beautiful scenery with an introduction to geology. 
Some of the pupils' comments were: "I never knew what a geyser was"; 
"Gee, was the water really boiling?"; "Is the water really that hot 
underneath?"; and "I would like to visit there." The pupils took notes 
during the film and wrote a summary for homework. 
During the next two periods the pupils displayed and told about the 
western items they had brought to class. l'Jith only one evening in which 
. ' 
to prepare these reports, over 80 per cent of the class enthusiastically 
presented_their items. Some ofthe items presented were: copper wire, 
a turquoise rin~, petrified wood, a can .of salmon, raisins, a Navaho 
Indian bracelet, a label from a can of tuna fish, a redwood pin, oranges, 
} 
j""'(;; 
t: ~ '· .. ' 
gold, grapes, wine, celer,y, peaches, apricots, a California centennial 
stamp, a_can of tomato paste, salt,_almonds, a piece of white pine, 
daffodils, dates, apples, etc. The pupil with an intelligence quotient 
of 65 made one of her infrequent oral reports when she displayed a 
lemon and told a few facts about where and how it was grown. The pupils 
enjoyed telling about things they knew and adding to the other ~pils' 
reports. A few optional-related activities were instigated by these 
brief presentations. 
When the reports were completed, the teacher displayed the school 
collection of minerals. Samples were passed around the class and exam-
ined for their peculiar shapes and colors. When questioned at the begin-
ning, most of the pupils, especially the girls, thought geology was dull. 
. . -
After they realized that geysers, volcanoes, earthquakes, petrified 
wo~d, and ge~s were a part of geology, most of them were not as ·sure 
that it was so dull. 
The same day there was an earthquake on the island of Hokkaido, 
Japan, so during class the next day one of the pupils told us about it. 
~ ·~ . 
It served as an excellent opening for our further discussion of geologi-
cal forces. Another pupil brought in a picture showing the tremendous 
damage wrought at Scituate Beach by a recent storm along the coast. 
This led to a discussion of petrified wood,.giant caves, the mastodon 
preserved in ice, fossils, etc. 
By now it seemed as if they were ready to begin their more serious 
study, so the study-and-activit~ guides were passed out and explained. 
The pupils studied the guide sheets and that evening they completed 
7!} 
their plans of work for the month. The teacher was kept busy assisting 
various pupils with their individual plans. During the last ten minutes 
o! the period, the teacher called attention to the list of optional-
related activities posted on the bulletin board and filed in the recipe 
box. 
Science Fair.-- The pupils were strongly urged to make projects, 
exhibits, or demonstrations sug~ested for these unit·s, and enter them 
in the school Science Fair, March 27, 1952. Credit would be given for 
both social studies and science. The Science Fair was called to their 
attention many times during tnese units. 
Laboratory phase.- The next day four pupils read their notes and 
summaries of the film, Yellowstone National Park. Each was criticized 
and evaluated. It was fairly easy to get them to suggest criteria for 
good notetaking (Appendix, page 121). These were listed on the black-
board, and examples were given. The teacher then passed to each pupil 
the mimeographed list of criteria which had been prepared previously. 
Additions were made to this list. Each pupil filed the list in his Eng-
lish notebook for future use. 
During the next period the pupils had an opportunity to practice 
notetaking as they watched the film, The River. This excellent film 
would have been more useful as a conclusion to our study of the central 
United States, for it dealt mainly with the Mississippi River. Never-
theless, the effects of raindrops, ravaged forests, and running water 
were graphically portrayed. The pupils brought out these facts in our 
discussion following the showing of the film. 
so 
By now the classroo~ had been enhanced by three rock collections, 
additional books, pamphlets, travel folders, two viewmasters and slides, 
and souvenirs brought to class by various pupils. 
The next period was spent in the school library. Prior to their 
individual study, the teacher reviewed the location of helpful materials 
arid the study habits necessary for the proper use of the facilities. 
Even so, the pupils continued to rely too heavily on the use of the en-
cyclopedias. 
Most of the next two periods was spent in individual study in the 
classroom. The teacher con-
tinued to check the individual 
plan of each pupil. Addi-
tional items were suggested 
to many of the pupils who had 
gaps in their plans. Other 
pupils were asked to recon-
sider their plans in the 
light of the time available 
. . 
and"their ability. Specific 
reference materials were 
also suggested to the slower 
pupils. 
1~le the teacher was 
having these individual con-
Plate 2. View of the Classroom Showing 
One Group Meeting in the 
Background While the Remain-
der of the Class Is at Work 
on Individual Activities 
ferences, the remainder of the class was engaged in background reading. 
e. 
st 
The teacher had expected the pupils to complain about the long list 
of activities presented to them, but there was little or no comment in 
this direction. Most of the pupils knew what their plan of work was 
and began working busily. Of course there were a few who took advantage 
of this freedom and abused it. 
During the last ten minutes of the period the film, ~vool, was shown. 
The pupils took notes on the film and were asked to prepare three ques-
tions concerning the film for homework. 
Use of the libra.rt·-- In addition to the class use of the school 
library, small groups of pupils were allowed to study there. This neces-
sitated added supe~sion for the teacher. Fortunate~ the library is 
located across the hall from the classroom. Usually whenever the teacher 
observed these pupils they were busi~ engaged in using the library 
. . -
facilities. Those pupils who did not do so were not allowed to go there 
in small groups. The librarian was of great assistance in this arrange-
ment. 
Lack of coded-references on the study-and-activity guide.-- No page 
references were coded on the study-and-activity guide. This was done 
purposely so the pupils would have additional practice in the use of 
the table of contents and the index. These reading skills had been pre-
viously taught and re-emphasized; consequent~ the writer wished the 
pupils to have an opportunity for further functional use of these 
skills. Nevertheless, it was necessary to provide the pupils witp the 
. -
pages of geology material located in the science books. ~iost of the 
pupils were unable to locate this information because of their lack of 
82 
understanding concerning geology and our infrequent use of the science 
books. 
The second week.-- The second week of the units started in the 
library where the pupils did individual research. Most of the pupils 
worked with a minimum of direction. Yet as the writer gave individual 
help, he discovered that many of the pupils were not reading the ques-
tions care1'ully. 
During the next period, the teacher called the pupils' attention 
to: (1) their inaccurate reading habits; (2) certain valuable pamphlets 
and magazines; and (3) the list of optional-related activities which 
were now taken from the bulletin board and placed in a notebook. A pre-' 
test was given on spelling words taken from these units (Appendix, page 
150). The pupils read their notes and questions on the film, Wool. 
The use of unnecessary words such as--the, is, an, with, etc.--was 
pointed out by the teacher. 
Virus, colds, and measles.-- One-third of the pupils was absent 
the next two days due to colds, virus, and measles. This absenteeism 
continued throughout the next two weeks. Usually eight or ten pupils 
were absent daily. One advantage of the stud~-and-activity guide was 
clearly demonstrated in this emergency. The pupils had made their own 
plan o£ work for the month, so they knew what they had to do. Books 
and materials were sent to these absentees. Unfortunately many of them 
were confined to bed with a fever and were unable to do very much school 
work. 
Letter-writing.-- Many pupils wrote letters for pamphlets and 
materials. The,y wrote to the addresses listed in the unit assignment. 
They also wrote letters to their sick classmates. 
~hanges in phases.-- Some optional-related activities were inter-
spersed throughout the laboratory period, as were some introductory and 
. 
evaluative activities. This seems to be a necessary procedure in any 
unit. The optional-related activities presented today were reports on: 
(1) experiments with a glass of water taken from the gutter after a 
rainstorm; (2) the life of a salmon; (3) a product map of the West; 
and (4) rocks gathered in the s~hoolyard at lunch time. Other activi-
ties had to be postponed because of lack of time. 
The log again.-- The next day the pupils completed a class composi-
tion of 25 words on, "I like to live in New England because ---. n The 
class was entered in the Boston Herald "Know New England Contest," and 
periodically they unscrambled the names of New England cities and towns. 
This was a follow-up of our earlier study of New England. Then the class 
listened to two book reports concerning Kontiki and Gold Strike in Cali-
fornia. The remainder of the time was spent in individual study in the 
classroom and the library. 
This individual study procedure was followed the next day because 
of the large number absent. 
On Th?-rsday the pupils took notes.as they observed the filmstrip, 
]ow Our Earth Began. This filmstrip motivated a lengthy discussion of 
prehistoric happenings that covered religion, dinosaurs, giant crabs, 
glaciers, volcanoes, inland seas, and the comic strip character, Alley 
Oop. All the pupils wanted to talk at once and tell what they knew 
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about such things. 
A quick review of the spelling words for the week was held. Phonics 
and syllabication were stressed. 
The next day notes on How Our Earth Began were corrected and passed 
back. The observation was made that most of them were not well organized 
which would make them difficult to transcribe later. Some pupils sug-
gested that it was easier to put notes in outline form. This led to a 
discussion of outlines and how they should be made. The mimeographed 
sheet on outlining was s~udied (Appendix, page 148). 
Written on fuhe blackboard, but hidden by a map, was an incomplete 
outline of the physical features of the West. Its format and choice of 
words were explained, and the pupils were urged to fill in the blank 
spaces of the outline. They did not seem very interested in outlining 
but seemed content to continue their unorganized notetaking. 
A spelling test was given on the wards for this week. 
While the teacher worked with four pupils chosen for the pooling-
and-sharing committee, the remainder of the class went to the library 
for individual stu~ and research. The committee and the teacher worked 
out criteria for an optional-related activities agenda and a plan for 
scheduling these activities. A complete report of this committee will 
be found in another section of this chapter. 
An excellent filmstrip entitled, Power from Boulder Dam, was 
-shown during the last period. The pupils took notes on this filmstrip 
which dealt with water and what it means to the people of the South-
west. A typical comment, as they saw a picture showing a desert. on 
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one side of an irrigation ditch and a field of orange trees on the other 
was, "Boy, is that what irrigation does." They prepared outlines from 
their notes. 
The third week.-- On Monday, March 17, 1952, three pupils put their 
outlines of Power from Boulder Dam on the blackboard. The class criti-
cized, co~pared, and evaluated them. On the whole the outlines were 
good, although many pupils continued to put onlY one sub-heading under 
a main heading. 
A pre-test of the spe~ling words for the week was given. 
One boy exhibited a collection of rocks ne found in his neighbor-
hood during the week-end while a girl displayed a series of diagrams 
showing the origin of petroleum. 
Field tr~.-- Three boys from room 213 had suggested a field trip · 
to a local park. The teacher told them they could go, if they made the 
plans. Over the week-end they surveyed the park for geological items 
of interest,· prepared talks on each, gathered specimens of rocks and 
piled them at certain spots along the route, and drew maps of the area. 
On Mond~ they received permission from the principql, gave each pupil 
a permission slip to be completed by the parents, and "sold" the class 
on going. 
The teacher entered the ensuing discussion with questions concern-
ing behavior, safety, and notetaking. A simple code of safety and be-
havior was decided upon, and ever,yone agreed to come equipped with a 
pair of rubbers, a pencil, and a notebook. 
The next day the pupils from room 213 were divided into groups of 
six with a leader in charge 
of each group. An assign- I 
l 
ment was made for each pupil l 
to sunnnarize the trip under ~ 
the title, "Why I Thought ~ 
the Trip Wa,sjor ~vas Not I 
Worth-while." I Before leav-
J ing the codes of safety and 
behavior were reviewed. 
The class stopped once 
t 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I ( along the way to Edmand' s 
""-- --. -·. 
Park to observe and have 
explained the effects of 
lichens and moss growing · · 
in the cracks of a stone wall. 
Plate 3. Student Leader Telling Pupils 
from Room 213 that This Bank 
of Soil had Receded Ten Feet 
since Last Year 
R6 
Upon arrival at the park, the three boys who had planned the trip 
took over. Each boy had a particular section of the tour which he 
guided and explained. Some of the things they told about and showed 
. were: an eroded hill which had lost at least ten feet of soil in the 
past year; the causes of erosion; various rocks gathered along the 
route; a demonstration of how rocks are changed to soil by pounding 
one against the other; a cave~in; tunnels and gulleys; the need for 
. conservation; a gulley being cut by melting snow; a delta formed by 
. . . 
material from these gulleys; sides of hills protected by trees; and 
a broken cement spillw~ caused by the ~rce of running water. The 
I 
IX 
' 
teacher also pointed out the 
effects of the Great Glacier 
in this park. I i 
I After seeing some of the 1 
I 
I interesting rocks collected 1 
I 
by our guidee, all the pupils ~ 
I 
excitedly and eagerly began 1 
to search for other speci- . 
mens. Some of their ques-
i 
,. 
tions and exclamations were: 
"IIIJhat is the name ·of this?"; 
{ t·~ ~· __.___.:_:j~~~~ 
"What is this black, or red, 
or green spot in the rock?"; 
~_...........__.-....-......._-.._.. __ . ....._~.----- ~-- --------·-..._.....--......-.,...-._,- .; .... 
Plate 4. Student Leader Explaining 
the Reasons for Erosion 
"Look at how this one crumbles into dustl"; "Look at this mical"; "This 
\ 
\ ( 
\ 
i 
\ 
I 
\ 
' I 
\ 
looks like gold"; and "What do these layers prove?" One boy had brought 
along three books on rocks and minerals, but it soon became impossible 
to answer the pupils' many questions. They loaded their pocket~ with 
the most interesting rocks and moss and brought them back to school for 
further examination. 
From these brief notes of our trip, one can see t:he pupils had an 
opportunity to acquire a great many more geology and conservation con-
cepts than they would have if they had speni( the same amount of time in 
the classroom. It was obvious that everyone enjoyed himself. 
Upon return to school the pupils began writing their summaries and 
completed them at home that evening. 
--
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The next unit in science is conservation. This trip will be most 
valuable as an introduction. 
Advantage of the program.-- One advantage of having pl1Pils for more 
than one period is the opportunity to take such trips. The class of room 
213 meets with the writer three periods in succession twice a week. 
During this time field trips can be. very easily conducted without dis-
rupting the schedule of other teachers. 
Of course the functional integration of learning is the main advan-
tage of this program. 
Room 205.-- The pupils in room 205 were not.receptive to suggestions 
for a field trip. Even after talking with the pupils from room 213 they 
did not seem enthusiastic. 
Consequently they followed a different schedule during the time 
devoted to the field trip. They saw a mediocre filmstrip entitled West 
' · .. ) ~· 
~oast Lumber which told the story of the great Douglas fir forests of 
Oregon and Washington. 
The next day they engaged in individual study and research in the 
library. Later they took a test on the pnysioal features of the West 
(Appendix, page 152 ) • 
The teacher told an imaginary story of "The Life of a Southern 
California Orange." They listened eagerly to this tale of an orange as 
it was processed into orange juice. They enjoyed hearing about all the 
gruesome things that happene~ to it before and after it was made into a 
can of frozen orange juice. After a discussion of the criteria of a 
good written report, the pupiis selected a topic for their imaginary 
• 
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composition. 
Both groups together again.-- The next day, after a few summaries 
were read, room 213 evaluated the field trip. Then they followed the 
previous day's lesson plan for room 205. 
Room 205 worked in the 
classroom and the.library on 
-~ 
their:' ·study-and-activity 
, { 
I 
guides and wrote their i 
j 
stories of "The Life of A I 
-t 
----. n They all seemed to 
f 
enjoy this creative writing I 
within a framework of facts i 
fir to uranium .. See the Ap-
pendix, page 133 for an 
example of these stories. 
This was the first day 
of spring, so the teacher, 
3 
I 
I 
I 
--
Plate 5 .. View of the Front of the 
Classroom Showing a Pupil 
Using the Map. Notice the 
Large Pictures of the West 
above the Blackboard 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
~ 
~ ( 
~. 
) 
I ) 
I 
\ 
\ 
~ ( 
j 
with the aid of a globe, demonstrated the position of the earth in rela-
tion to the sun. The overhead light was used as the sun and by walld.ng 
around the room with the globe the pupils could see how the rays from 
the light moved across the face of the spinning globe. 
The filmstrip OOw Changing Earth was also shown. The pupils took 
I . 
notes and made an outline from these notes • 
• 
Som~ stories written the day before were read and evaluated by 
the class. The second sheet of criteria for writing skills was given 
to the pupils (Appendix, page 149). The class read and discussed the 
'iO 
criteria for summaries, reports, and bibliographies. 
Optional-related activities were presented during the remainder 
of the period. 
On Friday the pupils took notes on the film, Formation of the Soil. 
A discussion of the types of rock and the forces of weathering displayed 
in the film followed. The pupils seem to have learned much more from 
films since they have been required to take notes. 
A spelling test was given on the words for the week. Later one of 
the pupils explained her . diagram of the mountains of the vlest, and their 
effect on the climate of this region. 
· The story. of the return of the swallows to the Capistrano Mission,_ 
California was read from the previous day's newspaper. The pupils were 
. intrigued by the fact that the swallows have returned on the same day 
at about the same hour for years and years. 
Later the pupils watched a demonstration and heard a talk on natural 
history given by Mr. Brent and Mr. Prince, visiting naturalists. They 
had live snakes, birds, and animals with which to entertain and teach. 
This should aid in the future study of the conservation of wild life. 
Pooli~g~and-sharing phase.-- On Monday, March 24, 1952, the pupil 
committee for the pooling-and-sharing phase took charge of the period. 
The second period was devoted to t.:p:e planning and completion of 
exhibits for the Science Fair. Those who had completed their exhibits 
9l 
worked on their study-and-activity guide. 
The next day the pupils were given more individual help in arranging 
their science exhibits. So much time was devoted to these projects 
because 53 out of the 54 pupils were entered in the Science Fair, and 
the fact that most of the 
exhibits were based on the 
study of these units. Name 
cards, diagrams, and last 
minute corrections had to. 
be made.; The scene of the 
room might have looked like 
utter confusion to a visitor, 
but actually they were busi-
ly working on their own 
project or helping someone 
else. 
They naturally were 
ver.y excited and enthusiastic 
about their exhibits, and it 
was difficult to get them to 
think about anything else. 
\ 
~ 
~ 
\ 
l 
~· 
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\ 
\ 
~ 
I 
I 
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Plate 6. Boys Working on Their Optional-
Related Activities Made for the 
Science Fair. Left to Right 
Foreground: a Model Irrigation 
System, Volcano, Geyser, Glacier, 
Burglar Alarm S,Vstem, and Diorama 
S~owing the Various Soils. Left 
to Right Background: an Indian 
Village, Volcano, Collection of 
Rocks, and Model of Boulder Dam 
Luckily the pooling-and-sharing committee of room 205 had scheduled an 
imaginary trip to the West based on an interview of one of our teachers 
who made the trip last summer. The two girls who "tooktt the .trip gave 
such an excellent and humorous performance that the audience quickly 
02' Oe 
forgot the Science Fair. Even the timekeeper forgot to stop them until 
the end of the period. It was so good, the teacher scheduled the two 
girls to repeat their trip for room 213. 
On Wednesday more optional-related activities were presented, but 
part of t·he time was spent in arranging the various science exhibits in 
the gymnasium. 
The day of the Science Fair finally dawned. A few of the pupils 
from these two groups had to be in the gymnasium throughout the entire 
day to explain and demonstrate their exhibits. The remainder of the 
pupils were at the Science Fair for about a period and a half. One pupil 
from each group won a third prize for their exhibits of an electrical 
geggraphy quiz board and a demonstration of silver-plating. All the pupils 
who ~ntered seemed to have a feeling of accomplishment and pride at having 
been a part of the fair. The teacher also praised them for their efforts. 
Most of the exhibits were based on our study of these units. 
Although it was difficult, the committee proceeded with the schedule 
of optional-related activities. 
Evaluation phase.-- The next day each pupil wrote one summary and 
one outline chosen from the following list: (1) climate; (2) physical 
features; (3) natural resources; (4) geology; (5) history; (6) mining; 
(7) agriculture; (8) industries; (9) irrigation; and (10) national parks 
and geographical landmarks. They were instructed to write all they had 
learned about these topics from their study of the lvest. They were given 
three minutes in which to review their notes on.outlines and summaries. 
They were urged to make a rough outline of their summary before they 
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. began and to be accurate in spelling and the use of th~ writing skills. 
The pupils worked industriously for most of the next two periods which 
is a ver,y long time for seventh graders to concentrate on one task. 
See the Appendix, pages 126 to 137 for sample summaries and outlines. 
I 
The summar,y was originally scheduled to be written earlier, but 
due to aosenteeism and the Science Fair it had to be postponed. This 
unavoidable postponement was unfortunate, for the teacher was faced ~th 
an enormous amount of paper work at the conclusion of the unit. 
On Monday, March 31, 1952, the objective test was administered. 
The directions for taking the test (unit assignment) and the actual test-
ing took 55 minutes. The comments and the attitudes of the pupils were 
ver,y different £rom those concerning the pre-test. They-felt they had 
learned something during the past month, and they could pass the_ test 
without guessing at the answers. 
The remainder of the period was spent in a discussion of the units 
aqd the activities which they liked and disliked. 
The following day a tabulation was taken of the study-and-activity 
guide items which the pupils engaged in. The class also completed the 
pupils' questionnaire concerning these units. The results of this are 
shown in Table 13 and are summarized elsewhere in this chapter. The re-
mainder of the time was spent in evaluating the objective test results 
and reviewing the answer to each question: 
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·2. Instructional Activities 
Time spent on instructional activities.-- Twice as much time was 
spent in guided-study by the pupils as was spent in teach~r instruction 
(Table 7). 
Table 7. Per Cent of Time Spent on 
·Instructional Activities 
Per·cent 
Type of Activity. of 
Time Spent 
(1). (2). 
Teacher instruction •• ·• • • • • • • 31 
Guided-study by pupils...... 69 
Total................ 100 
English and science instruction consumed approximately the same 
amount of time while social studies instruction took approximately one-
third more time than either English or science (Table 8). 
Table 8. Per Cent of Time Spent on 
Specific Subject Areas 
Type of Activity 
llJ 
Per Cent 
'or 
Time Spent 
(2) 
Social studies............... 43 
English•••••••••••••••••••••• 29 
General science.............. 28 +-......;;;;;;.. __ _ 
Total •••••••••••••••• 100 
Social studies.-- The core of the units was the study of the people 
and the natural environment of the western United States. Such a study 
closely aligned itself with the scientific concepts necessary for an 
understanding of geology. ConsequentlY these two subjects seem to have 
shared the majority of time. Of course it was impossible to study either 
subject without the use of various English skills. 
Science.-- More time was spent on science during these units than 
during aQY previ9us unit the writer has taught. The science class meets 
onlY on Monday and Thursday. It is very difficult to arouse interest in 
a topic on Monday because by Thursday many of the pupils have lost this 
interest. In the past the science period was eliminated many times in 
favor of social studies or English. With an integrated unit this is not 
possible or practical. 
Geology was a very apt topic to select for integration with social 
studies because of the many aspects of geology found in the West. 
English.-- A comment by one ·of the pupils clearly shows that Eng-
lish was not neglected but rather was put to work. She said, ttWhile 
showing us how to do such things as outlining and sunnnarizing, we learned 
social studies and science." 
The following procedures were used in teaching the writing skills: 
. . 
(1) teacher instruction (examples put on the blackboard or read); (2) use 
of the textbook; (3) oral discussion (pupil-teacher discussion of cri-
teria for each skill)--a list of the criteria agreed upon for each of 
the skills will be found in the Appendix; (4) self-analysis--the pupils 
compared themselves with the criteria agreed upon under (3) above; 
(5) individual help during the laborator,y phase; (6) pupil-teacher 
planning--the pupils saw the need of submitting at least one exam~le 
of each of the writing skills ·stressed during these units; they had a 
great deal of choice as teethe activities they could select (refer to 
the study-and-activity guide and the optional-related activities); and 
(7) provided maqy .Qpportunities for functional use qf these skills 
(refer to the study-and-activity guide, optional-related activities, 
. - . . 
teacher's log, and the evaluative activities~~ 
The reading, listening, and speaking skills received adequate atten-
tion during the units. This can easily be seen by examining the teacher's 
log, the study-and-activity guide, and the list of optional-re~ated activi-
ties. 
Pupil-teacher planning.-- An attempt was made to combine as much pupil-
teacher planning with the study of the units as was consistent with the 
age, ability, and desire of the teacher and pupils. When the pupils had . 
an opportunity to plan their own activities under guidance there tended 
to be a greater interest in and responsibility for the success of such 
activities. 
A close scruti~ of the teacher's log will reveal maqy instances of 
such planning. Such activities as the following were planned jointly: 
(1) plan of work for individual pupil's study-and~activity, (2) discussion 
and formulation of criteria for each writing skill, (3) Science Fair 
projects, (4) many optional-related activities, (5) some aspects of.the 
field trip, (6) pupil-teacher committee for pooling-and-sharing phase, 
and (7) individual help with stories, questions, and the improvement of 
writing skills. This cooperative planning was possible because the 
completed unit assignment left the writer free to assist the.indi~dual 
pupils and small groups. 
Optional-related activities.~ Four pupils from each homeroom were 
chosen to serve on a pupil-teacher committee to plan the presentation of 
optional-related activities. The first task of the committee was to 
devise an agenda for the pooling-and-sharing phase of the units (Appendix, 
page 122). 
During· the third week, the committee met the first ten minutes of 
each social studies period. While the remainder of the class worked on 
their study-and-activity guides, one pupil at a time reported to the com-
mittee and stated what he was planning to do for an optional-related 
activity. The committee listed the pupil's name, the title of his topic, 
the type of activity, an estiination of the time it would take, and the 
probable day on which it would be presented. 
At the end of the week the committee arranged all the activities 
on separate sheets of paper. Each sheet had the date of one day of the 
following week. The activities were arranged in a varied fashion. 
Duplicate reports were eliminated and similar reports and types of ac-
.tivities were scheduled on different days. 
One member of each committee served as a timekeeper. This member 
reminded the pupil one minute before his time was up, thus helping to 
maintain the prepared schedule. After each activity a few minutes were 
allowed for comments and criticisms. 
'These activities were given in many novel and interesting ways. 
Most of the reports were enjoyed by all, for there was a variety of 
reports and the timekeeper did not allow them to drag on too long. 
Usually during oral reports many of the pupils in the audience 
register signs of boredom. Most of these unaesirable actions were 
entirely lacking duri~g thes~ units. The agenda, timing, and screening 
of reports contributed to this more desirable atmosphere. 
Bulletin boards.-- Two boys. from room 205 took charge of the bul-
letin boards during the units. They kep~ a supply of interesting arti-
cles, postcards, and pictures on them, but there were not e~ough current 
events brought to class by other. pupils. Indian rugs and belts, and 
pupils' diagrams and paintings were also displayed on the large bulletin 
board. Next year there should be B: rotating committee of eight or ten 
pupils in charge so that more interest ~n current events will result. 
3· Testing 
Pupil results.-- Table· 9 is a compilation of the significant test 
scores and ages of all 54 pupils. Each pupil, designated by a number, 
is arranged in order of his intelligence quotient. The six pupils who 
are new to the school system have not taken a reading achievement test 
as yet, but they will do so prior to the end of the school year. 
According to Table 9, the average gain.made by all pupils wets 
approximately 26.5 points. The average gain made by the first ten 
pupils was approximately 30 points, while the average gain by the last 
ten pupils was approximately 15 points. 
Pupil number 1 received the highest score on the pre-test and the 
• 
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Table 9. Comparison of Individual Pupils' Age, I.Q., Reading Achievement, 
Initial Score, Final Score, and Gain Made on the Objective Test 
Number of Items Right 
Pupil Age I.Q. Reading Initial Final Gain 
Achieve- Score Score 
ment on Test on Test 
(lJ _(2) (3J 14) (5) (6) (7) 
1 ••••••••• 12.0 140 11.2+ 109 129 20 
2 ••••••••• 11.11 13S 11.2+ 93 126 33 3········· 11.9 134 8.0 -76 105 29 4 ••.•••.•• 11 .. 1 133 8.7 81 111 30 
5 ••••••••• 12.1 131 9.0 89 125 36 
6 ••••••••• 11.9 130 11.2+ 96 124 28 ? ••••.••.• 11.10 127 11.2+ 90 121 31 
8 ••••••••• 12.6 123 11.2+ 96 117 21 
* 
9 ••••••••• 11.10 122 7-4 8S 121 33 10.; •.••••• 12.0 122 11.0 70 110 40 
11 ••• ........ 12.4 120 9-3 72 105 33 
.12 ••••••••• 12.7 120 8.4 71 103 32 13 ••••••••• 12.5 119 10.6 94 131 37 14 ••••••.•• 12.0 118 8.4 86 109 23 15 ••••••••• ll .. ll 118 11.2+ 78 117 39 
16 •• ~······ 12.3 118 6.5 92 128 36 
'17 •••••• ••• ll.O 118 72 95 23: 18 ••••••••• 12.4 117 7.2 71 104 33 19 ••••••••• 12.2 116 S.4 71 103 32 
·20 ••••••••• 11.10 115 6.3 71 85 14 21 ••••••••• 12.4 114 7.1 62 84 22 22· ••••••••• 11.11 114 8.0 60 107 47 ~3- •••••••• 13.3 114 80 '102 22 24 ••••••••• 12.1 113 10.9 72 99 27 25 ••••••••• 11.5 113 6.6 63 109 46 26 ••• ~ ••••• 11.8 112 7.1 5S 97 39 27 ••••••••• 11.6 112 6.1 64 97 33 28 ••••••••• 11.5 111 7.4 6S 88 20 29 ••••••••• 12.6 111 8.7 77 115 38 30 ••••••••• 12.0 ill S.6 66 92 26 31 ••••••••• 13.1 110 80 107 27 32 ••••••••• 12.4 109 9.0 101 124 23 33 ••••••••• 11.9 108 5·7 72 105 33 34 ••••••••• 12.5 107 7.2 83 101 18 35 ••••••••• 12.0 107 7.2 74 9S· 24 36 ••••••••. 12.1 106 -8.4 72 106 34 37 ••••••••• 12.5 106 9.3 76 101 25 ~38 ••.•.•••• 11 .. 11 105 78 101 23 
(concluded on next page) 
*Pupils with an asterisk before their number are new to the school system. 
They took the Otis Quick Scoring Intelligence Test in November 1951. 
Table 9. (concluded) 
-
Number of Items Right 
Pupil Age I.Q. Reading Initial final Gain 
Achieve- Score Score 
ment on Test on Test 
- (1) T21. C3J 
-
. (4) 15) (6) -(7} 
3 9 ••••••••• .12.2 101 5.7 55 92 37 
40 ••••••••• 12.9 101 6.6 78 99 21 
u ......... 12.10 98 88 97 '9 
~ .•...•••. 12.0 98 7.4 79 113 . 34 43········· 13.0 96 7.1 78 98 20 44········· 11.7 ''95 7-4 63 102 39 45········· 12.5 94 5.9 55 69 14 46 ••••••••• 12.9 93 5.1 59 88 29 
f-47 ••••••••• 11.5 93 76 94 18 48 ••••••••. 12.7 92 5.9 27 44 17 
49 ••••••••• 12.3 92 8.7 88 120. 32 
50 ••••.•••• 13.4 91 6.2 70 80 10 51 ••••••••• 12.4 91 6.1 50 75 25 
52 ••••• ••.•. 12.4 89 4-9 65 61 
-4 
53••o•••••• 12.4 87 3·5 61 81 20 
54········· 13.5 65 3 .. 0 43 39 -4 
second highest score on the final test. This boy applies himself to all 
phases of school work, for he is planning to become an aeronautical engi-
neer. 
The girl who.received the highest score on the final test, pupil num-
. . -
ber 13, made a gain of 37 points over her pre-test score. She is an able 
pupil l$o is planning· to become a doctor. Her work is always of the high-
est calibre. 
Another girl who has a consistent record of educational growth is 
pupil number 4 9. This girl, although her intelligence quotient is only 
• l 
92, had a score of 120 on the final test. Throughout the year her persis-
tent effort and interest has helped her to become an A student. 
• 
The greatest gain was made by pupil number 22. She gained 47 points. 
, 
Her initial score was only 60 which may help to account for this large 
gain. 
The most disappointing progress was made by pupil number 41. He had 
lived in California and traveled throughout the 1-J'est.. Apparently he 
thought he knew so much about the region that he did not have to study. 
His gain of only 9 points indicated this lack of study. 
Two pupils showed a loss of 4 points. Both had been absent frequent-
ly during the units, and many of the items on each of their tests were 
unmarked. The test was not a true measure of their growth. 
Many other pupils made gains which were consistent with their pre-
vious class progress. When·infor.med of their progress, the pupils ex-
hibited signs of pride in their accomplishments. 
Results of the objective test.-- The 150 item objective test (unit 
assignment) used for the pre-test was also given as a final test. The 
results of this testing are shown on the following pages. 
Table 10 shows the pre-test arithmetical mean to be 72.94 and the 
standard deviation to be 14.4. These results were rounded off to 73 and 
14 respectively. The range of scores was from 27 to 109. 
The figures from Table 10 were used in constructing the pre-test 
histogram (Figure 1). The boy with the highest intelligence quotient 
had a score which was above group I, but it was included in this group 
on the histogram. A girl had a score which was below group V, but it 
was included in this group. The results approximated the normal dis-
tripution of 7 per cent of the scores falling in each of groups I and 
V, 24 per cent in each of groups II and IV, and 38 per cent in group III. 
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· Table 10. The l>1ean and Standard Deviation of Fifty-Four Pupils' Scores 
on the Pre-test of the Western United States in a Grouped 
Frequen~ Distribution 
-
Raw Score Frequency Deviation 
Limits 
F D (1) (2) (3) 
105-110 •••••••• 1 46 
99-104 •••••••• 1 +5 
93- 98 •••••••• 4 +4 
87- 92 •••••••• 6 +3 
81- 86 •••••••• 3 +2 
75- so •.••••••• 11 +1 
69- 74 •••••••• 12 0 
63- 68 ...... .-•• 6 
-1 
57- 62 •••••••• 5 -2 
51- 56 •••••••• 2 
-3 
45- 50 •••••••• 1 
-4 
39- 44········ 1 -5 33- 38 ......... 0 
-6 
27- 32 ......... 1 
-7 
Total •••••• 54 
MEAN 
-
M = A.M. + (Sum of. FD + N) x Class Interval • 
M = 71.5 + (+24 ~ 54) X 6 
M = 71.5 + (+0.24) x 6 
M • 71.5 + 1.44 
M • 72.94 (or 73) 
Frequency 
Deviation 
FD 
(4J 
+ 6 
+ 5 
+16 
+18 
+ 6 
+11 
0 
- 6 
-10 
- 6 
- 4 
- 5 
- 0 
- 7 
+24 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
S.D. • Jsum ~f F:o2 - ~ ~f FD) 2 x Classinterval 
s .D. - V.l12 _/?JiV: X 6 54 ~,,4} 
(concluded on the next page) 
Product of 
Column ,3.. and 
Column 9 
Fn2 
l5) 
36 
25 
64 
54 
12 
11 
6 
20 
18 
16 
25 
0 
49 
336 
~ 
Table 10. (concluded) 
S.D. : .Vll2 - 21.2 X 6 54 2916. 
s.D. = -J6.2 - .2 X 6 
S.D. =Vbx6 
S.D. = 2.4 X 6 
S.D. =.14 
,- --------r 
23 pupils 
-----------
----------· 12 pupils 11 pupils 
----------
- --
-- ------· 5 pupils 3 pupils M-73 
'3S 51 52 61) 66 ?Q RO 9'3 94 107 
v IV III II I 
Figure 1. Relative-Growth Scale Showing Distribution of Test 
Scores. The Normal Distribution of Pupil Growth 
Is Showri by the Solid Lines with the Actual Growth, 
Indicated by the Broken Red Lines. 
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Table 11 shows the final test arithmetical mean to be 101.3 and 
the standard deviation to be 19.1. These results were rounded off to 
101 and 19 respectively. The range of scores was from 39 to 131. 
• 
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Table ll. The Mean and Standard Deviation of Fifty-Four Pupils' Scores 
on the Final Test of the Western United States in a Grouped 
Frequency Distribution 
' 
Raw Score Frequency Deviation 
Limits 
F D 
-
-
(1) (2) {3) 
129-134 ••••••••• 2 +5 
123-128 ••• ~ ••••• 5 +-4 
117-122 ••••••••• 5 +3 
lll-ll6 ••••••••• 3 of-2 
105-llO ........... 10 +1 
99-104·· •••••••• 10 0 
93- 98 ••••••••• 6 
- 1 
87- 92 ••••••••• 4 - 2 
81- 86 ••••••••• 3 
- 3 
75- so .......... 2 
- 4 
69- 74········· 1 
- 5 63- 68 ••••••••• 0 
- 6 
57- 62 ••••••••• 1 
- 7 51- 56 ••••••••• 0 
- 8 49- 50 ••••••••• 0 
- 9 39- 44 ••••••••• 2 
-10 
Total ••••••• 54 
MEAN 
-
M = A.M. + (sum of FD + N) x Class Interval 
M = 101.5 + (-2 i- 54) X 6 
M = 101.5 + (-.038) X 6 
M = 101.5 - .228 
M = 101.3 (or 101) 
Frequency 
Deviation 
FD 
(4) 
flO 
+20 
+15 
+6 
+10 
0 
- 6. 
-8 
- 9 
-8 
- 5 
- 0 
- 7 
- 0 
- 0 
-20 
- 2 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
S.D. = Jsum ~f FJ)2 - r ~f ~ x Class Interval 
S.D. - .../552 -I~)~ X 6 
54 \_54 
(concluded on next page) 
Product of 
Column a and 
Column 9 
FD2 
(5) 
50 
80 
45 
12 
10 
6 
16 
27 
32 
25 
0 
49 
0 
0 
200 
552 
.-
:105 
Table 11. (concluded) 
S.D. = ,J2.8,- 4 x6 54· 2916 
S.D. = ..:)10.2 - .001 X 6 
S.D. : .ji0:2 X 6 
S.D. = 3.19 X 6 
S.D. = 19 
The figures from rable 11 were used in constructing the final test 
histogram (Figure 2). Two girls! scores fell below group V, yet they 
were included in this group on the histogram. One of these girls is the 
pupil.who had the lowest score on the pre-test. 
o;-----·----1 •. 
I I 
I I 
I I 
~ I 
I 
I 
'28 pupils 
~--------
----------
7 pupils 14 pupils 
M-101 
4 pupils 1 pupil 
54 72 73 91 92 110 ill 12q h~cr - - 'fl.A-
v 
Figure 2. 
IV III II I 
Relative-Growth Scale Showing Distribution of Final 
Test Scores. The Normal Distribution is Shown by 
the Solid Lines with the Actual Growth Indicated 
by the Broken Red Lines. 
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The gains made by the pupils are shown in Table J2. All but two 
pupils made gains ranging from 9 points to 47 points. Those two pupils 
showed a loss of 4 points each. 
Table J2. The Mean and standard Deviation of Fifty-Four Pupils t Scor~s 
on the Gain Made on the Test of the 1-lestern United States in 
a Grouped Frequency Distribution · 
Raw Score Frequency Deviation 
Limits 
F D 
llJ l2) (3) 
44-47 ••••••••••• 2 +5 
40-43··········· 1 +4 36-39 ••••••••••• g +3 
32-35 ••••••••••• 11 +2 
2S-31 ••••••••••• 5 +1 
24-27 ••••••••••• 6 0 
20-23 ••••••••••• J2 -1 
16-19 ••••••••••• 3~. 
-2 
12-15 ••••••••••• 2 . -3 
8-11 ••••••••••• 2 
-4 4- ? ............ 0 
-5 
0- 3 ••••••••••• 0 
-6 
-4 to -1 •••••••• 2 
-7 
Total •••••••• 54 
-
. MEAN 
-
M = A.M. + (sum of FD ~ N) x Class Interval 
M = 25.5 + (+19 1- 54) x 4 
M = 25.5 T (0.35) X 4 
M = 25.5 + 1.40 
M = 26.9 (or 27) 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
·-
Frequency 
Deviation 
FD 
(4) 
+10 
+4 
+24 
+22 
+ 5 
0 
-12 
- 6 
- 6 \ 
- g 
- 0 
- 0 
-14 
.... 19 
S.D. • vsum ~f FD2 _ eum .~f. FD)2 x Class Interval 
(concluded on next page) 
Product of 
Column ~· and 
Column l,P 
:FD2 
(5) 
50 
16 
72 
44 
5 
J2 
J2 
lS 
32' 
0 
0 
9S 
359 
Table 12. (concluded) 
S.D. =~'ill_. 5 _ (12)2 x 4 
54 54 
S.D. = ~2,22 ..;.:_3___21 x 4 
54 29Ib 
S.D. = ~6.65 - .12 x 4 
S.D. = ,J6.5j X 4 
· S.D. = 2~6 x 4 
S.D. = 10 
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The figures from Table 12 were used in constructing the histogram 
showing the gains made by pupils (Figure 3). The relative-growth scale 
shows the results approximate the normal curve. Group II was an excep-
tion because 38 per cent of the pupils were distributed within this 
----·--.( 
I __ ....;....- ___ ... 
I 
18 pupils I 
I 
I 
I 
~·------
10 pupils. 20 pupils 
M-27 
4 pupils 
-
.2. .pu,pil.s... .... 
2 11 12 21 22 ·n 12 hl L2 51 
v IV III II I 
Figure 3. Relative-Growth Scale Showing Distribution of Gairis. 
The Normal Distribution Is Shown by the Solid Lines 
with the Actual Growth Indicated by the Broken Red 
Lines. 
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group. The lack of gains made by two pupils caused them to fall below 
group V, yet they were included in this group on the ~stogram. 
Other means of evaluating the units.~ A full description of the 
other means of evaluating the units can be found by examining the 
. . -
teacher's log and the evaluative activities listed in the unit assign-
ment. 
The following evaluative activities are listed here for.the con-
venience of the reader: (1) all written material received three marks, 
one for the proficiency of the writing skill, one for the spelling, and 
one for the social studies or science content; (2) all oral reports were 
marked for the social studies or science content and its speech qualities; 
(3) notes were submitted and corrected on all films, filmstrips, study-
and-activity guide items, and some optional-related activities; (a) sum-
maries and outlines were submitted and corrected on some films, filmstrips, 
study-and-activity guide items, and for a .particular topic at the end of 
the units; (5) written reports on the study-and-activity guide and a 
creative story were marked; (6) observation was made of the pupils' at-
titudes, interests, questions, and comments during and at the conclusion 
of the units; (7) pupil self-evaluations were made of two specific out-
lines and summaries; (8) the quality and number of the extra activities 
of the pupils, such as writing letters to sick classmates and for addi-
tional material, utilization of current events, contributing pamp~ets, 
viewmasters, and souvenir~ planning and conducting a field triD, partici-
pation in the Science Fair, and the large number of optional-related 
activitie~ all revealed pupil growth; (9) a map quiz of the physical 
1.09 
features of the West and two spelling tests were marked; and (10) the 
replies to the pupil questionnaire tell what the pupils thought of the 
units. 
4. Pupil Progress 
Pupils' attitudes, interests, and work habits.-- Throughout the 
teaching of the units, all but three pupils in each class worked steadily 
. . --
and industriouszy on their individual activities •. Undoubtedly there was 
some time devoted to visiting, but this was the exception. The librarian 
also reported that their library research and work habits were very good 
during the units. 
The pupils were most enthusiastic about the films and filmstrips 
presented. These audio-
visual aids were very help-
ful in motivating discussion 
and clarifying the miscon-
captions and questions of 
the pupils. The pupils 
seemed to take an added 
interest in the films and 
filmstrips when they were 
required to take notes. 
The pupils' unbounded 
enthusia~ and interest in 
the Science Fair was most 
gratifying. They were very 
t 
f 
} 
i ) 
l 
~ 
l ) 
\ 
\ 
~ 
'·~- - ~ ... · -· . .-- ~-- . --· ____ ) 
Plate.?. Pupils at Work on Their Projects 
for the Science Fair 
• 
• 
---~ 
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excited and proud o~-,being exhibitors in the fair. The many intf?rrup-
tions necessary to prepare for the fair would seem to have be~ri a deter-
rent to the success of the units, but on the contrary it helped. It 
gave the pupils an added goal for the successful completion of their 
optional-related activities. 
During the course of the units, a number of pupils complained that 
their hands were getting tired from taking so many notes. They also 
seemed to object to the many outlines and summaries they had to make. 
~·Jhen the units. were completed, many of the same pupils felt that one of 
the advantages of integrating English, social studies, and science vras 
the fact that they learned how to outline while learning soeial studies 
and science material. 
The pupils had difficulty with the study-and-activity guide items 
that required considerable critical thinking. They were perplexed con-
cerning the following: (1) What would the climate of the West be like 
if there were no western mountains? (2) If the Charles River was trans-
planted to the West, how would the people make use of it? and (3) \fuat 
city has cloudless skies? The answers to these questions were not in 
any of the books, but through the use of other known facts the answers 
could be determined. 
I 
Many of their inaccurate answers resulted from careless reading of 
the individual items. 
On the whole they seemed to be an enthusiastic, interested group 
of youngsters who enjoyed most aspects of the units. 
PuRil-growth.-- Many instances of pupil growth have been mentioned 
---
/ 
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elsewhere in this chapte~ whenever it seemed appropriate. . The changes 
in behavior varied with indi viduaJ.s as in the case of all learning. 
Nevertheless certain i~cidents which indicate pupil progress stand out 
and will be summarized and re-emphasized here. 
The pupils became so interested in science that they spent more 
time on it during these units than at any other tim~ during the ~ear. 
The pupils' reactions to the study of geology changed from consider-
ing it boring to realizing it was interesting and exciting. 
One day two boys gathered rocks at lunchtime in the school park, 
and other pupils collected specimens over the week-end. Perhaps this 
change can be. summed up in one of the pupil's comment, "Gee, I never knew 
old rocks could be so fascinating." 
Over 80 per cent of the pupils enthusiastically displayed articles 
grown or made in the \'lest after only one evening of preparation. 
Almost all the pupils studied without ~ constant urging to do so. 
Few complaints were made that there was too much to do because they 
planned what they were going to do, when the,y were going to do it, and 
how they were going to do it. 
The writer was able to see the pupils accept the responsibility of 
self-direction in the library and in the classroom. They knew what they 
had planned and they worked with a minimum of supervision and direction. 
This does not mean they were quiet and inactive, but on the contrar.y 
there was usually a bustle and hum of purposeful activity taking place. 
At first pupils objected to learning how to take notes. They felt 
they knew how, for they had taken notes before. As more and more of 
t \ 
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the notetaking assignments were criticized and returned, the pupils' 
notes began to change from sloppy, illogical, lengthy notes to briefer 
and more order~ arrangements. Their outlines and summaries improved 
similarly. 
All year long the pupils have been urged to use. a wide variety of 
references. They continued to do so during these units. 
The planning and execution of the field trip by three boys was a 
highlight of the units. They displayed initiative in meeting and work-
ing out their plans over 
the week-end. These plans 
were carefully made and 
executed so that everyone 
profited. 
The su~rising partici-
pation of 53 out of 54 
pupils in the Science Fair 
requires repeating because 
most of the exhibits had 
some bearing on these units. 
Some of the parents re-
ported that their children 
are already planning ex-
hibits for next year. 
--·~ _.,._ _ _,,..-~, -- ·-----·· ... ------··- --..F~..._-._.-, .................. • --- .-•. 
Plate 8. Class of Room 213 Standing 
Beside Cement Spillway while 
on the Field Xrip 
One of the most gratifying changes took place when audio-visual 
aids were shown or pupil reports were given. After a reminder or ·two 
11:3 
at the beginning of the units, the pupils thereafter obtained paper and 
pencil and took notes whenever a film or filmstrip was 'to be shown or a 
pupil report was to be given. They showed more interest and knowledge 
concerning these activities than ever before. 
These are but a few brief statements concerning some of the major 
changes in pupil behavior. 
5. The Pupil Questionnaire 
Replies to the pupil questionnaire.-- At the conclusion of the 
units, the pupils were given the questionnaire (Appendix, pagel5S). 
They were urged to complete it in an honest and helpful spirit, so the 
units could be improved for the following year's classes (Table 13). 
They did not have to sign their names unless they chose to do so. 
Table 13. Results of the Pupil Questionnaire 
Question Yes No Blank 
-·------------------~~~--------~--------------+-~~+·~~-+--~~--{11 {2) . (3) {4) -·--------~--~--~~~~----~------------------+-~--~~--~~~---
1. Do you like this type of assignment?.......... 35 
2. Do you feel the study guide covered most of 
the important things to be learned about the 
West? •••••••• ~................................. 41 
3. Do you feel that having all three subjects, 
English, social studies, and science, centered 
on one topic such as the West, helped your 
study?···························•o•••········ 45 4. Do you feel that all your English, social 
studies, and science could be best taught 
this way? ••••• -.................................. 21 
Part-time? ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 27 
5. Do you feel you had sufficient choice of 
things to do?.................................. 41 
6. Do you feel you had too much to do in the 
allotted time? .• :............................... 30 
(concluded on next page) 
18 
11 
5 
2 
1 
11 
22 
1 
2 
4 
3 
2 
2 
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Table 13. (concluded) 
-
Question Yes No Blank 
-
(1) 121 t3J .t4J 
0 
7. Did you budget your time wisely? •••••••••••••• 24 28 2 
8. Did the optional~related activities help your ., 
understanding of the units?••••••••••••••••••• 46 5 3 
9. 1rlas there enough material available? •••••••••• 36 14 4 
10. Did you utilize the list of collateral read-
ing? •••• ~ •• ; •• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~ ••••••••••••• 13 37 4 
11. Did you utilize the list of addresses to 
write for additional information? .............. 17 33 
"-
4 
12. Did the audio-visual aids help? ••.••••••••••••• 41 6 7 
13. Was the pooling-and-sharing of information 
effective and efficient? ........................ 35 10 9 
14. Have you visited parts of the West? ........... 2. 48 4 
Two-thirds of the pupils liked this type of assignment. Those who 
did not like it preferred to do things more on their own. It is the 
writer's opinion that the previous reports prepared during the year 
had been too closely aligned with the material found in the encyclopedi-
as. Consequently, their objection to the study guide was based on the 
fact that they had to do specific activities that required more than 
mere re-copying. These same pupils frequently had this comment to make, 
"I do not like the study guide, but I learned more this way.n 
In order of frequency, the pupils felt the things they liked most 
about these units were: (1) combining science, English, and social 
studies; (2) the national parks and landmarks; (3) the optional-related 
activities; (4) the interesting questions; and (5) the movies. 
The things they disliked most in order of frequency mentioned 
were: (1) not enough time; (2) the study guide; (3) too much homework; 
tt5 
and (4) notetaking, summarizing, and outlining. 
The pupils felt that the integration of social studies, science, 
and English helped them in their study. Their comments were frequently 
of this type: "You can do social studies and saienc!3 research together, 
and it also helps you learn spelling and notetaking.n "It's more in-
teresting when they are combined." "It saved a lot of time." "While 
showing us how to do such things as outlining and summarizing, we 
learned social studies." 
The pupils who felt that the integration did not help made com-
ments such as these: , tti think it's harder, and it gives you more work 
to do.,n "There was too much to do in too short a time." 
Most o:r the pupils felt that all three subjects should be integrated l ... ·-. . . 
all or part of the time. They were about evenly divided as to their 
preference for part-time or full-time integration. Only three pupils 
answered this question ln the negative.· 
It was surprising to the writer to discover that eleven pupils felt 
there was not sufficient choice of things to do. The probable reason 
. 
for this is their desire to work without the a.id of a study guide. 
Almost half of the pupils felt there was not enough time to do their 
work. Yet, most of these same pupils said they did not budget their 
time wisely. A combination of factors seemed to have affected their 
replies to the question of allotted time. Time lost through absentee-
ism, the Science Fair, poor budgeting of time, and too many activities 
may have caused them to feel there was insufficient time. 
Most pf the pupils felt the optional~related activities helped 
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their understanding of the units, and that ·.the pooling-and-sharing phase 
was good. They particularly liked the variety of interesting reports 
and the well-planned schedule of activities which gave almost everyone 
an opportunity to participate. They did not like a few of the reports 
because they were boring. Others felt the timekeeper did not allow 
enough time for some of the reports. 
About 25 per cent of the pupils felt there was not enough material 
available. From their comments it was clear that the reason for this 
feeling was the lack of books for home study. There were sufficient 
books for class study but not enough of the more popular books were 
available for individual study at home. A requisition for more of these 
books has been made to the principal. 
Most of the pupils did not utilize the list of collateral reading 
.. ' 
and the list of addresses. Next year more stress will be put on these 
two aspects of the units. Perhaps the problem of time influenced their 
use of these lists. 
Only six pupils felt the audio-visual aids did not help. Most of 
the pupils added a comment of praise for this part of the units. 
It was unusual that only two pupils had visited the \vest. In 
earlier units many of the pupils reported on their trips to New York, 
Washington, D.C., Florida, Chicago, etc. Because of the interest 
aroused through these units, many of the pupils expressed a desire to 
visit the West soon. 
The pupils' recommendations for improving the unit~ are arranged 
in the order of the frequency with which they were made: (1) more time; 
(2) shorten the study guide; and (3) have a choice between a study 
" 
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guide, individual research by states, or work in small groups. Other 
reconnnendations made by only one or two pupils but which seem worthy of 
. .. -
inclusion were: (1) write to pupils in the West; (2) start optional-
- - -· 
related activities earlier; (3) no more notetaking; (4) more sunnnarizing 
and outlining; and (5) learn more·about the people themselves. 
I Stuit-guide categories.-- From their ~eplies to the questions con-
cerning the various study-and-activity guide items only a few.conclusions 
can be made. The scatter was so great most of the items had ver.y few 
votes for aqy of the categories. 
The writer arbitrari~ decided that an item had to receive at least 
eigptvotes for any one categor,y to be recognized as significant. Only 
ten items met this criterion. Item number 1 was checked as being easy, 
interesting, and useful. Item number 8 was checked as being useful. 
Item 9 was ch~cked as easy and uninteresting. Item 10. received the 
largest number of yotes with 23 pupils thinking it was interesting 
and useful while ten pupils thought it was too difficult." Numbers 14, 
23, 25, 30, and 50 were eheeked as being interesting and useful. Number 
61 was thought to be too ea~. Little could be determined from these 
• 
figures except the fact that pupils felt the most useful items were the 
most interesting and usually the most difficult to answer. The varied 
reactions of the pupils indicated that the number and. variety of the 
study-and-activity guide items were sufficient to meet the diversified 
interests, needs, and abilities of these pupil. E; 
The replies to this questionnaire will be helpful in revising the 
units for next year. 
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6 .. Changes to Be 1-1ade 
Needed revisions for next year.-- On the whole these units proved 
most successful. There were some weak spots that will need attention 
prior to next year. 
The pupils had been accustomed to preparing a notebook for each 
unit. Many of them did this during the units. This work added to all 
the other activities resulted in a feeling of too much to do and not 
- . . 
enough time in which to do it. The preparation of notebooks will be. 
discouraged except in relation to an optional-related activity. Notes 
taken to answer the study-and-activity guide items will take the place 
of a prepared notebook. 
Stress will be placed upon the preparation of optional-related · 
activities and the better budgeting of time. 
Some of the study-and-activity guide items will be eliminated· 
next year. The specific items to be deleted will be dete~ned afte:r 
the interests, needs, and abilities of next year's pupils are analyzed. 
Pupil-teacher planning may also be used to determine the number of items 
to be deleted next year. 
More str~ss will be placed upon the books listed on the collateral-
reading list. These books will be displayed in the room. The librarian 
will be asked to take the class for a period and tell the pupils about 
some of these interesting books. 
The sources of additional material will be posted on the bulletin 
board two weeks prior to the start of the units. The pupils will.be 
urged to write for materials early, so they will receive them in time 
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to use. 
Contact may be made with some teachers in the vlest who would be 
willing to encourage letter-writing.with the author's classes. This 
could be organized ?long the lines of the International Friendship League 
whose members are commonly referred to as pen-pals. 
More of the popular books have already been requisitioned for next 
year. 
In order to satisfy the pupils' desires to engage in group work, 
more optional-related activities of this type will be formulated. The 
stress upon optional-related activities should also satisfy their desire 
to work on their own, although it seems as if the study:and-activity· 
guide provides tqem with this opportunity. 
Responsibility for the bulletin boards will be rotated each week 
so more pupils will contribute current events and articles for display. 
A better method of teaching the use and format of a bibliography 
must be worked out. This skill was not taught successfully. 
Test.items to be revised.-- The following true and false questions 
should be revised: Number 4 should be changed to read "5,2SO feet" so as 
not to confuse the pupils regarding the mile high city. In question 
number 10 the words "stretching throughout" should be changed to "located 
in. n Question number 25 is so confusing it should be deleted. Almost 
all the pupils, including those who received the highest scores, marked 
this question incorrectly. 
Multiple-choice question B needs to be changed because of the 
varied estimates of length of time to make one inch of soil. Choice 
number 3 should be 50 instead of 450. 
The directions for the paragraph completion test are too involved 
for seventh-grade pupils. A simple and lucid example should be inserted 
to clarify the directions. 
Final conunents.- An integrated unit of this type requires a wise 
selection of topics and considerable systematic planning. 
As has been stated before, reading, writing, listening, and speaking 
will take place daily.. With this type of unit assignment these skills 
are utilized~in a meaningful situation. Isolated skills become tools 
. ·--
with which to accomplish social studies and science learning. 
The writer feels strongly that such integrated units based on the 
interests, needs, and abilities of youngsters are an essential part of 
general education. The ·artificial barriers of subject matter are erased 
so pupils can apply what they learn in one subject ~o gain greater know-
ledge in another subject. The variety of/activities org~zed under the 
unit assignment provides many such opportunities to cross subject lines 
when it will prove beneficial. In spite of the lack of strict depart-
. . 
mentalization of subjects, at this time it is still essential to preserve 
the identity of subject areas to the end that no important abilities will 
be neglected in promoting the all-round educational growth of the child. 
. - . . -
Careful selection of topics and systematic planning for the functional_ 
integration of these subjects should result in richer and more meaningful 
experiences for pupils. 
APPENDIX A 
1. Pupils' Suggestions of Additional Criteria 
for the Writing Skills. 
The following suggestions were made by the class of room 213. 
The class secretary recorded the suggestions exactly as given, and 
these were added to the mimeographed list prepared by the teacher. 
Notetaking: 
1. i'Jrite only important points. 
2. Abbreviate when possible. 
3. Write so you can read it later. 
4- Use as few words as possible. 
5. Use your own words. 
- .. 
6. Do not write in sentences. 
Summaries: 
1. Do not abbreviate. 
2. Write in complete sentences. 
3. Get main ideas like in notetaking • 
.Qu.-t.-l .. i-.n ... e.-s: 
1. The pupils were uncertain as to the best procedure to follow, 
so they accepted the writer's suggestions. 
Written Reports: 
1. The example of a vivid vocabulary is too exaggerated. 
2. Added "how" under logical organization. 
12:1 
Larry s. 
Maxine and 
Susan M. 
Barbara 
Polly and 
Andi 
Charles 
Joel 
Judy 
Carolyn 
.fupil 
Susan J. 
Billy 
Barry 
Paul 
2. Agenda Prepared by the Pooling-and-
Sharing Committee of Room 205 
To pia 
dams 
"Who .Am I?" 
rain water 
interview of· an 
unele who visited 
the 1'\Test 
soil erosion 
exhibit 
diagram of layers 
of earth 
Mondal 
Activity 
oral and graphic 
quiz 
experimentB:l report 
interview 
demonstration 
explanation 
model of a dinosaur oral report 
the Mormons illustrated talk 
Tuesday 
Topic 
the gold rush 
volcanoes 
Carlsbad Caverns 
little known facts 
of the West 
Activity 
oral report 
demonstration and 
report 
oral and pictorial 
quiz 
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.. 2.. _.,, "" 
Time 
-
8 minutes 
12 minutes 
4 minutes 
10 minutes 
8 minutes 
4 minutes 
7 minutes 
6 minutes 
Time 
-
8 minutes 
10 minutes 
6 minutes 
·6 minutes 
Pupil 
Joe 
Marge B. 
and Judy 
Lawrence K. 
.fupil 
Bill 
Dave 
Joyce 
Barry 
Pupil 
Polly, Judy, 
Marge B.,· 
Dave, Joe, 
Paul, and 
Hugh 
Wedne~day 
Topic Activity 
irrigation diagram explanation 
trip to the Western skit 
national parks based 
on an interview of a 
teacher 
sugar beets oral report 
Thursday 
Topic Activity 
stamps of the West 
how a geyser and a 
volcano works 
missions of 
California 
story of copper 
Topic 
"It Is Better to 
Live in New England 
than the Pacific 
States." 
oral report 
demonstration 
oral report 
display and report 
Friday 
Activity 
panel discussion 
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Time 
-
5 minutes 
20 minutes 
5 minutes 
~ 
5 minutes 
15 minutes 
6 minutes 
8 minutes 
Time 
-
30 minutes 
Other optional-related activities were completed, but there was 
insufficient time for their presentation. These activities were dis-
played on the hobby tables, the bulletin board' or passed in as written 
. . 
reports. Some of these activities consisted of the following: rock 
exhibits; sait-and-flour maps of the West; diagram of an oil well; 
postcards of the West; viewmasters and slides; model of an oil well 
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and of Boulder Dam; display of rocks received fromOregon; report on 
apples; exhibit showing how soil is made; product map of the West; 
paintings of water, Indian village, covered wagons, and Indians; exhibit 
showing the processing of a redwood tree; model of an Indian hogan; 
scrapbook; report on Los Angeles; diagram of how the earth was formed; 
and a report on the National parks. 
Additional activities were presented by the pupils of room 213. · 
3. Key to the Objective Test 
. -
The actual key w~s arranged so the correct responses aligned with 
the test items. For convenience this key h~s been arranged in successive 
columns and the true and false answers have been changed to T and F. 
i~I *R 
--
1.-T 
2.-T 
3.-T 
4.-T 
5.-F 
6.--T 
7.--F 
8.-T 
9.--T 
10.--T 
11.--F 
12.--T 
13.-F 
14.-T 
15.-..:.F 
16.--F 
17.-T 
18.--F 
19.--T 
20.--T 
I R 
--
21.--F 
22.--F 
23.-F 
24.--F 
25.-F 
26.-F 
27.--T 
28.-F 
29.--F 
30.--T 
31.--T 
32.--R 
33.-T 
34.-F 
35.--T 
36.--T 
37.--T 
38.--F 
39.--T 
40.--T 
I R 
--
41.--T 
42.--F 
43.--F 
44.--T 
45.-T 
46.--T 
47 .. --T 
48.-F 
49.--T 
50.-T 
51.--T 
52 .. --T 
53.--T 
54.--F 
55.-T 
56.--F 
57.--F 
58~-F 
1.--1 
2.--3 
I R 
--
3·--3 
4--4 
5---2 
6.-4 
7.--2 
8.--4 
9.--1 
10.--1 
11.--3 
12.-4 
13.--1 
14---4 
15.--2 
16.--4 
17.--2 
18.--3 
19.-1 
20.-1 
21.·-3 
22.-1 
I R 
--
2,3.--2 
24 .. -1 
25;--4 
26.--3 
27 .. --2 
28.--1 
29.--4 
30.--2 
31.--1 
32 .. --3 
33---4 
34---2 
35.--2 
)6.-3 
37 .. --3 
1.-c 
2.--F 
3.-G 
4.--A 
5.-D 
I R 
--
1.--D 
2.--F 
3.--G 
4.-c 
5.--A 
1.-B 
2.-D 
3.-E 
4.--A 5.-c 
1.-c 
2.--F 
,3.--A 
4.-B 
5.-G 
·1.--D 
2.--F 
).-A 
4.-G 
5.-B 
i~I is the_ abbreviation for the test item and R is the abbreviation for 
the correct response to the item. 
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The following are the answers to the completion items: 
1. altitude; latitude; nearness to large bodies of water; prevailing 
winds; rainfall; the sun. 
2. Sacramento; San Joaquin. 
3· erosion; heat; cold; rivers; .sand; air; water; plants; animals; 
glaciers; floods; meteorites; man; diastrophism; earthquakes; 
oceans; volcanoes; winds. 
4. electricity; water; irrigation; flood control; better crops; relief 
of droughts. 
5. Los Angeles; Bakersfield; Long Beach. 
6. Crater Lake, Oregon .. 
7. cattle 
8. Hollywood 
1. 1. 
- -
2. 2. 
- -
_3· ...!-J:.). 
..2_4. 2 4· 
-
-
5· ...l..5· 
1 6. 6. 
- -
2 7· 1 ?. 
- -
.Jt_8. 8 • 
-
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4. Pupils' SUmmaries 
The following summaries are samples of what the pupils ~te at 
the completion of the units. The first summary, which is a sample of the 
best work, is indicated by a Roman numeral I. The second summary, which 
is a sample of the average work, is indicated by a Roman numeral III. 
The third summary, which is a sample of the poorest work, is indicated 
- ' 
by a Roman numeral V. Each swmna.ry is an exact copy of the pupil's 
original paper. 
I. Pupil Number 16 
summm of Mining 
The West consists of two sections, the Mountain states and the 
Pacific States. The Mountain states are the states with the most mining. 
Some of the minerals found in the West are copper, lead, zinc, gold, 
silver, petroleum, salt, borax, and uranium. Although the Mountain 
States produce most of these minerals the Pacific states mine some of 
them su,ch as gold, petroleum, and borax. 
Copper is the most important mineral mined in the West. It is 
found in every state in this region except Wyoming. Important mining 
centers for this mineral are Butte, Montana; Globe and Bisbee, Arizona; 
Bingham, Utah; and Ely, Nevada. At Bingham, Utah there was once a moun-
tain of copper over 1000 feet high but they have dug so much copper out 
of this mountain that it is now a canyon 2000 feet deep. 
e Silver, lead, and zinc are found most all the time in the sa;ine 
bed. These minerals are wide spread over the 11 states of this region. 
One of the most important mining centers for this mineral is Coeur 
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d ' Alene, Idaho. 
Petroleum is found in the Pacific states. Oil is not too plentiful 
in the West compared to the amount of oil produced in Oklahoma and 
. -. 
Texas. Most of the oil in the West comes from just outside of Los 
Angeles, California where there are many oil refineries. 
Salt is found mostly in Utah around the Great Salt Lake. The salt 
is dredged from the water and then put on the shores to dry. Salt Lake 
City, Utah has many salt refineries. 
Borax is the least abundant in the West. It is found in Death Val-
ley, California which is the lowest and hottest place in the United 
states. 
Gold is found throughout the lvest. It is found mostly in California 
and Colorado. Gold was first found in California in 1S49 and caused 
the "California Gold Rush. n 
The reason why the United states is one of the most important 
countries in the world is because of the abundance of natural resources 
found here. 
III .. Pupil Number 36 
Physical Features 
The physical features of this region are as follows: The mountains 
are the Cascade which runs through Washin~ton and Oregon. The Coastal 
mountains run through Washington, Oregon, and California. The Sierra 
Nevada mountains run through California. The Rockey mountains run 
through Montana, Colorado, Wyoming, and Arizona. 
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The r} vers of the Western states are the Columbia which is a boundary 
between \\Tashington and Oregon, the Colorado that runs through Nevada, 
Utah, and Colorado, and the Sacramento that runs ·through California. 
The Lakes of the Western States are the Salt Lake which is in 
Utah, Lake Mead, Nevada which is the largest man made lake in the country, 
and Lake Tarho which is in California. 
The valleys of this region are Imperial, Yakima, Central California, 
San Joaquin, and the Willimette. 
The plateaus of this region are the Columbia which is in \vashington 
and Idaho, and the Great Basin in Nevada and Utah. 
The Great Basin is an arid region. Nothing can be grown there be-
cause it is sand and desert and it has very little rainfall. 
v. Pupil Number 48 
Irrigation 
Irrigation is an awful important thing to the farmer of the western 
States. The farmers depend upon it quite a bit for most of their crops, 
poutlery, cattle, and his own us~s as well. 
. 
The factories depend upon it for electricity and other varies 
things like washing tools, parts of machines and other things. The 
pictur of Boulder Dam was quite well expressed. The took a large desert, 
irrigated one side and it became green and grassy. They left the other 
side the way it was, and it stayed just a sandy desert with poor soil. 
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5. Pupils' Outlines 
The following outlines are samples of what the pupils wrote at the 
conclusion of the units. The first outline, which is a sample of the 
best work, is indicated by a Roman numeral I. The second outline, which 
. . 
is a sample of the average work, is indicated by a Roman numeral III. 
-~ 
The third outline, which is a sample of the poorest work, is indicated 
by a Roman numeral V. Each outline is an exact copy of the pupil's 
original work. 
I. Pupil Number 15' 
Outline of Irrigation 
I. The West before irrigation 
A. All was barren desert 
B. Little or no agriculture 
II. Irrigation 
A. Gold Rush brought population 
1. Some found gold, others set up farms 
2. Water was badly needed 
B. Built dams 
1. Canals from dams ran water to farms 
2. Irrigation was established in the farms by means of ditches 
3. West is now fertile land 
4· Many types of crops now grown there 
I II. Useful dams 
A. Boulder Dam 
1. Located on southern tip of Nevada 
2. Irrigates land in 3-4 states 
3. Also used for power 
4. Sends power to 3 states 
B. Shasta Dam 
1. Located in California 
2. Irrigates part of California 
C. Arrowrock Dam 
1. Used for irrigation in Idaho 
2. Irrigates hundreds of thousands of acres 
D. Grand Coulee Dam 
E. Many other dams throughout region .. 
III. 
Climate of the West 
I. Pacific Coast-Coastal Range 
A. Northwest 
1. Cool 
2. Wet 
B. Southwest 
1. Warm 
2. Dry 
Il. Washington, Oregon, California Valleys 
A.. Delightful 
1. Moderate 
2. Sunny 
B. Agriculture 
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Pupil Number 32. 
• 
I II. Great Basin 
A. Dry-hot 
1. Little water 
IV. Columbia Plateau 
A. Like New England 
1. Cool 
2. Moderate 
B. Sheep grazing 
V. Colorado Plateau 
A. Warm, hot, sunny, dry 
B. Extends over large areas 
VI. Great Plains 
A. South 
1. Dry 
2. Windy at times 
B:..North 
1. Cool--not too dry 
2. Windy at times 
VII. Rocky Mountains 
A. Cold-rainy 
B. Very varied 
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v. Pupil Number 44 
Outline On Phxsical Features 
; 
• A.. Mountains 1. Mountains very high in Western States 
2. Many mountains are located in Western states 
3. Mount Whitney highest and located in California 
4. Most of them over 14,000 feet 
B. Lakes 
1. There are. not too many lakes in Western States 
2. What lakes there are are very small 
3. Salt Lake largest lake in Unit.ed states 
4. Lake Mead a man made lake follows in second place 
c. Valleys 
1. The Western States have many valleys 
2. The \-Jillemette in Oregon has the best climate in the world 
3. Most of them valleys grow fruits and vegetables 
4. California has the most valleys in the Western States 
D. Others 
1. The lowest place in the United States is Death Valley 
2. The highest is Mount Whitney 
3· The only active volcanoe is Lassen Peak 
4. The only volcano with a lake on top of it is Crater Lake in 
Oregon 
6. Pupils' Stories 
The following imaginative stories are samples of what the pupils 
wrote during these units. They are fictitious stories written within 
a factual background of some aspect of the West. The first story, which 
is a sample of the best work, is indicated by a Roman mun.eral I. The 
" " 
second story, which is a sample of the average work, is indicated by 
a Roman numeral III.. The third story, which is a sample of the poorest 
work, is indicated by a Roman numeral V. Each story is an exact copy of 
the pupil's original paper. 
I. Pupil Number 8 
The Life of a Fossil 
My story begins millions of xears ago. I was a little trilobite 
k ... "*·· 
living happily on the" bottom of the sea. I had two neighbors. One was 
the big fan-shaped sea plant behind which I had often taken shelter from 
other animals. The other was my good friend, Phil. He was a relative 
of the present day squid. He was all curled up in a shell that was 
much too small for him and he often complained about it. 
One day there was a terrible commotion. The whole ocean floor 
shook. I felt as though I would fall apart. Suddenly everything went 
black and I fell to the bottom. This was the end of my normal life; 
this is where I started my life as a fossil. When I recovered my 
senses I saw Phil lying beside me. 
As the days went by lime from the water fell on us. Years went 
by and more and more lime fell on us. It was pressed harder and 
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harder. One day I saw that part of my body was decaying. Phil's was 
too. Soon we were complete~ decayed and were now full fledged fossils. 
Years went by. The land above us was covered with water many times. 
Other times it was a high mountain over us. Nothing very exciting hap-
pened to us under the earth's surface, but queer things happ~ned above 
us. Huge animals roamed the earth for hundreds and thousands of years. 
Then a great ice sheet came down over most of the country but it did not 
come close to us. Next, funny looking two legged creatures roamed the 
country. They were always fighting for holes in the cliffs. As I said, 
life was uneventful for us for many years, even our jokes grew stale 
after they had been told for the millionth time. 
One day we heard the pounding of drill. This went on all week. 
The noise grew louder and louder. It seemed to shake the very rock we 
were in. Suddenly the rock broke off. It hit the ground and split wide 
open~ This was the• first time we saw light again. A funny looking being 
picked us up and said, "I found a fossil." I know now that he was refer-
ring to us. He put us in a package and sent us to a museum. Oh, what a 
ride we had, and they were supposed to handle us with care. 
When we got to the museum we were put into a glass case and labeled. 
The next day a lot of the funny-looking beings came to see us. 'They 
looked very queer because they all had moss on their heads. Another 
fossil.who was in the case with us told us they were humans. He was a 
good egg, and he told us some new jokes. We stayed at the museum for 
a long time. 
. Every story has to have an ending so here is what happened to me. 
.. 
.. 
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One day a worlonan who was taking us to another case dropped us. That 
was the last I ever saw of Phil and also the lower half of my body. 
I was thrown into a barrel with a ·lot of papers. While I was there the 
piece of paper I was sitting on started to tell me his story. It went 
something like this. 
"Once I was a very tall tree in a very big woods." That was all 
I heard of his story because all of a sudden the barrel we were in was 
lifted up and we were tossed into a big truck. If I thought my previous 
rides were bad I was wrong. This one was killing me. l-1ore and more 
. junk was piled on top of me. I was on the very bot tom. Finally the 
truck bounced into a ·big yar~ where all sorts of things were lying 
around. All of a sudden there was a loud whir and all the things in 
the truck were dumped out. This time I was on the top. I lay in the 
dump for many days. It was very cold. One day while I was lying there 
' I heard loud yelling. Then I saw what was making all the noise. It 
was a group of boys running through the dump. I was sunk. They were 
all heading toward me. Their big feet thudded all around me. All of 
them missed me but the last one.. His big, black foot came down. 
CrunchU What a way .to end, crushed to dust and scattered to all 
corners of the dump by the merry breezes. 
III. 
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Pupil Number 30 
The Life of Apple Sauce 
One fine Spring day I start.ed to blossom. My brothers and sisters 
all looked beautiful. During the summer I grew to be quite big. 
All the queer looking humans called me a fruit. After I got as 
big as I could get one•of those humans took hold of me and pulled me 
from my home. They loaded me on a truck and what a bumpy ride it was. 
One of my cousins hit me in my adams-apple and bruised it. Then .they 
-
put us in a tub of water.. It's a wonder we didn't drown. They had the 
water over our heads. 
Then they put us up on a shaker and bounced us up and down as if 
we were pop corn. After that we went into a big machine. It stripted 
us of all our skin. That wasn't enough they had to dig the insides 
out of me. I was just about to give up when a big smasher came along 
and smashed me into small pieces. I was just a soupy dish after that. 
But some kind human put me in a can and put a roof on it. It was 
a nice home. I lived there for a couple of months when a grabby human 
threw me into a basket and dented my home a little. I lived with her 
for a day or so when a fresh little human grabbed me and took the roof 
from above my head. Then he dumped me into a bowl and not the Rose 
Bowl· either. 
Then he got quite a big spoon of me and then a dark tunnel was 
the only thing I could see for the rest of my time .. 
So the next time you eat any apple sauce think of what it goes 
through% 
• 
13? 
v. Pupil Number 46 
Red Wood 
vlell here I am in this big forest. My name is Red Wood. I'm a 
very big tree, bigger than most of ~ friends. Gee what a life, just 
smell the air. Egad what was that, a scream. Wow the ground is shak-
ing. I looked down the forest. On the ground was the fourty fifth 
redwood they cut down. But what are they, these strange creatures? 
They walk, and they mumble something, and they carry a machine that 
makes noises. 
Egad there coming for me. They are putting that noise machine 
next to me. Tgey are turning it on, ouch! Egad here I go I'm falling 
gang way, womp, ohl ohl I ake all over this is itl Now what, they 
are tieing me up and some weard machine is pulling me along the ground. 
Now they are putting me on a slide with water in it, and its cold too. 
I'm gaining speed~ I'm heading for the lake, faster, faster, splash. 
Oh this is the end. Now I'm going up a slide. 1.vhat' s that turning 
machine that I'm heading for. Ouch it hurts! It's cutting me in 
half. Now I'm lumber and besides they took all row clothes off. 
(One year later) What a life now I'm a house with brats in me. 
They give me a hard time. Now what, they are putting paint on me. 
I can't see anything. I wish I was home. 
APPENDIX B 
• 
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1. Pupilst General Study-and-Activi~y Guide 
General Study-and~Activity Guide ~-
. Directions: Read this study-and activity guiue through once to get~ .. 
the general ic.lea. Then rcau it carefully a second time to under- ~ 
stand what is expected of you. Make a checl{ mark ( ti') in front of 
the itews which inter.o;st you the most. Double-check (" v) "'"here you 
plan to begin. Consult the teacher before starting to.vork. ?~en 
you finish the checked 1. terns, continue v~.·orking on the other i terns. 
no sure you knov, the meaning of all unw:;rlineu r,o::r. cis. If you can 
, .hinlt of anything you v ould like to -<io in connection v·i th this 
~1it, ~rite your suggestions on a piece of paper an~ pass it to 
L.hc teacher. 
Take notes on all your reading for this unit. From time-to-
tJ.me the teacher y·ill. inspect and marl;: your notes. Follov.· the 
suc;6est1ons for· taking notes v:hich you have recordeci in your 
Ent~lish notebook. 
1. Vfuat valley is sup~osed to have the best clJ.wate in the world? 
V:hy? 
~. Draw one or wore maps or charts to shov the cl1mate of the 
v.:est. Include all fivo factors which contribute to the climate 
of an area. 
o. How far is it f'rmu Tacowa, ' aslungton to Los Angeles, Califor-
nia? V'hat difierence J.n climate woula you expGct to find? V'hy? 
4. l..lal{e a diagraLJ shm···ing V'!hy the Great Basin is an arid region. 
5. If there v;ere no mountains in the V'est, V'ha t kind of weather 
do ypu think Californi, Nevaaa, and Utah would have? Explain 
why. (Refer to your science notebook.) 
6. How do the ~esterly ~inds affect the lives and fortunes of 
people living in the vcstern United ptates? 
7. Prepare an outline for 
the vestern states: 
natural resources 
climate 
histor·y 
Pass it J.n as soon as 
one of the follo~ing topics concerning 
physical features 
activities of the people. 
geology 
you have completed it. 
8. l . .Lake a map shmring the physical features of this region. 
Include thE: important-, mountains, lovzlands, plateaus, lakes, 
rivers, and geo~ra~hic~l landmarks. 
\ 
9. llake a drawing or v.ri tten report comparing the mounte.ins of the 
·vre st with the l'hi te iioun ta1ns or tho Berkshire Hills. 
10. Locate and be able to tel:i. about the following places in 
the United btates: the lowest place; the highest place; the 
only active volcano; the ola.est living things on earth; a 
large desert; the country's greatest forests; a groen river; 
wood that has turned to stone; a glacier; a geyser; the largest 
Indian reservation; the largest university; a city with cloud~ 
less E.kies; the largest man-made lake in the v·orld; the oldest 
city in tl1is reg1on; and the Continental Livicto. 
11. Pre:pare an outline for a tall-: on ll'l'he Life of a EalnJOn" • 
. (Don't overlook this interesting story.) 
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lt. · If the Charles River v.as somohovc transplanted to one of the 
western states, ho·w vould the people there use it dif1erently 
than we do? Be spoc1£ic. · 
1~. ~hat would life be like vithout any soil on the earth? 
• L'±. Hm~ is soil mau.e? Hovv long docs it take natur·e to fc,rm one 
• 
~ncb of topsoil? 
E}~plain hov. th0 thr8e di11·erent ty}JCS of rocks are formed. 
\ Bring sawples of each type to school. 
16. Can you namo six ways in vhich rocks are broken up and finally 
made into soil. If you can locate instances o1 this taking 
place nearby, you may take the class on a trip and po1nt them· 
out. 
17. 1J:ake a chart or drawing showing the various. layers of soil 
that are visible in the Grand. Canyon. Vhat .§11i or age is each? 
How can we tell? 
lB. Draw a series of cartoons to show the orig1n of petroleum. 
l.:akc it large enough so it can be displayed on the bulletin 
board. 
19. Summar1ze the mate.; rial covering tho fill,J strip, m:IT. Changing 
Earth-. 
~0. Take notes on tho series of filmstrips to be presented. From 
tho notes prepare a list of questions to stump your classmates. 
subruit both notes and QUestions the ~ay after the filmstrip 
is presented. 
~-1. J:sist some ways in which the earth's surface in your community 
is chang1ng at the present time. What forces are causing this 
-change? Are tho saoe forces at work in the ~e~t? 
~~. During a heavy rainstorru, from which area will thG rain run-off 
the quickost: your front lawn, a v-, ooo.ed section, your paved 
driveway, or your flov.'er gardE:m? V hy'? 
~3. Select one outstanding geological site ana show hovv the forces 
of nature have formed it. Choose from the folloving list: 
Bryce Canyon; Pa1nted Desert; Sierra NE~vada 1.,iountains; Grand 
· Canyon; Zion Nat1onal Park; Carlsbad Caverns. 
(For excellent photographs of above, sue June 1951 .National 
Geographic Magazine~) . 
~4. Are SOilH:l mountains disappearing and others being forrneo. right 
now? If ~o, how? 
~;5. V.:hat causos c:arthcuakc~s and volcanoes? 
\.., 
• 
• 
-
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~..:.6. Display sonJe colored pictures of Zion National Park. or the 
Painted DesE:rt. Why a.o thuy have such fantastic coloring? · 
(Our mineral collc;ction ma.y help you explain it.) . 
r.:,7. v.:oulu. you like to live on a desert? V~hy or why not? outline 
tho important facts about American deserts. Be sure to give 
the source from which you malce your ou~linc. 
·. 8. V'·!hat is tho chief problem of all forms of life in this area, 
and how is it being met? 
~9. Draw a cartoon to emphasize the importance of watt::r conserva-
tion to the people of the West. 
30.· If yo:u were living on a fa:rm t50 miles (as far as from here 
to New York City) away from a great dam, such as Hoover Dam, 
how would this d&m benefit you? Be specific. 
Cl. 
62. 
,...., ... 
DO. 
04. 
Draw a large diagram on the blacl;:board shov:ing the system of 
irrigation ditches or build a ruodel irrigation system. Explain 
how it works. 
l.Iake a map shov.ing the dams located in this area. Indicate the 
the largest qnes by a spl.Cial symbol. How and why d.o engineers 
build these dams? Yby are so many located in this region? 
Tell the life story of the Irupor1al Valley of California. 
Wha·t was it like before· and after it became irriga tt:d? 
Select one committee report or individual report that is given, 
and submit notes on the report. Pass them in the aay after the 
report is given. 
Show by means of an outline the.step by step process of salt 
.:Q!'Od.uction in thE: Groat Salt Lake area. V,'ould you enjoy 
swiwming in the Groat Salt Lake? V'hy or why not? 
~6. Write a report summarizing tho.importance of mining in the 
western United Status. 
'07. 1..lake a pictorial map showing whore various minerals are found 
in this area. Tape samples or pictures of minerals on your Qap. 
38. wnat minerals are fauna 
Butte, l.~ontana 
Couer d'Alene, Idaho 
Los Angeles, California 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
in the following places: 
Bisbee, Arizona 
Pueblo, Colorau.o 
Doath Valley, California 
Leadville, Colorado 
o9. i,.lake a list of all the 1ninurals found in the western states . 
Opposite each, tell hov? vYG use it. 
40. The rocent ciiscovery of' V;hat mineral has caused another ·rush' 
to the V.'est? Ho¥.' is Uncle Sam a.iaing this search? 
41. How do we use lumber and vmod from the Pacific forests? V'hat 
type oftreo provides the greatest source of lumber? Explain 
what is rueant by lumber-farming. 
• 
• 
42. V~hat kinds of fish do you eat that are caught on the Vilest 
coast? Where arc they canned'? 
43. Act as a travel agent and nse:;ll" the class on a trip to the 
western states. Include those places which attract the most 
tourists. You may usG the opaque projector to show pictures. 
. . 
44. Look at the map, and see how you,can tell that Spaniards ex-
plored the Southwest • 
45. Report to the class on the story of the following: the 
missions of California; the Pony Express; tho gold rush; the 
Santu Fe Trail; the first transcontinental railroad; the 
Indian wars. 
46. Read the exciting stories of the follo~ing men and be prepared 
to tell the part thny pl1-1yed in opening the v:ay for set-clement 
in the V:iest: Captains Lewis and Clark; Kit Carson.' Brigham 
Young; John c. Fremont; William Cody (Buffalo Bill~; Uarcus 
Whitman. 
47. '\h,hy is it so difficult to build railroads in the V'cst? How 
did the early explorers help future railroad builders? 
48. Imagine you and your family wcrG one of th'e II f49crs." 'IFrite a 
diary telling about your experiences aboard a Conestoga wagon 
on the trip to California. Bo certain to read bftckground 
material on thu gol<.l rush before you write. 
49. How did the gold rush in 1849 help the growth of the \Fest? 
50. 11 The story of the Mormons is one of almost unbelievable faith.n 
Explain·why this quotation is true by summarizing their jour-
neys, their hardships, their final settlement, and some facts 
about their famous temple. 
51. Give as many reasons as you can for fewer people living in 
tho Great Basin region than in any other. 
5~. Vvhich state in the UnitDd States 'has the least people per 
square milo'? 'lhhy? How docs this figure compare vdth the_ pop-
ulation per square mile in your city? 
53. Liake a pictorial map shoviing thE: var1ous crops grown in the 
West. Draw or paste· pictures of each crop grovm. 
54. How important are sheep and cattle in this region? V:hy do the 
owners graze thE:ir ani111als in· certain areas only? 
55. Ask your fruit and vegetable dealer or look at his empty boxes 
and crates and find out from which states he receives the 
following: (You must add the particular region.) 
apples pears · peaches 
grapefruits prunes figs 
dates lettuce tomatoes 
culery lemons oranges 
raisins grapes potatoes 
,.. .. 
·.j 
• 
. 
' 
• 
56. 
57. 
Summarize the important facts concerning one or more of the 
following industries: 
aircraft 
cattle ranching 
.canning 
V'lhat arc the 
V'enatchoc 
Spokane 
Yakima 
principal 
motion picture 
sheep ranching 
mining 
crops grown in thb 
Imperial 
San Joacuin 
Central-California 
lumbering 
fruit grov,.ring 
fishing 
following valleys: 
\~'illamotte 
Sacramento 
58. Keep a day-by-aay record, for one week, 9f all the things you 
eat that were grown or made in the ~0stern states. Vho vill 
have the longest l1st? 
59. What are the two most important industrial areas on the west 
coast? V:hy? 
60. Summarize the important 
below: 
Los P~geles, California 
Hollywood, California 
Seattle, Washington 
Albuquerque, New hlcxico 
facts about any four c1ties listed 
San Francisco, California 
Hanford, Washington 
Lonver, Colorado 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 
61. Exhibit a collection of photographs or postcaros of places 
in the \"est. 
6~. Display a scct:Lon of your United 5tatcs stamp collection that 
deals with life in the West. It would be. interesting to explain 
the history of the people or scenes C::isplayod on tho stamps. 
63. Kake a model of a jet or propeller driven plane that is made 
~in the V.ust. Vhat problems do engineers have in designing 
tnos0 airplanes? ~,"-" '·-· 
64. V."hat v,·estorn states have been particularly afloctcd by the 
a toLJic bowb and. j at-propelled roc}ce:;ts? How? 
65. lJake a list of d.iscoverios or inventions made by western 
scientists. · 
66. What happened to the Indians of the.: V.cst? How· do they live 
now as compare:-d with tho days of Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill'? 
67. Liak~ a diorama of an Indian village. 
68. A group of pupils may lil{o to v-ri te ana. .::;nact a play about how 
Indian boys anQ girls your age live. Include information about 
dwellin~s, clothes, food, tribal crafts, customs, ceremonies, 
etc • 
. 69. !.:iake a bibliography of all books, magazines_, and pamphlets 
you ha.vo used during this unit. Co:mwent on those that were 
especially helpful and. those that VJ(;;ro of little value. 
-. 
• 
•• 
• 
2. List of ~terials and References for Pupils' Use 
Enflish.--
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• Ahles, I.M., and tt. Lawlor, Steps to Got>d English. 
Iro~uois Publishing Company, IHc., Syracuse, 1946. (35)* 
:c. Uerriaw-\~:ebstcr- \~ebster' s Elementary Dictionary. .American 
Book Company, Boston, 1935. (~9-
~. Teuscher, R.B., E.~. Johnson, and E.K. Boward, Junior 
Language Skills. Harcourt, Brace and Company, Ne~ 
York, 1943. <~o) 
4. Tressler, J.c., and M.B. Shelruadine, Junior Enflish in 
Act1on. D. c. Heath and Cowpany1 Boston, 946. (ol) 
Social Studies.--
1. Atwood, \'.allace, The Uniteu Stat~s Amon; the Nations. 
Ginn and Campa~, Boston, l9~o. (~ 
~. Atwood, Wallace, The \~orld at v:ork. Ginn and Comp&n71 Boston, 194~. (~9) 
o. Atwood, w.w., and H.G. Tho111as, The Anh:ricas. Ginu and 
CompaO¥ 1 tc·ston, 19;.-)~oa. (~) 4. Brigbam1 Albert, and Charles ~cFarlane, Essentials of Geograp}l%. J\DL:rican Book Co., Boston, 19~5. (4) 
o. Brigham, Albert, and Charles 1~cFarlane, Bow the World Lives 
and Works. American Book Co., Boston, 193(;.. (E) · 
6. Casner, M.B., and R. Peattie, Explorin' Ge~raphy. Harcourt, 
Brace and Cc~pany, New Yurk, 19~?. (~o 
7. • k:cConnell, · \\. R. 1 Geography or· the Americas. Rand L:ctfa11y 1 Chicago, 1945. · 
6. Rugg 1 Harold, The Concuest of America. Ginn and Company, Boston, l9o7, (::.9 ~ ·. 
9. Smith, J .R., Buma11 Geograppy~ J. C. \':inston Company, 
Philadelphia,. 19:..5. . . 
10. Stull, De.Forest1 l~d Roy ~. Hatch, Journeys Thro,h the Americas. Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1951. (15 
11. Stull, DeForest, c;na Hoy Vi. Hatch, Our v:orla Tou&y. 
Allyn and Bacon Boston, 1944. tL) 
l:i. Thurston, E.L., ar.d B.B. l··ai6 le, rorlu Geo§rapav. Iroc:uois 
Publishing Cqapany, Syracuse·, 1~4'1. ( 4) 
15. T .ilden, li'reeman, :±he Natlonal Parks. Ali"red A. Knopf, 
llew York, l91l • 
l4o V:ebb, V.L., E.l•'. Campbell,and V!.L. Niaa, The New v:orlci 
Past and Present. Scott, Fores~an ana Company, Chicago, 
l9·J:~. (14, .. 
15. ~hipl"le, G., and P.$. James, At Home on Our ~artb. fbe 
~cmillan Company, New XOrk, l947. (io) 
* The number in parent1eses after each reference ref.~rs ·to the.· 
number of copies ava.tlab1e in the classroom. 
t 
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1 • .Beuchamp., w .. -.;_,$, J. c .. I~1ay.f1eld, ana J. Y. vves·c, Everyday: 
frob1ei!! ..J3 in_.S9iepce.. Scott, Fol~esl!.a:n anu Company, 
Chicago~ 1:346,. (t) 
~ 
• 
.::.. 
4. 
Beaucha.rap, W. J.,., J. C. Eayfield, and J. Y .. West, Science 
ProbleLJs. Scott, F'oresruan ana Company, Chicago, 1946. (46) 
Carpenter, H. A., and G. c. Wood, Our Environmen·t., Allyn 
and Bacon, Boston, 19~6. (16) . 
Diller, J. s., Guidebook of the \!;estern Uniten Statesn_P.§.?.i 
Do Shasta Route and ·Coast Line. Superintendent oX 
Documents, United States Governt1ent Printing Ofiice, 
5. ~eistcr, 1.:., R. f:. Keirste;.1d, and L. 1.~. Shoemaker, ~ 
Wonaerworld of Scienc_£. Charles Scribner's Sons, 
Naw York~ 1950. (~ 
6. Powers, s. R., E. F. Neumer, and H .. B. Bruner, The World 
Around Us. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1934. (!6, 
7. Thompson, Henry D., Fundamentals of Earth Science. 
Appleton~Century9 New .York~ 1947. 
8. T:I.ppett, J.~ Paths to Conservation. D. C. Heath Company, 
Boston, 1937. 
9. \'~hitlock_, H., J'he Stol"Y of r.a.neral.,& • .American ~useum o:r 
Natural Histor,y, New York, 1946. 
10. ZinJ> H. 1 anti B. Cooper, i..Iinerals. Harcourt, Brace Company, 
Nevw :fork, 1943. 
Trap_0r,tvant m~gazines "h p~ph,lets" and bulletifil~, __ ., 
1. P.merican Forest Products Industries, Inc., Trees for 
!,9ril_.9rrow.a Washington, D. c., 1950. 
~. ,&r.,!zona HighwaY:!, Arizona uigh,~.ay Departme,nt .. Phoenix, 
Arizona. 
;.:,~ Colbert, Edwin H.~ Dinosaurs • .Awerican l~usewn of Natural 
History, New York, 1947. 
Howell, H. A., ].1uddl Water. Amera.canAssociation of 
Colleges for Teacher Education, Ne\· York, 1949. 
5.. J. I. Case Company, .Pagant of ·Progress. Racine, 'Y'is-
consin, 1951. . "' 
SQ John Hancock Lire Insurance Company, Digging Down Three 
Thousand Years& Boston, 1950 
---:--~~ 
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10., ~arl:or:; Bertha ?.~orris, ,!ho Earth A Great Stoi•ehouse. Row, 
I Pc ~;erson and Company, Evanston;~·Til.Ii!rol s ,=19171. 
13... .0brlw1·, Bertha i1orris, The i\erth' s Changing Sur~. Rov:, 
I Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois~ 1950. 
1:.; c Prrkez_:, Bertha ~.ro;ris, Soil •. Row, Peterson anu Company, 
: Evanston, Il.Linois, 1949. 
I 13. Spience Newsletter, Science Service Inc., Washington, D.C~ 
14. shperintendent of Documents, PBJd~~o Geolo~y of the RQ£~ 
I MotAntain National Park!:\ C©"io~adoo D'!ilitei! States Govern-
] ment Printing Office, Washington, D. c., 1944. 
15. The Ua.tional Geog_raphic r.raaazitiu, National Geographic 
M r Society .. Waihlngtori", D. c • 
.1.6., V~ke~, H. E., HO\'. Old is the Earth? American l'.:useum of" 
I Natural History, t~ev· York, 1948. 
17. 1J,tf1lker, E. D., and A. B. Foster, Thi ~ !;t_Q~----Soi.l,. Super1n-
l tendent of Public Instruction 9 Springfield~ Ill:i.nols, 1947. 
I y 
Liqt oi Sour~es for ~9J&it1onal Paruru11ets.-~ 
,:\1·-:;.,.J.?QJ'T J • 
., 4 .. ii...J ~•A. 
I 
E~touologist, Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture, 
Piloenix 
~:cli tor, Arizona Highv:ay Department, Phoenix 
D~an, ~ollege of iriines, University of Arizona, Tucson 
S~ate wine Inspector, State ~ine Inspector's Office, Phoenix 
S~perintendent of Public Instruction, Ot~·ice of Superintendent 
o~ Public Instruction, Phoenix 
I 
of Agriculture, Sacr~mento 
c·l' FJns.nc~e, Department of Finance, S&crai.iJento 
~EJ'""Tr·l-slist will be posted on the bulletin beard so pupils v:ill 
~ave the names and adaresses of places to vrite for adaiticnal 
:L:n:t"(F'mati on concemlng the various western states. 
._ 
• 
• 
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L:·:izv~.1 ~~-~C<!.i Q-~~- J\~_~} ~ .. ~:~:-{"';:.: "';, 11,:::- ~(;U:~·~~:·S!;: J; iJf~·):-·.l') ::.~Gi'Jt, ~>i. l·J[i ~~·.t_~J."c:.:.] .. 
Res<...-tl~~es, Sctt;l)aruer!to 
State i.~ine:l.·alo;?.ist., Division of :.:ines, San Francisco 
Lirector of Ed.ucat.lonji Dcpartwent of Education, Sacrawento 
COLORADO: 
Comwissioner, Departwent of Agriculture, Denver 
Director, Advei"tising and Publicity Conw1ission, Denver 
State lt'orester, State Board of Forestry, tenver 
Coml .• issioner, Bureau of ~ines, Denver 
Comr..Jissioner, Department of Education, Denver 
Cowmissioner, Department of Agriculture, Boise 
E>.ecutive Secretary, Idaho Advertising Collli:Uission, Boise 
State F'ore!:ter, Forestl~.f Depart1tcnt1 Boise 
Director, Bureau ot· .i.:ines and Geology, l.Zoscot: 
I~ine Inspector, Office of 1.:1ne Inspector, Boise-
Superintendent of Education, Department of Erlucation, Boise 
~ONTP...NA: 
CoiJJluissioncr, Department o:f Labor, Ac:;ricul ture, anu Industry, 
Helena 
Publici t_y LepE~r'tment, State Highway Com1;iission, Helena 
State F'orester, State Forestry Department, i.:issoula 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Office of Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, Helena 
Chairujan, Board of Publicity, Cc-.~rson City 
Secret:;.ry, Boaru of Stock Co1umis~ loners, Reno 
Chairwan, Soil Conservation Cowtuission, Reno 
l''orest,;r_, Office o1' Survey General, Carson City 
Chalrman, Dep=:irtment of Geology, University of Nevaua, Reno 
&uperintenaent of Public Instruction, Dep<irtment of T"ouca-
tion, Carson City 
In~pector of i.:ines, Of'l'ice o1 Inspector of .:ines,- Carson City 
OREGOl-1: 
UTAH: 
lirector, Department oi A~riculture, Salem 
:·.rector, Travel Information Dephrtment, Highv:ay Commission, 
,alenl 
State Forester, Sthte Board of Fcrestry, Salem 
Superintenuent of Public Instruction, Cepartn,ent ot' Euucation, 
Salem 
Director, Departwent of Geological and i...:ineral Inaustries, 
Portland 
Com1uission Chairman, Department of Agriculture, Salt Lake City 
Commissioner, Department of Publicity and Inuustrh'll Develop-
• 
ment, Salt Lake City . 
State Engineer, De11artment o£ Engin,;ering, Salt Lake City 
i.iember, Forestry ano Fire Control Bt;ard, Salt Lake City 
Director, Geological and ~ineralogical survey, School or 
l.:ines, University oi' Utah, Salt Lan:e City 
Supcrintenuent of' Public Instructiotl_, Lept~.rtment of !::uuClttion, 
Salt Lake City 
Vw.A~HliJGTOt~: 
Director., Department of' ~griculture, Olympia 
Director, Departwent oi' Conservation anc:i. lievelopment, Olympia 
Superintenuent, Office of State Superintendent of Public ltu-
ucation, Olympia 
\\YOUING: 
Commissioner or Agriculture, Department of Agriculture, 
Cheyenne 
Actin~ Secretary ~&lager, Com~ercial and Inuust~ial Colliwission, 
Cheyenne 
State Engineer, Planning and Water Conservation Board, Cheyenne 
State Geologist, State Geological Survey, Laramie 
Superinten<ient of Public Instruction, Department oi' Public 
Instruction, Cheyenne 
. ! -~ .. .~· ·. '· :, ~ ·. ,. 
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Notetaking: 
Taking notes is an essential part of gathering material for 
a report, an inte::-v·iew, a discussion, a science experiment, an 
article for ·the newspaper 1 or while on a field trip. They aid us in writ;ing future reports or as a quick reviev; of a topico In 
tf.:tking notes follow these su.gc;estions: 
• Put the title of the topic on the paper. 
~. Arrange your ideas in a logical pattern by selecting 
the main points anri their details. 
3. Omit all unnecessary woras by writing phrases or short 
sentences., 
4. Use your own vocabulary. 
OUtlining: 
.An outline is a written pl.:tn which includes the most important 
facts arran6ed in a sensible order. In order to make a good outline 
you should: 
1. Read the mat~erial carefully. 
L .. Select the main ideas by the use of topic sentences and 
key words. 
3. Avoid the use of sentences·. 
4., Follow this type of organization: 
e.g. I. California 
A. Natural resources 
1.. Gold 
2 .. Petroleum 
3. Soil 
4. Forests 
B. Physical features 
1. Coastal lowlands 
2. Coastal Mountains 
21. Valleys 
4.. Sierra-Nevada llountains 
II. Washington 
A. Natural resources 
1. F'orests 
~. Soil 
B., Physical features 
1 .. Coastal lowlands 
~ .. Coastal Mountains 
3o Valleys 
4. Cascade Uountains 
5 I d t ahd use periods after each letter and number. 
6 : A~w:~s have t~o or more sub-points under a main pointu 
' 
• 
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A Sl~m:mary is a bl~icf statement containing th(~ iwportant :Lrit<:,s 
o:C a selection .. r-;~ i::, e. gc.c[l n<:q t.o ~.elect t.b(:: m::.:!.n iliE:'.:.:~ of th~' 
u.r:C:hor., 
].., A gooC.. sumJJ:~.1';r vd .. :i.l te v :ri t te:u in yoi.ll" own v"orc.s ~ 
2" fjse G.bou t one--1;hird a;:; man:r v:o.rds as t11e :-}Uthol ... 
3... Rr.:aa the e.l~ticlc· tlwronghly before _:,.-ou begin to v.ri te., 
A good written report gives inforwation in such an lnter,:sting 
wanner that tbe reader not only learns about the subject but may 
want to look up additional material concerning it. Follov: these 
hints for gooa writing: 
1. Use a vivid vocabulary. 
e.g. Instead o:f writing, "ThP- man went home." write, "The 
gray haired, old man hobbled along the cobblestone 
street to his cozy, white cottage". 
2. Use one idea in each para5raph a.nd one central thezu~ for 
the entire story. 
v. Use topic sentences that tell 'What the paragraph is about. 
4. Avoid sentence fragments and run-on sentences. 
e~g. run-on sentence: (wrong) Buffalo Bill killed the Inaian just then 
help arrived. 
(ri6 ht) Buffalo Bill killed the Ina~n. Just then 
help arrived. 
e.g. sentence fragment: 
(wrong) Kit Carson and a ll~rge herd of buff<ilo in 
· the valley. 
(right) Kit Carson and a large herd of buffulo v:ere 
in the valley. 
5~ Logically organize your thoughts and material before you 
be_gin., If i11 doubt as to hov: you shoulo organize your 
material, use the "5 VJ's". (Who? What? When? v;·here? Vihy?) 
6. Have an interesting beginning and a forceful ending. 
7~ Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization~ 
8. Use your best handwriting. 
9. Rewrite if necessaryv 
lt .it: :.~;poi·t;lttt :: ...... t:;:_: n.t;J.:. tc- r<:.f~ t· t._. t;:.t' 2'-.lr.rcr.-.· of ~.Ii~'or-­
mation used in prepariag a reportu Arrange it as follovs: 
e.g .. StulL, DeForest, and Roy\'.:. Hatch, JournP.ys Tprough t~ 
A~ericas. Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1951, pp. 41-6~. 
I 
• 
A 
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4. S,P]J.r..~.!PJ.Gb 1i,'Orn;t_G 
Ten ot• the followin.g ~iOY.'ds vdll be studied each v,eeko Other 
wo:ru.s w:llJ. be adced to the list by the pupils .. Each ciay ten win-
utes "t'd.ll pe df;vc·~ed t;o spelling exerc:!.ses o For homework the 
v.upils will be expected ~;o do the follo\'olng: (1) v~r~ te the \'ora; 
(~) wri·ce it by syllables~ {3) write it pboneticully; ( 4) write 
the meaning o:f the v.rord in their o"n words; (5) use the 1rora. in 
a meaningful sentence., These papers will be due on Friday o:r 
each \\·eelt .. 
<.:.::-: .·~1 irrigation 
bibliography minerals 
bu.fi"alo .i.:ojave 
California l~orroons 
canyon u.ountains 
Colorado petroleum 
Columb1a plateau 
ConE.;.:;toga production 
COi1tinent[-l.l refrigerator 
desert reservation 
e1~a San Joaruin 
Sl"'osion Sierr·a Nevada 
f'e:r:tile suiumarize 
geolog:'tcal topsoil 
sorgcs uranium 
graze vole uno 
·OOUS Zion 
t 
• 
-
3 ,' 
' /J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
c 
5. Map Quiz 
;_ ___ '} .. 
+--
1 I 
' II 
t 
I 
• J 
I 
I 
~ 
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Ident1£y the following regions by mat~hing the geographic 
area with its number. Write the correct number of each 
area in the blank space to the le.tt. • 
1. Great Basin 
.. 
ii:Oe Coastal Ranges 
z. Rocky Mountains 
4. Colorado Plateau 
5. Columbia Plateau 
6. Sierra Nevada--Cascade ~ountains 
·-
• 
• 
~'­~~~ 
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7. ~uestionnaire_ to be filled O}lt by t.he pupils 
1. Do you like this type of assignment? Yes_No_ 
2. What did you like most about this unit? · 
~hat did you dislike most about this unit? 
4. Give the numbersof the study-guide items or activities that 
v.ere too easy. 
5. Give the numbersof the study-guide items or activities that 
were too dirficult. 
6. Give the numbersof the study-guide items or activities that 
were most interesting. · 
7. Give the numbersof the study-guide items or activities that 
were uninteresting. 
a. Give the numbers of the study-guide items or activitie~ that 
were useful. 
9. Give the numbers of the study-guide items or activities that 
were useless. 
10. Do you feel that the study-guide covered most of the important 
things to be learned about the Far West? Yes __ Ho __ 
11. Do you feel that having all three subjects, English, social 
studies, and science, centered on one topic, such as the 
Western States, helped or hindered your study? 
-~lped hindered How? 
12. Do you feel that all your English, social studies, and science 
could be best taught this way? ·Yes No Part time? Yes Ho 
-- -----
13. Do you feel that you had ;;ufl'icient choice of things to do? 
Yes Ho 
--
14. Do you feel that you had too much to do in the allotted time? 
Yes_No_ 
• • 
• 
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15.., Did you budg~~t your time wisely? 
16. Did the optional-related activities help or hinder your under--
standing of the unit? helped ___ hindered ___ 
17. ~as there enough material available? 
16. What sources proved to be most valuable? 
Did you utilize the list of collateral reading? 
Yes No 
--
Yes :No 
--
LOQ Did you utilize the list of addresses to write for additional 
information? Yes No 
--
~1. Did the audio-visu~l aids help? Yes No 
--
~~~ Was the pooling and sharing of information effective and 
et£icient? Yes No 
--
a. What did you like best about it? 
b. What did you like least about it? 
~3. Have you visited parts of the West? 
Where? 
Yes No 
--
~4. ~~t recommendations do you have for improving the units? 
8. Teachet's Log Shee~ 
Phase: 
SUbject: 
Date: 
Time spent instructing entire class-- i i f tull 
2. Time spent ~ pupils 1n guided-stuay--i ~ i full 
3. Per cent of time spent on this subject-- ~ 
4. Instructional activities of tlre teaoher--
5. Major pupil activities--
6. Evidences ot pupil-teacher planning--
1. ~bich seemed most appropriate? 
8 o 17Jhich seemed least appropriate? 
3$ Those brought to class by pupils--
:160 
l0 Ewidence of pupil growth in terms of changed behavior--
2o ~pils' attitude~ interest, and work habits--
3a Study guide items which caused trouble or other. 
difficulties encountered--
~o E~glish skills not easily acquired--
--~~~imr·rent events or school activities that altered 
the situation--
So Optional-related activities completed--
